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Structure

Sub-Commission 2.1:  Gravimetry and Gravity Networks 
Sub-Commission 2.2:  Methodology for Geoid and Physical Height Systems 
Sub-Commission 2.3:  Satellite Gravity Missions 
Sub-Commission 2.4:  Regional Geoid Determination 
Sub-Commission 2.4a:  Gravity and Geoid in Europe 
Sub-Commission 2.4b:  Gravity and Geoid in South America 
Sub-Commission 2.4c:  Gravity and Geoid in North and Central America 
Sub-Commission 2.4d:  Gravity and Geoid in Africa 
Sub-Commission 2.4e:  Gravity and Geoid in Asia-Pacific 
Sub-Commission 2.4f:  Gravity and Geoid in Antarctica 
Sub-Commission 2.5:  Satellite Altimetry 
Sub-Commission 2.6:  Gravity and Mass Transport in the Earth System 
Study Group 2.1.1:  Techniques and metrology in terrestrial (land, marine, airborne) 

gravimetry 
Joint Working Group 2.1:  Relativistic Geodesy: Towards a new geodetic technique 
Joint Working Group 2.2:  Validation of combined gravity model EGM2020 
Joint Working Group 2.1.1: Establishment of a global absolute gravity reference system 
Joint Working Group 2.1.2: Unified file formats and processing software for high-precision 

gravimetry 
Joint Working Group 2.2.1: Integration and validation of local geoid estimates 
Joint Working Group 2.2.2: The 1 cm geoid experiment 
Joint Working Group 2.6.1: Geodetic observations for climate model evaluation 
Working Group 2.6.1:  Potential field modelling with petrophysical support 

Overview

This report presents the activities of the entities of Commission 2 for the reporting period 2015-
2019. As shown above, Commission 2 consists of 6 sub-commissions (SC), whereby SC 2.4 is 
composed of 6 regional sub-commissions, and several Working Groups, Joint Working Groups 
and Study Groups. Most of these entities were very active and made significant progress in their 
specifically stated objectives and program of activities. The corresponding reports can be found 
below, and the main achievements are summarized in the end of this overview section. 

Activities during the reporting period 2015-2019 

Commission 2 fostered and significantly supported main tasks and objectives of the present 
IAG period, which were expressed in the two IAG Resolutions adopted at the IUGG General 
Assembly 2015, Prague: 
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 IAG 2015 resolution no. 1: The realization of an International Height Reference 
System (IHRS) 
An executive report on the status and planned next steps for the establishment of the 
IHRS will be presented to the IAG and GGOS at the IUGG General Assembly 2019. I 
preliminary selection of IHRS reference points has been made. Processing strategies for 
gravity potential values are converging. The support by SC 2.2 and associated JWG 
2.2.2 (“1 cm geoid experiment”) has been shown to be highly beneficial. 

 IAG 2015 resolution no. 2: The establishment of a Global Absolute Gravity Reference 
System 
A concept of the International Gravity Reference System (IGRS) and the corresponding 
Frame (IGRF) was developed. It should serve as a long-term basis to monitor the time 
variable gravity field as one of the keys to understanding the changing Earth and is a 
valuable tool observing crustal deformations and mass transports. The system definition 
will be completed by the end of this IAG period. The establishment of the frame shall 
be realized during the next IAG period 2019-2013. 

Additionally, Commission 2 was also very active in supporting several IUGG resolutions:  

 IUGG 2015 resolution no. 2: Future Satellite Gravity and Magnetic Mission 
Constellations 
During this IAG period, Commission 2 has been advocating future gravity field 
missions. It contributed and supported the satellite mission proposal Earth System Mass 
Transport Mission2 (e.motion2) in response to the ESA Earth Explorer 9 (EE9) call, the 
proposal Mass variation observing system by high-low inter-satellite links (MOBILE), 
and by increasing the visibility towards EU/Copernicus by co-organizing the high-
impact event “Observing water transport from space – a vision for the evolution of 
Copernicus” (31 Mai 2017, Brussels). 

 IUGG 2015 resolution no. 3: Global Geodetic Reference Frame (following UN 
Resolution 69/9) 
Commission 2 contributed to several strategy documents. It also contributed 
significantly and fostered the establishment of the IAG position paper on the Global 
Geodetic Reference System, which was accepted by the IAG EC. 

Commission 2 and its elements also triggered the setting-up of new IAG Projects and Inter-
Commission Committees, which shall be adopted by the IAG Council at the IUGG Montreal 
(2019): 

 Inter-Commission Committee on “Geodesy for Climate Research”: This initiative was 
triggered by the work of the Joint Working group 2.6.1 “Geodetic Observations for 
Climate Model Evaluation”. 

 IAG Project  on “Novel Geodetic Sensors and Technologies”: This project is based on 
the work of the Joint Working Group 2.1 “Relativistic Geodesy: Towards a new 
geodetic technique”. 

Commission 2 also supported further ideas on an Inter-Commision Committee on “Marine 
Geodesy, and and IAG Project on “Seismo-Geodesy”. 
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Commission 2 also very actively contributed to GGOS-related activities. A keynote 
presentation at the GGOS Days 2016 on the role of gravity field products in the context of the 
Global Geodetic Observing System was given, with special emphasis on height unification and 
integration of gravity/height into a modern GGRF concept (following the corresponding IAG 
position paper). Several invited papers were presented in the respective GGOS session at 
international conferences, such as EGU 2016 (Vienna; “Retrieving hydrological signals with 
current and future gravity missions”), IAG 2017 (Kobe; “Observing the Earth’s gravity field as 
integral component of GGOS”), and IUGG 2019 (Montreal; “Global gravity field modelling as 
a fundamental component for the precise height determination and the monitoring of the Earth 
System”). 

Commission 2 also performed several consulting activities, e.g., regarding a recommendation 
on the future mission operation of Jason-2 as geodetic mission, and for several entities of 
GGOS, such as the Satellite Mission Standing Committee as part of the Bureau of Networks 
and Observations, the Bureau of Products and Standards, and the GGOS Committee on the 
Establishment of the GGRF. Commission 2 was also actively involved in the transition of the 
H2020 project European Gravity Service for Improved Emergency Management (EGSIEM) to 
the International Combination Service for Time-variable Gravity Fields (COST-G) as a 
Production Center of IGFS. 

Commission 2 was involved in the organization of several scientific conferences and 
workshops, as well as sessions at EGU and AGU. More details on this issue will be provided 
in the following section. 

Conferences and Meetings 

Gravity, Geoid and Height Systems (GGHS) 2016, Thessaloniki, Greece 
The official Commission 2 symposium was held between September 19-23, 2016, in 
Thessaloniki, Greece, at the premises of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (Figure 1). It 
was the first Joint Commission 2 and IGFS Symposium co-organized with GGOS Focus Area 
1 “Unified Height System”. GGHS2016 was composed by 6 sessions spanning the entire 5 days 
of the program. For GGHS2016, 211 abstracts have been received, out of which 94 have been 
scheduled as oral presentations and 117 as posters. 204 participants from 36 countries 
participated in the conference. It should be particularly emphasized that this symposium was 
able to attract also the young generation of scientists, since 35% of the total number of 
participants were either MSc Students or PhD candidates. Related papers will be published as 
a special volume of the IAG Symposia Series, which is currently in preparation.  
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Figure 1 GGHS 2016, Thessaloniki, Greece

In addition to the scientific part, GGHS2016 has also hosted a number of splinter meetings, 
where vibrant exchange of ideas took place. The following splinter meetings have been 
organized: 

 IAG Commission 2 Steering Committee meeting 
 IGFS meeting 
 JWG 0.1: Strategy for the Realization of the International Height Reference System 

(IHRS)  
 GGOS Committee on Satellite Missions 
 GGOS Committee on Establishment of the Global Geodetic Reference frame 
 SC 2.1: Gravimetry and Gravity Networks 
 SC 2.2: Methodology for Geoid and Height Determination 
 SC 2.3: Satellite Gravity Missions  
 JSG 0.11: Multi-resolutional aspects of potential field theory 
 GEOMEDII Project Meeting 

IAG/IASPEI General Assembly 2018, Kobe, Japan 
Commission 2 was also deeply involved in the preparation of the scientific program of the 
IAG/IASPEI General Assembly 2018, Kobe, Japan. The organization of the two main gravity-
related sessions have been coordinated by the president (“Static gravity field”) and vice-
president (“Temporal gravity field”) of Commission 2, and it also supported the preparation of 
several joint and union sessions. 

Gravity, Geoid and Height Systems (GGHS) 2018, Copenhagen, Denmark 
The GGHS2018 “Gravity, Geoid and Height Systems 2018” meeting was the second Joint IAG 
Commission 2 and IGFS Symposium. It took place in Copenhagen, Denmark, on September 
17-21, 2018, at the “Black Diamond” conference building, which is part of the Royal Library 
of Copenhagen. Its main focus was on methods for observing, estimating and interpreting the 
Earth’s static and time-variable gravity field as well as its numerous applications. GGHS2018 
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was structured in 7 sessions spanning the entire 5 days of the program. For GGHS2018, 164 
abstracts have been received, out of which 87 have been scheduled as oral presentations and 77 
as posters. 155 participants from 35 countries participated in the conference. It should be 
particularly emphasized that also the second GGHS symposium was able to attract also the 
young generation of scientists, since about 1/3 of the total number of participants were either 
MSc Students or PhD candidates.  

Figure 2 GGHS 2018, Copenhagen, Denmark

IUGG General Assembly 2019, Montreal, Canada 
Commission 2 contributed to the preparation of the scientific program of the IUGG General 
Assembly 2019, Montreal, Canada. The organization of the two main gravity-related sessions 
have been coordinated by the president (G02: Static gravity field and height systems) and vice-
president (G03: Time-variable gravity field) of Commission 2, and it also supported the 
preparation of several joint and union sessions. 

Further theme-specific events 
During the reporting period 2015-2019, Commission 2 initiated, fostered and supported several 
theme-specific conferences, meetings and workshops, which are presented in detail in the 
following individual reports of the respective entities of Commission 2. 

Activities of the Sub-Commissions 

SC 2.1 Gravimetry and Gravity Networks 
SC 2.1 together with its associated JWG 2.1.1 and SG 2.1.1 concentrated on the realization of 
the IAG Resolution no. 2 for the establishment of a global absolution gravity reference system, 
and on the realization of a Consultative Committee on Mass and Related Quantities (CCM-IAG 
strategy). The SC 2.1 activities also focussed on the investigation and further development of 
the instrumentation and methods of absolute and relative gravity measurements, including those 
based on cold atom technologies, showing notable developments in many parts of the world. 
SC 2.1 also organized the fourth IAG Symposium “Terrestrial gravimetry – Static and mobile 
measurements”, which was held in April 2016 in St. Petersburg, with 123 participants from 18 
countries, and is currently organizing the 5th IAG symposium TGSMM-2019, to be held also 
in St Petersburg on 1-4 October 2019. 
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SC 2.2 Methodology for Geoid and Physical Height Systems 
SC 2.2 contributed significantly to the activities on the realization of the IHRS, and provided 
active support to the respective JWG 0.1.2, addressing open issues such as agreed standards for 
geoid computation, and fostering further methodological development related to geoid 
determination and physical height systems. The associated JWG 2.2.2 on the “1 cm geoid 
experiment” (Colorado experiment) was very active in benchmarking various regional geoid 
determination approaches and assessing them, with the goal to achieve high-accuracy gravity 
potential values at IHRS reference stations. Another topic of interest is how to merge and 
validate local and regional geoid models, which is performed by JW 2.2.1. 

SC 2.3 Satellite Gravity Missions 
The main activities of SC 2.3 include the promotion of scientific investigations regarding 
current and future gravity field missions. A new combination service for time-variable field 
solutions, with the purpose to provide unique and user-friendly gravity products to a wider user 
community, was developed in the frame of the Horizon 2020 Framework Program of the 
European Commission, and was installed under the name COST-G as a Product Center as 
integral component of the IGFS infrastructure. Members of SC 2.3 initiated and actively 
contributed to proposals for future gravity missions in response to several ESA Earth Explorer 
calls. In order to increase the visibility towards EU/Copernicus and to emphasize the importance 
of sustained observation of gravity field changes reflecting mass transport processes in the Earth 
system, SC 2.3 was deeply involved in the organization of two EU events held in Brussels. 
Additionally, SC 2.3 contributed to the recommendations of the ESA Geodetic Missions 
Workshop 2017 in Banff, Canada. 

SC 2.4 Regional Geoid Determination 
SC 2.4 coordinates the activities of the 6 regional sub-commissions on gravity and geoid 
determination and supports the organization of conferences, workshops and schools. Highlights 
of the reporting period are a complete re-computation of the European quasi-geoid (EGG2015) 
based on the newest version of global GOCE models, the generation of a new South American 
geoid model, and a DTM as well as a new geoid model for the whole continent of Africa. 
Another focus was the modernization of the US National Spatial Reference System. In almost 
all regions the data coverage could be improved. As an example, the first Antarctic-wide gravity 
anomaly dataset was published. Albeit the continuous progress, many activities still suffer from 
restrictions regarding data access, and also from the fact that the willingness to contribute to 
international (IAG) activities and data exchange is very low in several regions of the world. 

SC 2.5 Satellite Altimetry 
The main activities of SC 2.5 include algorithm development for processing of both 
conventional and new satellite altimetry missions, and the use of improved satellite altimeter 
data and products in various applications, such as the improvement of global marine gravity 
field models. SC 2.4 also focussed on the investigation of sea level, sea level change and 
especially sea level extremes, also connecting the results with the understanding of its causes. 
Special emphasis was also given to retracking solutions and calibration/validation methods to 
improve the performance of altimetry especially in coastal regions and for inland water 
applications. Another focus was on monitoring vertical land motion and glacier dynamics from 
altimetry. Additionally, SC 2.4 provided consultancy for the recommendation on the Jason-2 
geodetic mission issue to the committee of the Jason-2 Steering Group, targeting with a 
densified Jason-2 ground track for a better resolution of gravity anomalies with narrow east-
west content. Also it was proposed to establish an International Altimetry Service (IAS) 
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SC 2.6 Gravity and Mass Transport in Earth System 
During 2015-2019, SC 2.6 was mainly active via its two (joint) working groups, JWG 2.6.1 
“Geodetic observations for climate model evaluation”, and WG 2.6.1 “Potential field modelling 
with petrophysical support”. Together with JWG 2.6.1 and 4.3.8, a workshop on “Satellite 
Geodesy for Climate Studies” had been held on September 19-21, 2017 in Bonn, , with the goal 
to bring together geodetic experts and climate modellers, and thus to foster the use of geodetic 
products for climate studies. This led directly to the proposal of a new IAG ICCC (Geodesy for 
Climate Research). 

Activities of Study Groups 

There is one SG (SG 2.1.1) which reports via SC 2.1 to Commission 2, and in 8 JSGs 
Commission 2 is involved as a partner, but none of these reports directly to Commission 2. 
Their reports can be found in the ICCT section (7 JSGs), and the Commission 3 section (1 JSG).  

Activities of Working Groups 

1 WG and 7 JWGs are reporting to Commission 2. Their reports can be found in the 
corresponding chapters. Two out of these 6 JWGs (JWG 2.1, JWG 2.2) are attached directly to 
Commission 2, the five others to the SCs 2.1, 2.2 and 2.6, respectively. One JWG (JWG 2.1.2) 
has been established only recently (IAG EC no. 7, Dec. 2018). Commission 2 is involved in 
another JWG on the realization of the IHRS, which is reporting to GGOS. 
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Sub-commission 2.1: Gravimetry and Gravity Network 

Chair:   Leonid F. Vitushkin (Russia) 
Vice Chair:  Akito Araya (Japan) 

Overview

In the period 2015-2019 Sub-Commission 2.1 with its Joint Working Group JWG 2.1.1, a new 
JWG 2.1.2 and Study Group SG 2.1.1 was concentrated on the realization of the IAG Resolution 
No. 2 for the establishment of a global absolute gravity reference system (IGRS) 
(http://www.iugg.org/assemblies/2015prague/2015_Prague_Comptes_Rendus_Part1.pdf, page 
69), related work on the development of appropriated standards and on the realization of 
common Consultative Committee on Mass and Related Quantities (CCM) – IAG Strategy for 
metrology in absolute gravimetry.  

The Sub-commission activities strongly focused on the investigations of the instrumentation 
and methods of the absolute and relative terrestrial gravity measurements, including those based 
on a new cold atom technologies, on the support and development of the gravity networks as 
well as on the development of new GAGRS. 

The development of measurement techniques for gravimetry and the development of the gravity 
networks are interrelated. The growing number of absolute gravimeters (AG) changes the 
strategy in the measurement and formation of gravity networks. The superconducting gravity 
measurement technology makes possible permanent monitoring of temporal variations of free-
fall acceleration. 

Symposiums, the meetings of JWGs and WG dedicated to the topics of ToR of SC2.1 were 
organized in the current period including the 4th IAG Symposium “Terrestrial gravimetry. Static 
and mobile measurements-TGSMM-2016” in 2016 in St Petersburg, Russia and currently 
organized the 5th IAG symposium TGSMM-2019 also in St Petersburg on 1-4 October 2019. 

Common work of Sub-commission and CCM on the establishment of traceability to SI units 
(Realization of CCM-IAG Strategy)  
The significant aspect of the Sub-commission is the attention to the confidence in gravity 
measurements provided by close cooperation of Sub-commission JWGs and WG with the 
metrological community presented by the Working group on gravimetry (WGG) of the 
Consultative committee on mass and related quantities (CCM). CCM WGG, Regional 
metrology organizations in cooperation with SC2.1 continue the organization of the comparison 
of absolute gravimeters. The regional comparison of EURAMET (European Association of 
National Metrology Institutes) was organized [Metrologia, 2017, 54, Tech. Suppl., 07012 ] was 
organized with the participation of 4 National metrology institutes and 13 geodetic and 
geophysical institutes at the new campus of the University of Luxembourg in Belval in 
November 2015. The comparisons of AGs extended over North America and Asia.  The 
comparison in North America organized by the CCM and SIM (Inter-American Metrology 
System) at the Table Mountain Observatory (Boulder, Colorado, USA) in 2016. The 10th

international comparison of 30 AGs under auspices of the CCM was organized in the 
Changping Campus of the National institute of metrology (NIM) of China in 2017. To link 
these results to the European absolute gravimeters a EURAMET comparison of 16 AGs was 
organized at the Geodetic Observatory Wettzell, Germany in spring 2018. 
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It is of importance that the gravimetry sites for the comparisons can be used as the absolute 
gravity reference stations of the GAGRS because of high precision of the values of free-fall 
acceleration at these stations obtained in the comparisons. The CCM-IAG Strategy provides the 
possibility of calibration of AGs by means of the national primary measurement standards of 
acceleration unit in gravimetry (i.e. in the measurement of free-fall acceleration). For example, 
such a calibration of the AG FGL and AG GBL-M was performed by the primary measurement 
standard in gravimetry of Russian Federation and the national calibration certificates were 
issued. The calibrations of AGs against of national measurement standards in gravimetry allow 
to provide the traceability of AGs to SI units. With a growing number of AGs the calibrations 
will make possible to confirm the metrological characteristics of AGs without the participation 
in the CCM and RMO comparisons of AGs which are not always suitable because of 
transportation problem, time table and other problems.  

Five National metrology institutes and designated laboratories have the calibration and 
measurement capabilities (CMC) in the field of absolute gravimetry. These are the BEV 
(Bundesamt für Eich- und Vermessungwesen) with the uncertainty in calibration of 10 μGal in 
Austria, the FGI (Finnish Geospatial Research Institute) with the uncertainty in calibration of 
8 μGal in Finland, the INRIM (Istituto Nazionale di Ricerca Metrologica) with the uncertainty 
in calibration of 15 μGal, the METAS (Federal Institute of Metrology) with the uncertainty in 
calibration of 8 μGal in Switzerland and the NSC (National Scientific Centre “Institute for 
Metrology”) in Ukraine with the uncertainty in calibration of 20 μGal 
(https://kcdb.bipm.org/appendixC). These NMIs have the right to issue the calibration 
certificates which should be recognized by 105 institutes from 59 Member States and 
42 Associates of the Metre Convention and four international organizations (see information 
on the Mutual Recognition Arrangement of the International Committee of Weights and 
Measurements (CIPM) on the https://www.bipm.org/en/cipm-mra/). 

Currently the outlined above uncertainties of calibration in the NMIs look higher than that 
which can be obtained in the international comparisons of AGs but these uncertainties of the 
CMCc will be hopely diminished in the future and the number of the NMI’s with the CMC in 
absolute gravimetry will be definitely increased. The advantage of the calibration with respect 
to international comparisons is relatively simple access to such a procedure. With increasing 
number of AGs in the future (probably some hundreds) the implementation of calibrations of 
AG looks unavoidable at least for the AGs with the uncertainties for in the field measurements. 

The IV-th and V-th IAG Symposiums “Terrestrial gravimetry. Static and mobile 
measurements. TG-SMM-2016” and TG-SMM-2019 
The Sub-commission organized the IV-th IAG Symposium “Terrestrial gravimetry. Static and 
mobile measurements. TG-SMM-2016” in St Petersburg, Russian Federation on 12-15 April 
2016. The slogan of the symposium was “Advancing gravimetry for geophysics and geodesy”. 
The International Scientific Committee chaired by Vladimir G. Peshekhonov (Russia) and Urs 
Marti (Switzerland) consisted of the members from 12 countries. The symposium was held at 
the State Research Center of Russian Federation Concern CSRI “Elektropribor” from 12 to 15 
April 2016. According to the field of the activities of Sub-commission 2.1 the TG_SMM-2016 
consisted of four thematic sessions: 
• Terrestrial, shipboard and airborne gravimetry. 
• Absolute gravimetry. 
• Relative gravimetry, gravity networks and applications of gravimetry. 
• Cold atom and superconducting gravimetry, gravitational experiments. 
The proceedings of the symposium included 43 papers. 58 presentations have been included in 
the program. 123 participants from 18 countries – Argentina, Austria, Brazil, China, Czech 
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Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Kazakhstan, Norway, Russia, 
Sweden, Switzerland, Ukraine, USA attended the symposium. Together with the presentations 
on the development of the absolute and relative gravimeters based on “familiar” physical 
principles and mechanisms (springs, macroscopic test objects, etc.) the quantum principles and 
atomic test objects (the clouds of cold atoms)  used for the design of new gravity measuring 
instruments were a major idea of many other talks. 

Next, the Sub-commission is currently organizing the V-th IAG Symposium “Terrestrial 
gravimetry. Static and mobile measurements. TG-SMM-2019” will be held in St Petersburg, 
Russian Federation on 1-4 October 2019 
(http://www.elektropribor.spb.ru/en/conferences/265/). The topics of the symposium include 
instrumentation and methods for absolute and relative static and mobile measurement of gravity 
field at all kind of mobile platforms – shipborne, airborne (airplanes, helicopters, airships), 
satellites. 

Regional activities in gravimetry 
South America
Superconducting Gravimetry: In July 2015 the Argentine-German Geodetic Observatory 
(AGGO) was inaugurated (Figure 3). It is set up in La Plata city (Buenos Aires, Argentina) and 
it is unique in its type in South America. AGGO is a joint project between the National Scientific 
and Technical Research Council of Argentina (CONICET) and the Federal Agency for 
Cartography and Geodesy (BKG). The Observatory has new measurement instrumentation that 
will be part of the global infrastructure for the observation of the Earth. A superconducting 
gravimeter SG038 is one of the instruments installed in AGGO, currently the unique of its kind 
in Latin America and the Caribbean (Figure 4). SG038 data, under the name of La Plata Station, 
are available through the database of the International Geodynamics and Earth Tide Service 
(IGETS).  
The absolute gravimeter FG5-227 was set up at the gravity laboratory of AGGO La Plata and 
monthly measurements were performed  since spring 2018. 

Figure 3 AGGO gravity laboratory
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Gravimetry and Gravity networks: Considerable effort was made by the National Geographic 
Institute of Argentina (IGN) members on measuring, processing and publishing data belonging 
to new gravity control networks in Argentina: 
 Absolute gravity control network (acronym in Spanish is RAGA): it is composed of 36 

points measured from 2014 to 2017 using two Micro-g LaCoste A10 AGs (see 
http://www.ign.gob.ar/content/tipos-de-redes). This is a project of IGN in close 
cooperation with the Argentine National Universities of La Plata, Rosario and San Juan, 
the University of San Pablo and the  Institut de recherche pour le développement (IRD), 
France.   

 First order gravity network (RPO-Ar): 30 gravity monumented point stations were measured. 
This network consists of 229 points mostly matching monumented stations of the Argentine 
levelling network. The standard deviations of the adjusted gravity values are lower than 
0,04 mGal.  

 Second order gravity control network (RSO-Ar): 10 new point stations. RSO-AR consists of 
approximately 14,000 points coinciding with monumented stations of the high precision 
levelling network. The historical field notebooks were digitized, reprocessed and then fixed 
to RPO-Ar network.   

 Third order gravity network in Argentina (RTO-Ar): 633 new point stations. RTO-AR is 
composed of about 6,000 points belonging to precision levelling lines and stations without 
monumentation.  

First National Workshop of AGGO: The workshop was successfully held in the city of La Plata 
(Argentina) from April 14 to 16, 2016 with more than 80 participants. It was organized with the 
assistance of CONICET and RAPEAS (Argentine Network to the Study of the Upper 
Atmosphere). A total of 24 oral presentations were given with the main goals of exchange 
information, discuss ideas and establish plans of work oriented to the use of the AGGO data and 
products.

Figure 4 FG5-227 absolute gravimeter and superconducting gravimeter SG038 (below).
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Europe 

 Austria: Regular annual AG determinations are carried out on 9 stations across the country. 
All determinations are co-located with EPN stations with addition to other locations. 

 Czech Republic: Currently 427 gravity stations are considered as the gravity control 
system. This is based upon 17 AG stations that in years 2016 – 2017 will be re-measured 
with the recently acquired FG5X-251 gravimeter from the Pecny Observatory. Pecny 
observatory also takes part in the EPOS project also in terms of gravimetry. Systematic 
errors of FG5/X absolute gravimeters are investigated. A new measurement system (Křen 
et al. 2016) has been developed that includes independent fringe signal detection system 
and zero-crossing determination based on FFT swept filtering (Křen et al. 2019). This 
system identified e.g. unaccounted distortion effect reaching up to 5 µGal in the original 
signal processing method used by FG5/X gravimeters. Further new methods and 
approaches have been developed to investigate systematic effects due to the verticality 
alignment, determination of Eötvös/Coriolis effect (Křen et al. 2018), coaxial cable effects 
(Křen et al. 2017). The most critical part is the determination of the diffraction effect (Křen 
and Pálinkáš 2018). The Czech Republic, has submitted CMCs for both absolute 
measurements and calibration of absolute gravimeters.

 Finland: The First Order Gravity Network of Finland, FOGN, was re-measured with the 
A10-020 in 2009-2010. During the measurement campaigns the measurements were 
controlled by visiting FG5-sites every 1-2 times/week. The FGI maintains the national 
measurement standard of the acceleration unit in the measurement of free-fall acceleration 
(AG FG5X-221). There are the comparison facilities at the Metsähovi observatory. At the 
observatory the old superconducting gravimeter SG-T020 stopped working in autumn 
2016. The new superconducting gravimeter iOSG022 was installed in the end of 2016 and 
is now working well and producing high-quality data. The iGrav013 is also registering at 
Metsähovi since spring 2016.

 Germany: Since 2005 in the frame work of updating the gravimetric gravity control, more 
than 500 AG stations have been established with A10 absolute gravimeters by the BKG 
(A10-002, A10-012 and A10-033). Also 64 AG stations measured with FG5 gravimeters 
are established and repeated measured since 1993. The German Gravity Base Network 
DSGN94 was extended and named DSGN2016 by including 20 gravity sites next to GREF 
permanent GNSS-stations. This network DSGN2016 is now in the process of 
reorganization and evaluation. The German main gravity network DHSN2016 replaces 
now the DHSN96. The DHSN2016 field stations in general will be measured with A-10 
absolute gravimeters. The DHSN2016 is now in the process of completion and evaluation. 
An EURAMET comparison of 16 Absolute Gravimeters was organized in spring 2018 in 
Wettzell to link the results of CCM.G-K2.2017 to the European absolute gravimeters. Also 
in 2018 the Absolute Quantum Gravimeter AQG-02 was purchased by BKG from μQuans  
and installed at Wettzell station in a first application. Two relative gravity and leveling 
networks were installed in Thuringia and Hamburg to monitor subsurface mass variations 
by subrosion. (Kobe, M. et al, 2019)   

 Ireland/Northern Ireland: Expresses strong interest in establishing a new gravity network 
possibly based on AG techniques. A joint collaboration for both countries is planned on 
the whole Ireland island. As to this time there was no serious gravity network works in 
Ireland since IGSN71 establishment. Also there is no known gravimeter (of any kind) 

 Lithuania: Large scale works are planned (relative surveys on nearly 700 stations) in the 
next years in order to update the gravity network reference level. Idea is to have 2 stations 
per 1 km2. Works are planned to be performed mainly by Scintrex CG-5 gravimeters.

 Norway: In 2016 an A10 absolute gravimeter have been purchased by the NMA of Ireland. 
A plan to re-measure the Norway gravity control is planned in 2017-2019, mainly focused 
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on the coastal areas. Firstly the A10 gravimeter was used for measurements in Ny-Alesund 
in a newly established geodynamical observatory. Also for the Ny-Alesund location an 
iGrav superconducting gravimeter is planned to be installed in 2017-2018 season.

 Poland: The iGrav-027 gravimeter is operating smoothly with full three years of operation 
behind it. Currently no surveys related to the gravity control maintenance are planned in 
Poland. As of beginning of the 2017 EPOS-PL project started in Poland. Within the 
framework of the project regular A10-020 absolute gravimeter campaigns have started in 
the Silesian region on active mining areas. This this time 3 independent campaigns have 
been performed on 10 stations. Absolute determinations will serve as reference for 
extensive relative gravimeter surveys on nearly 200 stations. Relative surveys will be 
performed with Scintrex CG5 and CG6 (purchased late 2018). This will form a hybrid 
gravimetric survey (AG and RG) carried out at least two times per year. Additionally within 
the project three gPhoneX gravimeters have been purchased (two in late 2018, one in mid 
2019) and installed on mining areas for gravity variation monitoring, one unit is installed 
near Wroclaw. Borowa Gora Observatory is suitable for AG comparisons with 3-4 points 
that could be measured at the same time. Currently one internal comparison with A10-020 
and FG5-230 is planned on annual basis. Other teams are much welcome to participate. In 
2017 one such comparison was carried out in Borowa Gora Observatory, in 2018 one was 
also carried out in Jozefoslaw Observatory. 
In 2018 IGiK started cooperation with Ordnance Survey Ireland (OSi) for the establishment 
of a new gravity control in Ireland. Within the framework of this project a single absolute 
gravity (with the A10-020) and vertical gravity gradient campaing had been performed 
covering 27 stations in the Island of Ireland. Additionally a LaCoste&Romberg gravimeter 
had been setup for earth monitoring near Dublin, Ireland. 
In 2018 IGiK also with cooperation of DTU Space (Denmark) performed absolute gravity 
determinations on 8 stations in Denmark as well as supported the small AG comparison 
between A10-020 and A10-019 gravimeters at DTU. 

 Spain: Measurement on the Spanish Absolute Gravity Network (REGA) are carried out 
since 2001 with A10 and FG5 gravimeters, 44 and 32 stations respectively. Additional new 
measurement were carried out in the recent years on the Canary Islands (1x FG5 and 49 
A10 stations) and Balearic Islands (3x A10 stations).

 Turkey: In 2016 Turkey began a very big project for the complete renovation of the national 
gravity control (to be finished in 2020). The whole project estimated at 5 million Euros 
assumes the new measurements of the whole country with A10 and FG5 gravimeters (as 
reference stations) and densification surveys with Scintrex CG5 gravimeters. Within the 
project new A10 and FG5 gravimeters were purchased as well as 8 Scintrex CG5 
gravimeters.

Russian Federation 
A new prototype of a laser interferometric absolute ballistic gravimeter with the instrumental 
uncertainty of 2 microGal was developed and investigated at the D.I. Mendeleev Institute for 
Metrology (VNIIM), St Petersburg. 

A superconducting gravimeter “GWR iGrav” № 38 was installed and put into operation in 
November, 2018, on the gravimetric site “Lomonosov” in the Lomonosov branch of VNIIM 
(40 km from St Petersburg). 

Japan and Asia-Pacific 
Absolute gravimetry: TAG-1 is an AG developed at ERI (Araya et al., 2014).  It includes a 
silent-drop mechanism for a free-fall mirror and a built-in accelerometer for the correction of 
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seismic disturbances. Accuracy of TAG-1 is evaluated from the comparative observation with 
FG5’s carried out in April, 2016 at the Ishioka Geodetic Observing Station, GSI of Japan. TAG-
1 was operated with a frequency stabilized fiber laser at 1550 nm on a trial basis to evaluate a 
potential to construct a network with a number of absolute gravimeters for monitoring volcanic 
activity. (Araya et al., 2017). In relation to the development of a compact AG, a short-distance 
rise-and-fall launch system for an AG is developed. The current system can throw up a mirror 
with 3 mm in height using a piezo-electric actuator, and its recoil reduction mechanism 
counteracts the vibration using a counter mass. Earth tides were successfully observed with the 
system (Sakai et al, 2016), and a test observation was carried out near an active volcano.
Absolute gravity measurement campaigns were conducted in New Zealand in 2015-2016. In 
January and March 2016, the measurements using an FG5 #210 (of Kyoto University) were 
conducted. The measurements in North Island were made at two existing points (the 
Warkworth Radio Astronomy Observatory and Wellington A) and at one newly established 
point in Wairakei Research Centre, Taupo. The gravity measurements in South Island were 
made at five existing AG points of Godly Head, Mt John, University of Otago, Helipad and 
Bealey Hotel. To complement the AG measurements, relative measurements have been 
conducted in 2017, using LaCoste Romberg G-meters (#680 and #805) for most AG points 
and spare points as gravity connections. For planning the AG measurements in the area of 
2016 Kaikoura earthquake (Mw 7.8), test measurements were carried out at a few points 
where huge uplifts have been observed. (Fukuda et al., 2017).

Relative gravimetry: Superconducting gravimeter observation at Ishigakijima, Japan was 
launched in 2012 with the purpose of detecting potential signals associated with slow slip 
events. To date, distinguishing slow slip signals from surface water disturbances has not been 
successful, because interactions between the ocean and the underground water make it difficult 
to model their effects on gravity. Detailed analysis taking into account the interactions between 
the ocean, underground water and atmosphere, and their effects on gravity was performed. 
(Imanishi et al., 2016). Continuous gravity data, using a Scintrex CG-3M relative gravimeter, 
at Arimura Observatory, Sakurajima Volcano (Kagoshima Prefecture, Japan) have been 
obtained to monitor volcanic activity. The gravimeter was first installed in May 2010, and it 
also records the tilt values of the gravimeter, which are utilized to correct the apparent gravity 
changes due to the tilt. Significant tilt changes associated with the volcanic event on 15 August 
2015 can be identified clearly. (Kazama et al., 2016). Continuous gravimetric observations 
have been made with three successive generations of superconducting gravimeter (SG) over 
20 years at Syowa Station (39.6E, 69.0S), Dronning Maud Land (DML), East Antarctica. 
Non-tidal gravity variations derived from the OSG#058 data showed significant correlation 
with the accumulated snow depth observed at Syowa Station. The relation between the heavy 
snowfall in DML and the weakening of Chandler Wobble, which were observed with 
OSG#058, was discussed. (Aoyama et al., 2016). Performance evaluations for a SG (iGrav 
#003) and a spring gravimeter (gPhone #136) were conducted at the Mizusawa VLBI 
Observatory of the National Astronomical Observatory of Japan in comparison with a SG TT 
#70. Calibration of iGrav #003 had been carried out by colocation with an AG FG5, and that 
of gPhone #136 was provided by the manufacturer. Colocation observation showed that 
amplitudes and phases of each major tidal constituent mutually agreed well. iGrav and gPhone 
will be deployed for monitoring volcanic activity. (Miura et al., 2017)

An underwater gravity measurement system using an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) 
has been developed to search for sub seafloor density signatures associated with massive ore 
deposits. A model calculation showed a gravity anomaly > 0.1 mGal and a gravity gradient 
anomaly > 10 E are expected from a survey ~50 m above a typical seafloor deposit. The system 
comprises a gravimeter and a gravity gradiometer mounted in AUV (Urashima, JAMSTEC) 
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which has stable navigation performance and enough space to install both of the gravimeter and 
the gravity gradiometer. Operation of the system was successful for several observations in the 
sea, and sub seafloor gravity anomaly was estimated (Shinohara et al., 2015; Araya et al., 2015). 

A portable laser-interferometric gravity gradiometer for volcanological studies has been 
developed. The gravity gradiometer measures differential accelerations between two test 
masses that are in free fall at different heights. Because its principle of operation is based on 
the differential measurements, measured values are insensitive to the motions of observation 
points. The laboratory test showed that its resolution of measuring vertical gravity gradients 
was about a few μGal/m in two seconds measurements. The prototype was moved to the Aso 
Volcanological Laboratory (AVL) of the Kyoto University in July 2012. Since then, its further 
development, to be used at an observatory in a volcanic area, has been carried out at the AVL, 
and trial measurements at the Sakurajima Volcanological Laboratory of the Kyoto University 
(Kyushu, Japa) were performed (Shiomi et al., 2015). 

An airborne gravity gradiometry survey was conducted by the Japan Oil, Gas and Metals 
National Corporation (JOGMEC) in the Kuju volcano and surrounding area, Oita prefecture, 
Japan. The density structure modeling was conducted using gravity data and the six 
components of airborne gravity gradiometry data. The high-density (2400 –2550 kg/m3) areas 
were estimated below the middle and late Pleistocene volcanoes in the southern part of the 
study area at a depth of 0 to 2000 m below sea level. These high-density areas correspond to 
the distributions of the older Hohi volcanic rocks (Nishijima and Yanai, 2016). 

Geopotential measurements with an uncertainty of 5 cm were demonstrated by determining the 
height difference of master and slave optical lattice clocks separated by 15 km. A subharmonic 
of the master clock laser is delivered through a telecom fiber to synchronously operate the 
distant clocks. Taken over half a year, 11 measurements determine the fractional frequency 
difference between the two clocks to be 1,652.9(5.9)10−18, consistent with an independent 
measurement by levelling and gravimetry (Takano et al., 2016). 

Gravity networks: Geospatial Information Authority of Japan (GSI) established a new gravity 
standardization network of Japan, named the Japan Gravity Standardization Net. 2013 
(JGSN2013), from the latest AG and relative land gravity measurements covering the whole 
country. The accuracy of JGSN2013 is evaluated around 10 μGal in standard deviation from 
the residuals of network adjustment and the leave-one-out cross validation, and this means that 
the JGSN2013 achieves more accurate gravity standard than the former gravity standard, the 
Japan Gravity Standardization Net. 1975 (JGSN75), by an order of magnitude. (Miyazaki, 
2016). GSI of Japan constructed a gravity measurement facility for domestic comparison of 
AGs at the Ishioka Geodetic Observing Station, GSI of Japan. The granite test bench in the 
facility is firmly coupled to the support layer with concrete piles and is isolated from the 
building in order to reduce the effect of ground vibration. It is designed to set up six AGs 
simultaneously on each point that has precise coordinates determined by GNSS and leveling 
before the construction. Since the Ishioka station also has the VLBI facility, the distributed 
hydrogen maser's signal can be used to minimize clock errors between AGs (Kato et al., 2017).

Conclusions on the currents state of measurement techniques in gravimetry and on the 
development of gravity networks 
Recently there is a growing number of absolute gravimeters and absolute determinations of 
free-fall acceleration. There is a progress in the elaboration of absolute gravimeters including 
that based on a cold atom gravimetry are under the development. Several reports inform on the 
renovation of gravity networks and on the establishment of new gravity networks over the 
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world. New gravity measurement techniques as gravity gradiometers and the techniques of 
geopotential measurements based on the precise quantum (cold atoms, cold ions) clocks are 
under the development. The number of gravimetry sites with collocated AG, superconducting 
gravimeter and terrestrial GNSS stations increases. Despite of increasing role of absolute AG 
measurements in the gravimetry survey the role of relative gravimeters is still significant. 

Nevertheless, some remarks should be made. The realization of the CCM-IAG strategy in 
metrology for absolute gravimetry is not completed and it does not cover all the geodetic 
services and it is not implemented to all geodetic projects related to gravity measurements. 
There are only a few cases of calibration of absolute gravimeters. Not all the gravimetry teams 
participate in the comparisons of AGs or calibrate their AGs. There is a progress in the 
improvement of AGs as the increased repeatability in the measurements free-fall measurements 
with a cold atom gravimetry and in the improvement of laser interferometric absolute 
gravimeters. However, there are still the needs for further investigations of the sources of the 
instrumental systematic uncertainties in the measurements using the AGs. There is still the need 
for the development of improved more compact AG for in the field gravity measurement. 
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Activities and publications during the period 2015-2019 

New technologies 
The preparation for the “Very long baseline atom interferometer” (VLBAI, 10 m atomic 
fountain) at the Hannover Institute for Technology (HITec) of the Leibniz Universität Hannover 
has progressed so far that the implementation of the VLBAI in the HITec building already 
started. The long-term geodetic objective is to perform stationary absolute measurements of 
gravity and its derivatives with resolutions exceeding the presently available possibilities of 
classical instruments by several orders of magnitude. In the future, this VLBAI fountain as an 
instrument with “higher order accuracy” should take a central role for the definition of 
gravimetric reference networks in central Europe and the gravimetric datum definition. It will 
serve for verification of transportable absolute meters w.r.t. their long-term stability. For more 
information go to https://www.geoq.uni-hannover.de/a02.html, and https://www.iqo.uni-
hannover.de/vlbai.html. 

Gravity applications 
The gravity program at the United States Geological Survey (USGS) Arizona Water Science 
Center has become the "Southwest Gravity Program", as expanding into adjoining states. The 
primary product is network-adjusted relative- and absolute-gravity measurements of gravity 
change over time, as related to hydrologic processes. To facilitate rapid data analysis and 
network adjustment, GSadjust software has been developed, based on the PyGrav software 
(Hector and Hinderer, 2016), but with additional GUI elements for drift correction and network 
adjustment. Current projects are in Albuquerque and Las Cruces, NM; Tucson, Prescott, and 
northwestern AZ; and Imperial Valley, CA. A website with software (both in-house and 
external), references, and a bibliography has been developed (http://go.usa.gov/xqBnQ). Efforts 
to publish data to the web (including integration with AGrav database) are ongoing. 

Activities Reported by Members of the Study Group 2.1.1  

Germany 
Gravimetry activities at TU Darmstadt (PSG): Over the past four years, PSG took part in 
several airborne gravimetry campaigns. The focus of our research is the use of strapdown 
inertial measurement units (IMU’s) for kinematic gravimetry in general, rather than using the 
classical, platform‐stabilized spring‐gravimeters. IMU’s offer many operational advantages, as 
low power‐ and space consumption and an autonomous operation during the flights. Strapdown 
gravimetry supports the determination of 3-D gravity (i.e., including the deflection of the 
vertical). 

Strapdown airborne gravimetry for geoid determination: With the focus of geoid 
determination, PSG took part in the following campaigns:

 2013: Mid‐ and North‐Chile 
 2014 and 2015: Two offshore‐campaigns in the South Chinese Sea (Malaysia) 
 2015: Northwest Mozambique and Malawi 
 2015/2016: Antarctica: The PolarGap campaign 
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These campaigns were carried out in cooperation with the Technical University of Denmark 
(DTU Space). For all these campaigns, PSG’s iMAR RQH‐1003 strapdown IMU was flown 
side‐by‐side with a classical LaCoste and Romberg S‐type sea/air gravimeter, allowing a direct 
comparison of the two sensors. It could be shown, that mainly thermal drifts of the Honeywell 
QA‐2000 quartz accelerometers prevent the IMU from a gravity determination at the milligal 
level in the longer wavelengths (hours). The main research focus since 2014 was the design and 
evaluation of IMU calibration schemes, which are able to circumvent such drifts (Becker 2016; 
Becker et al. 2015a). This research was very successful: The cross-over precision could be 
reduced from several mGal down to 0.9 – 1.1 mGal for the four non‐polar campaigns, thereby 
showing similar or even superior results compared to the LCR S‐type gravimeter (Becker 2016; 
Becker et al. 2016). For the PolarGap campaign, the stand‐alone IMU gravity reached a 
precision of 1.8 mGal after applying the correction. It is still an open question what was the 
limiting factor compared to the campaigns at lower latitudes, e.g. the stronger temperature 
changes, or the lower GNSS satellite elevation (leading to a significantly larger VDOP). For all 
of the abovementioned campaigns, it could be shown that the iMAR sensor was barely sensitive 
to even strong turbulence, being another important operational advantage compared to the 
classical systems: This can be cost-saving in production-oriented campaigns, as less lines (or 
even no lines!) need to be repeated any more due to strong turbulence. 

Strapdown airborne gravimetry for geology and geophysics: In the Antarctic summer 
2016/2017, PSG cooperated with British Antarctic Survey (BAS) in the scope of the Filchner 
Ice Shelf System project. For a total of 24 flights, the iMAR RQH sensor was the only gravity 
sensor on board the survey aircraft. Since the main focus of these survey flights was set on radar 
measurements for geophysical mapping and research, the flights had to be performed in drape‐
flyingmode, i.e. the aircraft altitude above ground was approximately maintained at a constant 
level. Such flights can be difficult for the classical spring-based gravity sensors, as strong 
gravity changes arising from altitude changes above sea level may exceed the sensor range for 
short-term gravity variations. There is no such limitation for the strapdown systems. The 
processing of this data is still in progress; first results however already indicate, that the drape-
flying does not reduce the achievable accuracy of the strapdown gravity results. A cross-over 
precision of approximately 1.7 mGal could already be achieved, which is however again 
significantly lower compared to the non‐polar campaigns listed above. It is again unclear if the 
precision is mainly limited by the VDOP in the standard PPP processing. 

Future technologies: verification of absolute gravimeters, collaboration with metrology 
community for future sensors: The preparation for the “Very long baseline atom interferometer” 
(VLBAI, 10 m atomic fountain) at the Hannover Institute for Technology (HITec) of the 
Leibniz Universität Hannover has progressed so far that the implementation of the VLBAI in 
the HITec building can start in autumn of this year. The long-term geodetic objective is to 
perform stationary absolute measurements of gravity and its derivatives with resolutions 
exceeding the presently available possibilities of classical instruments by several orders of 
magnitude. In the future, this VLBAI fountain as an instrument with “higher order accuracy” 
should take a central role for the definition of gravimetric reference networks in central Europe 
and the gravimetric datum definition. It will serve for verification of transportable absolute 
meters w.r.t. their long-term stability. For more information go to https://www.geoq.uni‐
hannover.de/a02.html, and https://www.iqo.uni‐hannover.de/vlbai.html.

Promotion and coordination in the establishment and measurements of regional gravity 
networks: new gravity reference in Mexico 2016: Within a joint project of the Instituto Nacional 
de Metrología en Méxicol (CENAM), the Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz Universität Hannover 
(LUH), and the Centro de Geociencias, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM), 
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the measurement of nine first order gravity stations employing the reference FG5X‐220 free-
fall absolute gravity meter of the LUH were complete (Esparca et al. 2017). The field campaign 
took place from February 22th to March 14th of 2016, exactly 20 years after the last absolute 
gravity campaign was completed in Mexico. The measuring campaign started in the National 
Laboratory of micro‐Gravimetry (LNG), with a mutual comparison between the LUH´s FG5X‐
220 and the CENAM´s FG5X‐252, at the beginning and end of the field campaign, the later 
worked out as base station. Besides a successful instrumental comparison, we increased the 
existing network of gravity stations, four of which had been measured 20 years ago by NOAA 
in a tectonically active region of Mexico known as the Jalisco Block (JB). 

Collaboration with metrology community: Gravity field measuring and modelling for optical 
clock comparisons: A coordinated program of clock comparisons has been carried out within 
the EMRP‐funded project “International Timescales with Optical Clocks” (ITOC, 2013-2016), 
aiming at a validation of the uncertainty budgets of the new optical clocks with regard to an 
optical redefinition of the SI second (Figure 5). As optical clocks are now targeting a relative 
accuracy of 10‐18, corresponding to a sensitivity of about 0.1 m2/s2 in terms of the geopotential 
or 0.01 m in height, precise knowledge of the gravity potential is required at the respective 
clock sites. Alternatively, optical clocks may also be employed for deriving the gravity potential 
(denoted as “chronometric levelling” or “relativistic geodesy”) and hence offer completely new 
options for geodetic height determination. The ITOC project involves clock sites at the national 
metrological institutes (NMIs) in France (OBSPARIS, LNE‐SYRTE), Germany (PTB), Italy 
(INRIM), the United Kingdom (NPL), and an underground laboratory in France near the Italian 
border (LSM, Laboratoire Souterrain de Modane). Absolute and relative gravity observations 
were carried out by the gravimetry group of LUH around the clock sites and then used to 
compute an updated quasigeoid model.

Finland 
Marine gravity measurements: The Finnish Geodetic Institute (FGI) is participating in the 
FAMOS project ’Finalising Surveys for the Baltic Motorways of the Seas’ 
(www.famosproject.eu). The project is a cooperation between 15 hydrographic and geodetic 
organizations of 7 Baltic Sea countries and it is co‐funded by the European Union Connecting 
Europe Facility. In Activity 2 of the project marine gravity surveys are carried out in different 
parts of the Baltic Sea. A  marine gravity survey took place in 2015 in the Bothnian Sea on a 
Finnish vessel (Bilker-Koivula et al. 2015).
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Figure 5 Collaboration with metrology community: Gravity field measuring and modelling 
for optical clock comparisons 
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Absolute gravity measurements: FGI continue doing repeated FG5X absolute gravity 
measurements in Finland for land uplift studies and monitoring. This year we will also do FG5X 
absolute gravity measurements in Lithuania and Estonia. The FGI will participate in the 
ICAG2017 that will take place in China in autumn.

In the Finnish Academy funded project GRAVLASER ‐‘Improved absolute gravity 
measurements in the Antarctic’ the aim is to deepen the knowledge of cryosphere-lithosphere 
interaction in Antarctica and to improve current and future scenarios of the Antarctic ice sheet 
contribution to global sea level rise. The project involves, among other things, measurements 
of absolute gravity change with the FG5X absolute gravimeter and development of novel laser 
scanning methods. 

Superconducting gravity measurements: The iOSG022 superconducting gravimeter was 
successfully installed at the Metsähovi observatory and is now working well and producing 
high‐quality data. In addition we the iGrav013 portable superconducting gravimeter was 
acquired. For now it is operating in Metsähovi alongside the iOSG022.

Russian Federation 
A new prototype of a laser interferometric absolute ballistic gravimeter with the instrumental 
uncertainty of 2 microGal was developed and investigated at the D.I. Mendeleev Institute for 
Metrology (VNIIM), St Petersburg. Superconducting gravimeter “GWR iGrav” № 38 was 
installed and put into operation in November, 2018, on the gravimetric site “Lomonosov” in 
the Lomonosov branch of VNIIM (40 km from St Petersburg). 

USA 
The gravity program at the United States Geological Survey (USGS) Arizona Water Science 
Center has become the "Southwest Gravity Program", as we expand into adjoining states. The 
primary product is network-adjusted relative and absolute gravity measurements of gravity 
change over time, as related to hydrologic processes. To facilitate rapid data analysis and 
network adjustment, the GSadjust software was developed, based on the PyGrav software 
(Hector and Hinderer, 2016), but with additional GUI elements for drift correction and network 
adjustment. Current projects are in Albuquerque and Las Cruces, NM; Tucson, Prescott, and 
northwestern AZ; and Imperial Valley, CA. A website with software (both in‐house and 
external), references, and a bibliography was launched at http://go.usa.gov/xqBnQ. Efforts to 
publish data to the web (including integration with AGrav database) are ongoing. 

TAGS7 Gravimeter on “Optionally Piloted” Aircraft as a UAV test: In March 2017, the 
National Geodetic Survey (NGS) began its first operational survey using the Aurora Centaur 
Optionally Piloted Aircraft for its Gravity for the Redefinition of the American Vertical Datum 
(GRAV‐D) project. The survey operated for about a month, collecting data primarily over 
western North Carolina and eastern Tennessee. In the future, it is envisioned that operating such 
aircraft autonomously will reduce costs, increase efficiency, especially in difficult to reach 
areas.

Geoid Slope Validation Survey in Southern Colorado, Summer 2017: NGS conducted its third 
and final Geoid Slope Validation Survey in the mountains of southern Colorado in the summer 
of 2017. This multi-technique project consists of classic leveling, long-session GPS, astro-
geodetic deflection of the vertical observations, absolute gravity measurements, and vertical 
gravity gradient determinations at over 200 bench marks, spaced at about 1.5 km east to west 
along highway US 160. The purpose is to compare geoid shape accuracies of various models, 
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as well as quantify the contribution of the airborne gravity data acquired as part of the GRAV-
D project. At each site, an A10 is used to determine the absolute gravity value, and a new 
Scintrex CG-6 is used to measure quadratic gradient.

Geopotential survey of NIST Optical Clock Laboratories, Summer 2015: NGS has established 
six new bench marks in and around various atomic clock laboratories at the NIST 
Boulder,Colorado campus. Classical leveling (<1 mm local, relative accuracy, and ~2 cm 
“global” accuracy) and absolute gravity measurements were used to determine heights, gravity 
values, and geopotential differences between the bench marks. The geopotential differences can 
be used directly – and immediately – to calculate the expected frequency shifts between the 
laboratories. After the GRAV‐D airborne campaign is complete in 2022, NGS will define a new 
vertical datum for the United States. At that point it will be easy to provide geopotential 
numbers referenced to the geoid, accurate to the ~2 cm level. As continent-scale networks of 
linked optical clocks become feasible, these absolute geopotential values will be critical for 
direct clock comparisons.

France 
Concerning atom sensor/gravimeter developments, there are currently about 10 institutes in the 
world and two companies (μQUANS and AOSENSE) developing such systems, but most are 
still under improvements in terms of accuracy and compactness (example: some sensors now 
use atom chips. There are also some studies into the development of gradiometers, and space 
programs (or studies) to use gradiometer in space (ESA, CNES, NASA). SYRTE is developing 
a new sensor, a demonstrator for space (https://syrte.obspm.fr/spip/science/iaci/projets/gradio/), 
Humboldt Univ Berlin is adapting its atom gravimeter to launch two clouds, Lens (Firenze) has 
developed one few years ago, and in China (Wuhan) gravimeters are used to make a 
gradiometer too.  

Also, the MIGA project, whose ultimate goal is to detect gravitational waves with atom 
gradiometer, will have interest for geoscience (https://arxiv.org/pdf/1703.02490.pdf). 

About the CAG, the accuracy is still 43 nm/s2, sensitivity is 57nm/s2 in 1s of measurement and 
0.6nm/s2 in 1/2 day. Current effort is now aimed at reducing the uncertainty to 10 or below 
10nm/s2. 

It measured gravity continuously last month for the LNE Kibble balance (previously watt 
balance) to measure the Planck constant linked to kilogram to participate to the new definition 
of the kilogram which was adopted at the General conference on weights and measures (XXVI-
th CGPM-2018) in November 2018. 

Czech Republic 
Long-term regional and local water storage changes (that cannot be captured by satellites) are 
interesting for many hydrologists. Superconducting gravimeters are used for supporting they 
research, but there might be also huge space for utilization of absolute gravimeters instead. In 
this respect, at VUGTK one tries to distinguish between the most critical components of error 
sources for FG5/FG5X gravimeters together with improvements in optics and electronics. In 
such a way one can contribute to contribute on the accuracy improvement of gravimeters based 
on laser interferometry. 

Systematic errors of FG5/X absolute gravimeters are investigated. A new measurement system 
(Křen et al. 2016) has been developed that includes independent fringe signal detection system 
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and zero-crossing determination based on FFT swept filtering (Křen et al. 2019). This system 
identified e.g. unaccounted distortion effect reaching up to 5 µGal in the original signal 
processing method used by FG5/X gravimeters.  Further new methods and approaches have 
been developed to investigate systematic effects due to the verticality alignment, determination 
of Eötvös/Coriolis effect (Křen et al. 2018), coaxial cable effects (Křen et al. 2017). The most 
critical part is the determination of the diffraction effect (Křen nad Pálinkáš 2018). The Czech 
Republic has submitted CMCs for both absolute measurements and calibration of absolute 
gravimeters. 
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Activities and publications during the period 2015-2019 

International gravity reference system and frame 

Following the Resolution No. 2 of the IAG at the XXVI General Assembly of the IUGG in 
2015, a concept of the International Gravity Reference System and Frame was developed. It 
should serve as a long-term basis to monitor the time variable gravity field as one of the keys 
to understanding the changing Earth and is a valuable tool observing crustal deformations and 
mass transports. In accordance with other geodetic reference systems and frames the acronyms 
IGRS/IGRF were fixed.  

Definition of System and Frame 

The definition of the reference system (IGRS) reflects the fundamental principles and must be 
stable over time. It is based on the momentary acceleration of free fall and on the traceability 
to the International System of Units (SI). It is completed by a set of conventional corrections 
for the time independent components of gravity effects: The tide system (zero tide), standard 
atmosphere1 for the normal air pressure and the IERS reference pole.  
The reference frame (IGRF) as the realization of the system is based on observations with 
absolute gravimeters (AG) which are monitored at reference stations. The achieved uncertainty 
for measurement at reference stations should be better than 10 µGal, including systematic 
effects.  
The frame describes the reduction of temporal gravity variations. To ensure a long term stable 
and common reference level and the compatibility of all observations, comparisons of AG need 
to be performed on a regular basis on different levels, following the CCM – IAG Strategy for 
Metrology in Absolute Gravimetry2. The basis are the key comparisons under the auspices of 
the International Committee for Weights and Measures (CIPM). The equivalence of each AG 
used for the IGRF must be documented by comparison results.  
A set of conventional models for the correction of temporal gravity changes is selected, 
covering the Earth tides, ocean tide loading, atmospheric variations and polar motion. The 
recommended models are based on the Processing Standards of the International Absolute 
Gravimeter Base Network (IAGBN), which are widely used today. Vertical gravity gradients 
(VGG) are essential to transfer the measured value to the reference height and are part of the 
reference frame. The determination of the VGG is required for each IGRF station. An epoch 
needs to be assigned to each AG observation. Applied corrections for systematic effects, like 
self-attraction and diffraction need to be documented.  
A regular re-observation of the reference frame is currently not planned but IGRF stations need 
to be maintained and kept accessible. Systematic long term gravity changes, e.g. due to post 
glacial rebound, are not part of the frame definition.  
A common standard exchange format for AG observations and processing software are subject 
of JWG 2.1.2: Unified file formats and processing software for high-precision gravimetry which 
was initiated out of this JWG and established in December 2018.  

Infrastructure 

The main infrastructure of the IGRF is formed by gravity stations of three different types:  

1 DIN5450 (ISO 2533:1975) 
2 https://www.bipm.org/wg/CCM/CCM-WGG/Allowed/2015-meeting/CCM_IAG_Strategy.pdf  
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a) Reference stations are essential to ensure a long term stable reference level by monitoring 
AGs. A continuous gravity reference function should be provided by a superconducting (SG) 
and/or quantum gravimeter or by repeated AG observations. The reference function is 
represented by the residual gravity time series after reduction of site specific effects (Earth and 
ocean tides, atmosphere, polar motion). If a continuous monitoring is not possible, repeated AG 
observations every two months are recommended to capture seasonal variations. For stations 
operating a SG, it is recommended to perform AG observations every two years for the 
determination of the SG instrumental drift.  
b) Comparison stations are reference stations as described in a) which allow for a simultaneous 
measurement of at least two AGs. The main purpose is to check the compatibility of 
instruments. Calibration of an AG serves as a tool to document significant systematic deviations 
in order to improve or restore the compatibility and should follow the CCM – IAG Strategy for 
Metrology in Absolute Gravimetry.  
c) Core stations provide a link to the terrestrial reference frame (ITRF), where GGOS core sites 
play an important role. Core stations are reference stations described in a) where at least one 
space geodetic technique is established. It is therefore recommended to continuously monitor 
temporal gravity variations and to repeat absolute gravity observations at all GGOS core sites.  
Potential IGRF stations are more than 20 active sites of the International Geodynamics and 
Earth Tide Service (IGETS), where superconducting gravimeters are operated. Further, about 
60 stations of the proposed realization of the International Height Reference System (IHRS) 
were identified as potential collocation sites. A connection to the national levelling networks is 
recommended and GNNS should be collocated to monitor vertical displacements. The selection 
of a global set of stations to realize the IGRF based on updated site requirements should be 
subject of future efforts.  
To make the IGRF accessible to users, an infrastructure of absolute gravity stations needs to be 
built up, forming a modern-day functional equivalent of the IGSN71. This requires the support 
and cooperation of National agencies, which are encouraged to establish compatible first order 
gravity networks, preferably based on AG observations, and to provide the relevant information.  

Documentation and Data Inventory  

All IGRF stations need be documented in the database AGrav which is jointly operated by BGI 
and BKG. At least one observation epoch should be available for each station. Repeated 
observations as required for reference stations should be made available in AGrav. Results of 
all AG comparisons will be documented in AGrav, extending the information available from 
the BIPM key comparison database KCDB.  
Digital object identifier (DOI) will be assigned by BGI for AG observations stored in AGrav 
based on the prefix 10.18168/BGI.DB_AGrav to data providers, network of stations and AG 
comparison epochs. 

The International Database AGrav 

The International Database on Absolute Gravity Measurements will serve as an inventory for 
the absolute gravity reference system (Figure 6). An extension of the database scheme to store 
comparison results was presented at the IAG symposium on Terrestrial gravimetry 12-15 April 
2016, Saint Petersburg, Russia and published in the proceedings. A first impression on the 
realization of these updates were presented at the International Symposium on Gravity, Geoid and 
Height Systems (GGHS) 2016, Sept 19-23, 2016 Thessaloniki, Greece, and further progress at the 
EGU General Assembly 2017 in Vienna, Austria where a prototype was presented as live application.  
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Meetings of JWG 2.1.1 

Working group meetings were held on Sept. 20th 2016 in Thessaloniki, Greece (GGHS), on 
Apr. 27th 2017, Apr. 11th 2018 and on Apr. 10th 2019 at the EGU General Assembly in Vienna, 
Austria, and on Sep. 20th 2018 in Copenhagen, Denmark (GGHS 2). At these meetings, the 
concept of the reference system and frame, the selection of reference sites and data processing 
were discussed. The results are summarized in minutes which were circulated among members 
and participants 

Primary network of reference stations  

A reference station should ideally provide an absolute gravity value at any time at the microgal 
level with an historical record of the local gravity changes and of the gravity measurement 
instrumentation in use. The gravity value should be obtained from repeated absolute gravity 
measurements with an accuracy at the microgal level with instruments that are linked to 
international comparisons of gravity meters. The reference station should then allow a 
comparison with another gravimeter at any time.  

Temporal gravity variations should be monitored continuously by a superconducting 
gravimeter (SG), or in future, by an absolute cold atom gravimeter. Stations with repeated 
(conventional) absolute gravity measurements should be considered as well, e.g. station 
Matera/Italy, where FG5 observations are carried out on a weekly basis and which was 
discussed in particular. A recommendation on the minimum number of observations per year 
should at least cover seasonal variations, which would require e.g. 6 observations per year. 
Further, there is no need to maintain or occupy a reference station permanently, if easy access 

Figure 6 Presentation of the results from the Regional Comparison of Absolute Gravimeters at Wettzell, 2010 in 
the AGrav database. The degree of equivalence of the participating AGs relative to the reference function 
obtained from the superconducting gravimeter SG030 is shown.
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is granted. Complementary to the gravity observations, monitoring of height changes from 
GNSS measurements at the reference station would be necessary.  

Reference stations with colocated gravity and geometric measurement instrumentation where 
several space geodetic measurements are performed (e.g. GNSS, VLBI, SLR…) might 
correspond to GGOS core sites. GGOS core sites should be linked to the GAGRS by continuous 
monitoring of gravity changes and repeated absolute gravity observations.  

The data from all reference stations should be documented in the AGrav database.  

To define a global set of reference stations, it is proposed to re-evaluate the positive response 
and update the results of the survey of 2011, addressed to the absolute gravity community and 
the Global Geodynamics Project (GGP, today IGETS). At this time, 36 stations were proposed. 
Some of these stations should also correspond to GGOS core sites. 

International or regional comparisons stations 

A comparison site is a reference station which provides extended facilities to allow the 
comparison of several absolute gravimeters. Monitoring of temporal gravity changes during the 
comparison is mandatory.  

Secondary network: Infrastructure for an absolute gravity reference network  

To replace IGSN71, an infrastructure must be established. It was a consensus among the 
participants, that it is not feasible and not necessary to comprehensively re-observe or evaluate 
the IGSN 71 network. As IGSN71 has served as a reference for a large number of relative 
gravity surveys, such evaluation may be very important for e.g. regional purposes, but is best 
performed by the pertinent national institutions.  

Instead, new infrastructure based on absolute gravity observations performed worldwide by 
national institutions should be set up. It was recommended that all gravimeters take part in 
comparisons to ensure the best compatibility with the absolute gravity system and traceability 
to SI units. Absolute gravity stations should be divided into different levels depending on the 
uncertainty of the gravity observations, reaching from the field-level (e.g. A10 surveys) to the 
lab-level (FG5-type instruments). 

National agencies should be encouraged to establish compatible first order networks, if 
necessary in international cooperation with institutions operating absolute gravimeters. 

Generally all relevant data should centrally archived and documented in the AGrav database, 
which is currently extended and updated with a new web application. The data should be 
accessible to any user.  

Standard models and corrections 

Current practice on the correction of time variable gravity effects was discussed. A set of 
standard correction models should be proposed for less experienced users. In particular, for 
ocean tide loading, most recent models like FES 2014 should be used, the coefficients can be 
obtained from the ocean tide loading providers of M.S. Bos and H.-G. Scherneck. It was noted 
that this would result in an inconsistency with the current IERS conventions which recommends 
FES2004. 
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A homogenization of gravity corrections in post processing is only possible, if at least set-, 
better drop-files are provided and archived in the AGrav database. It should checked, if such 
functionality could be implemented into AGrav and if the users accepting to contribute these 
data.  

Further activities of JWG 2.1.1  

Recently, a first order gravity network in Mexico was newly established. For the latter, nine 
gravity stations employing the reference FG5X-220 free-fall absolute gravity meter of Leibniz 
Universität Hannover (LUH), Germany were measured from February 22th to March 14th of 
2016 within a joint project of the Instituto Nacional de Metrología en Méxicol (CENAM) and 
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM).  
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Acitivities and publications during the period 2015-2019
The joint working group was created in December 2018 from an open source software initiative 
in high-precision gravimetry within the JWG2.1.1. The following are the results achieved so far. 

Meetings 
The first and only meeting was held at EGU General Assembly in Vienna, Austria on April, 8 
2019. There were presented two new projects that will, in the future, fulfill the main objectives 
of the working group. The first project is GINEF – Gravimeter Independent Exchange Format. 
The most important requirements for the format were discussed at the meeting. The second 
project is gMeterPy, a unified gravity processing software written in Python. The development 
environment were shown and details on how to use it were briefly discussed. The concept of 
raw data has also been discussed, as well as the necessity to reprocess them with independent 
software. The results of the questionnaire about gravimeters and their data formats, previously 
sent to members of the working group, were presented. It is noteworthy that among the 
participants of the working group there are all types of modern absolute gravimeters (free fall, 
rise and fall and quantum) of different manufacturers. The vast majority uses standard programs 
and processing methods. The responses of two commercial manufacturers, Micro-g LaСoste 
and MuQuans, have shown that they do not mind opening the raw data format.  

Data levels 
High – precision gravity data from gravimeters can usually be divided into several levels. 

 Meta level:  station, instrument, processing options and other details. 

 Level 0: raw data, which can be reprocessed from scratch. These can be fringe signals 
or recordings from a feedback system. 

 Level 1: time – series of gravity measurements.  The drop data or readings from 
superconducting or relative gravimeters can always be represented as a time-series of 
measured values with different environmental or instrumental corrections. Corrections 
can be either time – dependent or independent. The different indexes, apart from time, 
should distinguish data from different gravimeters and stations or, for example, sets. 
Only corrections can be reprocessed at this level. 

 Level 3: final gravity (small “g”) value. Only some corrections can be reprocessed. 

True reproducibility of the results is possible if and only if there is an access to level 0. 

GINEF – Gravimeter Independent Exchange Format 
The idea behind GINEF is exactly the same as for RINEX and/or SINEX for GNSS and space 
geodesy data. There are many different gravimeters, but they measure the same quantity of 
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gravity (small “g”). There must be some way to present the data uniformly. This will be based 
on the data levels presented above. The GINEF format should be ASCII based set of files with 
meaningful and unique names. Archiving support is possible to save space. The time system is 
UTC without time zones support. The GINEF format should store raw data, time – series data, 
processing procedures and processing results, including normal equations for the network 
adjustment or individual time-series, like in SINEX file. 

gMeterPy – Processing gravity measurements with Python 
gMeterPy is an open source  and free (MIT License) Python library/framework for processing 
measurement data from gravimeters, which are used for gravity field surveys in geodesy, 
geophysics and other branches of Earth and planetary sciences. The main intention is to go as 
deep as possible in processing raw data from scratch, as well as to support all types of 
instruments, corrections, common file formats and processing procedures. The project is hosted 
at GitHub (https://github.com/opengrav/gmeterpy) and the documentation is hosted at Read 
The Docs (https://gmeterpy.readthedocs.io). The gMeterPy processing software should realize 
standard models and corrections for the International Gravity Reference System/Frame 
(IGRS/IGRF) and should be able to process gravity measurements from the most widely used 
gravimeters, but with possible extension to any other instrument. No GUI interface is planned 
for now. The first test version 0.0.1 is already out. 
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Sub-commission 2.2: Methodology for Geoid and Physical Height Systems 

Chair:   Jonas Ågren (Sweden) 
Vice Chair:  Artu Ellmann (Estonia) 

Overview

The IAG Sub-Commission 2.2 (SC 2.2) promotes and supports scientific research related to 
methodological questions in geoid determination and physical height systems, both from the 
theoretical and practical perspectives, concentrating particularly on methodological questions 
contributing to the realisation of the International Height Reference System (IHRS) with the 
required sub-centimetre accuracy. SC 2.2 is the only SC of Commission 2 that deals with 
physical height systems. It differs from SC 2.4 (“Regional geoid determination“) and its 
subcomponents in that it concentrates on methodological questions for geoid determination in 
the context of the realisation of physical height systems, particularly on the now on-going 
realisation of IHRS (Sánchez et al. 2016; Ihde et al. 2017).  

A first SC 2.2 constituting splinter meeting was organized at the 1st Joint Commission 2 and 
IGFS International Symposium on Gravity, Geoid and Height Systems 2016 in Thessaloniki, 
Greece.  

An early activity was to start up the Joint Working Group 2.2.2 (JWG 2.2.2), “The 1-cm Geoid 
experiment”, together with the International Service for the Geoid (ISG) and the Inter-
commission Committee on Theory (ICCT). This working group primarily aims at developing 
geoid determination methodology by benchmarking different regional geoid determination 
methods (developed by different groups or so-called “schools”) through computations on 
common test datasets, most notably in a test area in Colorado covering the US Geoid Slope 
Validation Survey 2017 (GSVS17). The latter comparison is called the Colorado 1 cm geoid 
experiment below; cf. the JWG 2.2.2 report below.  

The most crucial activity of SC 2.2 has been to support the JWG 0.1.2 with the “Strategy for 
the Realisation of the International Height Reference System (IHRS)”. The main task has been 
to contribute to dealing with the question of how far regional gravity field determination should 
be standardized for the realization of IHRS. This was made by first contributing to discussions 
of standardization with mainly JWG 0.1.2 and ICCT JSG 0.15, which finally resulted in that 
the Colorado 1 cm geoid experiment became more tightly linked to realization of IHRS. SC 2.2 
has then contributed to the Colorado 1 cm geoid experiment in different ways, for instance by 
writing the specification of the experiment (Sánchez et al. 2018a) and by contributing with 
regional gravity field solutions. More details can be found below and in the reports of JWG 
0.1.2 and JWG 2.2.2.  

Another related issue of SC 2.2 has been to investigate how to merge and validate existing local 
(or regional) geoid models. This has been the main topic of the JWG 2.2.1 “Integration and 
validation of local geoid estimates”. See the JWG 2.2.1 report below. 

The members of the SC 2.2 are deeply involved in many aspects of the development of regional 
gravity field determination methods and the realisation of physical height systems. The SC has 
been active in arranging scientific conferences, most notably the GGHS2016 conference in 
Thessaloniki, September 2016, the upcoming IAG-IASPEI Joint Scientific Assembly in Kobe, 
Japan, August 2017, and the GGHS2018 conference in Copenhagen, September 2018.  
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It is recommended that SC 2.2 continues in the next 4-year period. It is important that the 
Colorado 1 cm experiment is properly finalized and that the question of standardization is taken 
up again in view of the results of this experiment.  

Below the challenges of regional gravity field determination for realisation of IHRS are first 
discussed. After that, the contribution of SC 2.2 is elaborated on in some more detail. This is 
followed by the reports of JWG 2.2.1 and JWG 2.2.2.  

On the challenge of regional gravity field determination for realisation of IHRS 

A global height reference frame with high accuracy and stability is fundamental to determine 
the global change of the Earth. A major step towards the goal of a globally unified height frame 
was taken by the IAG resolution (No. 1) for the definition and realisation of an International 
Height Reference System (IHRS), which was officially adopted at the IUGG 2015 meeting in 
Prague (Drewes et al. 2016; Sánchez et al. 2016; Ihde et al. 2017). Much work is now being 
made to realize IHRS, which will result in the first International Height Reference Frame 
(IHRF). The realisation will primarily be achieved by geometric satellite methods (like GNSS, 
SLR and VLBI) in combination with gravimetrically determined geopotential values (e.g. Ihde 
et al. 2017). The latter can be derived using a Global Geopotential Model (GGM) originating 
from the dedicated satellite gravity missions, complemented with terrestrial gravity, satellite 
altimetry and other information to reduce the omission error. In case highest accuracy is to be 
reached, regional geoid determination is an integral part of the realisation of the IHRS (regional
here means combining the GGM with regional terrestrial gravity and other data, like a DEM). 
It is the intention that IHRS will be realized using a global network of reference stations in a 
similar way as ITRS is realised by ITRF. The realisation of IHRS (which is the main goal of 
JWG 0.1.2) will be specified in a document similar to the IERS conventions for the three-
dimensional case (ITRS/ITRF).  

An important question for SC 2.2 is to what extent geoid (or geopotential) determination for 
realisation of IHRS can (or should) be standardised. It is for instance proposed in Ihde et al. 
(2017) that a certain long wavelength satellite-only GGM be singled out as a matter of 
convention, which is then to be modified using regional/local gravity data, satellite altimetry 
and other data (like a topographic and bathymetric models). This is an example of what could 
be standardised, but also other aspects need to be specified. One problem in this context 
concerns the above-mentioned fact that several regional geoid determination methods (and 
software) are available, which to some extent give different numerical results (e.g. Ågren et al. 
2016 and the JWG 2.2.1 report below). Different groups (or schools) tend to prefer their own 
method, which might be an obstacle to standardisation and which might lead to inconsistent 
realization of IHRS.  

It is the ultimate goal that the determined potential values at the IHRF stations shall be 
determined with an accuracy of 10-2 m2s-2 (Ihde et al. 2017), which corresponds to 1 mm in the 
geoid height or height anomaly. IAG thus aims at extremely high accuracy in the long run. It 
will be a major challenge to determine the potential with anywhere near this accuracy. In order 
to reach the sub-centimetre geoid, both theoretical and data improvements are required. The 
theoretical framework for sub-centimetre accuracy are dealt with by the IAG JSG 0.15 
“Regional geoid/quasi-geoid modelling – Theoretical framework for the sub-centimetre”, but it 
should be emphasized that gravity data (and other types of data) also need to be updated to 
reach the goal. Recommendations regarding how to update the gravity data around the IHRF 
stations will be much needed in the future. Today the gravity data situation around the world is 
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very diverse (cf. Sánchez and Sideris 2017). This is complicated by the fact that many of the 
gravity datasets are classified, or are available only for some groups under special permissions, 
etc. Even in the parts of the world with good gravity data, the above-mentioned goal is still far 
away in for instance the methodologically most demanding mountain areas.  

To illustrate the challenge to compute a sub-centimetre geoid model in such a difficult area, a 
few results are presented from the Nordic NKG2015 geoid modelling project (Ågren et al. 
2016). A particularly demanding area is southern Norway, with extremely rough topography 
with high mountains intersected by deep fjords. Comparatively good gravity data are available 
on land. In many of the fjords, however, gravity has been missing for a long time, at the same 
time as sufficiently dense bathymetry has been unavailable (or classified). Recently, however, 
new marine gravity data were observed in some of the largest fjords. These new observations 
were included for the computation of the NKG2015 quasigeoid model, but were neither 
available for the combined GGM EIGEN-6C4 with maximum degree 2190 (Förste et al. 2015) 
nor for the updated European regional EGG2015 model (Denker 2015). The relative quasigeoid 
difference (after subtraction of the mean) between NKG2015 and EIGEN-6C4 are presented in 
Figure 7, while difference between NKG2015 and EGG2015 can be found in Figure 8. Statistics 
for the GNSS/levelling residuals after a 1-parameter fit/transformation are given in Table 1. 

Figure 7 Height anomaly difference between EIGEN-6C4 with maximum degree 2190 (Förste et al. 2014) and 
NKG2015 in southern Norway. The mean has been subtracted. The same permanent tide system is used for both 
models. The contour interval is 1 cm. Note the frequent sign changes for the discrepancies over adjacent areas.
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Figure 8 Height anomaly difference between the European EGG2015 (Denker 2015) and NKG2015 in southern 
Norway. The mean has been subtracted. The same permanent tide system is used for both models. The contour 

interval is 1 cm.

Table 1 Statistics for the GNSS/levelling residuals after a 1-parameter fit/transformation in Southern Norway. 
Consistent permanent tide systems and postglacial land uplift epochs. Unit: meter.

Model # Min Max Mean StdDev 
NKG2015 583 -0.129 0.080 0.000 0.027 

EIGEN-6C4 583 -0.219 0.119 0.000 0.054 
EGG2015 583 -0.142 0.084 0.000 0.041 

The above results illustrate the challenge to compute a sub-centimetre geoid in a rough area. It 
is clear that the omission error is the major limitation for the combined EIGEN-6C4 GGM. 
Since it is very large, it is difficult to see the effect of the missing fjord data. The omission error 
is, on the other hand, not a problem for the regional EGG2015 model. In this case the large 
effect of missing fjord data becomes more visible. Most (but not all) of these fjord differences 
are due to that the new fjord marine gravity data were used for NKG2015 only. Besides these 
two factors (omission error and missing fjord data), there are still unexplained discrepancies 
between the models, which most likely depend on methodological differences (the methods 
differ significantly). It should be pointed out that it is difficult to separate what depends on the 
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method and what on gravity data. The above results are presented mainly as a future challenge 
for the realisation of IHRS and for SC 2.2.  

Contribution of SC 2.2 to the realization of IHRS 

In 2016, L. Sánchez (chair JWG 0.1.2) initiated a discussion with J. Ågren (chair of SC2.2), 
and J. L. Huang (chair ICCT ISG 0.15) of the question of how far regional gravity field 
determination can be standardized for the realization of IHRS. This was followed up by a 
splinter meeting at IAG-IASPEI Joint Scientific Assembly in Kobe, Japan in August 2017, at 
which it was concluded that it is presently not possible to single out a certain “IHRS method” 
for regional gravity field determination. This would require that the active geoid modellers 
agree on all aspects of this method, which the participants of the meeting agreed is not realistic 
at the moment. The different methods differ in too many ways and the reasons behind this are 
not always understood or agreed upon. The meeting recommended instead that we should aim 
for setting up a selection of basic requirements (or minimum requirements), which a regional 
method must fulfil to count as providing a realization of IHRS. Within these limits, the choice 
of method should be left open to the modeller. We should, on the other hand, work towards a 
more far reaching standardization in the long run. It was especially noted that international 
comparisons are important here, both in the long and short term, to quantify how much the 
methods differ, to learn more about the reasons behind this and provoke interaction between 
different groups.   

Based on the discussions at the above-mentioned splinter meeting, J. Ågren of SC2.2 and J. L. 
Huang of ICCT JSG 0.15 recommended that the JWG 2.2.2 (“The 1-cm geoid experiment”) 
should be more tightly linked to the JWG 0.1.2 (on the realization of IHRS). The two JWGs 
agreed, and it was decided to extend the Colorado 1 cm geoid experiment in such a way that all 
groups should also compute potential values along the GSVS17 profile. It was further agreed 
to design the experiment so that it becomes as meaningful as possible for the task to realize 
IHRS, meaning for instance that absolute height anomalies and geoid heights are to be 
computed and compared (corresponding to the conventional W0 value of IHRS, see Sánchez et 
al., 2016). SC 2.2 has contributed to the writing if two versions of the specification document 
for the Colorado experiment. The current version is Sánchez et al. (2018a). It might be said that 
the specification contains a first rough sketch of an IHRS list of basic (minimum) requirements 
for regional gravity field determination (even though it is not complete and even though parts 
of it are special for the Colorado experiment, for instance that the non-tidal permanent tide 
system is used, which is due to practical reasons).  

The Colorado experiment is still on-going. The first preliminary results were presented at the 
GGHS2018 conference in September 2018, where a splinter meeting was also organized 
together with JWG 0.1.2, JWG 2.2.2 and ICCT JSG 0.1.15; see Wang et al. (2018) and Sánchez 
et al. (2018b) for first, very preliminary, results. Until May 2019, 14 groups have submitted 
more thoroughly checked solutions, among them most of the leading groups in the field of 
regional gravity field determination. See the reports of JWG 2.2.2 and JWG 0.1.2 for more 
details. The results are promising. The different solutions will be presented and compared at 
the IUGG General Assembly in July 2019, and it is then the intention to publish this work in a 
special issue of Journal of Geodesy. Based on the results of the Colorado 1 cm geoid 
experiment, a next step should be to return to the original question of how regional gravity field 
determination should be standardized for realization of IHRS and agree internationally on this. 
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Other parts of the realisation of IHRS also concern SC 2.2, for instance vertical datum 
unification and the role of traditional precise levelling. An important reference regarding 
vertical datum unification is Sánchez and Sideris (2017), which focus particularly on the 
unification of the South American height systems.  
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Joint Working Groups of Sub-commission 2.2: 

JWG 2.2.1: Integration and validation of local geoid estimates 

Chair:  Mirko Reguzzoni (Italy) 
Vice Chair:  Georgios Vergos (Greece) 

Members 
• G. Sona (Italy) 
• R. Barzaghi (Italy) 
• F. Barthelmes (Germany) 
• M.F. Lalancette (France) 
• T. Basic (Croatia) 
• H. Yildiz (Turkey) 
• N. Kuhtreiber (Austria) 
• H. Abd-Elmotaal (Egypt) 
• W. Featherstone (Australia) 
• Jianliang Huang (Canada) 
• Cheinway Hwang (Taiwan) 
• Shuanggen Jin (China) 
• G. Guimaraes (Brazil) 

Activities and publications during the period 2015-2019 

Rationale 
Regional geoid estimates (in areas having e.g. extension of some degrees) can give a detailed 
description of the high frequency geoid features. They are based on local gravity databases and 
high resolution DTMs that allow to reconstruct the high frequency spectrum of the gravity field, 
thus improving the global geopotential model representation. Local geoid estimates are 
computed following well-defined estimation methods that can give reliable results. These 
estimates are frequently used in engineering applications to transform GPS/GNSS derived 
ellipsoidal heights into normal or orthometric heights. Despite the fact that methodologies in 
geoid estimation have a sound basis, there are still some related issues that are to be addressed. 

When comparing local geoid estimates of two adjacent areas inconsistencies can occur. They 
can be caused by the different global geopotential models used in representing the low 
frequency part of the gravity field spectrum and/or the method that has been adopted in the 
geoid estimation procedure. Biases due to a different height datum can also be present. Thus 
proper procedures should be proposed and assessed to homogenize local solutions. The main 
activity of the JWG 2.2.1 was devoted to the establishment of a methodology for merging local 
gravimetric geoid solutions, i.e. removing biases and other systematic effects by exploiting 
some information coming from satellite-only global gravity models. 

Since the differences between local solutions can also originate from different geoid estimation 
methods, a comparison among these methods is an interesting issue for the JWG 2.2.1. In the 
framework of the GEOMED2 project, some of the currently used methods have been compared 
in estimating the geoid model of the Mediterranean Sea and surrounding areas, underlying their 
differences and evaluating their results on the basis of GNSS/levelling data. 
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The last issue that has been addressed in the JWG 2.2.1 concerns the procedures to be applied 
for local geoid estimates in areas with sparse or bad quality gravity data. In this respect, some 
tests have been performed in the framework of the GEOMED2 project to show that simulated 
data can positively contribute in improving the estimates by minimizing edge effects. 

Local geoid collection 
For the purposes of the working group activities, and in particular for the task of merging 
different local solutions, it is necessary to have a dataset of geoid models available at ISG. This 
required a first activity of collection of local geoid models on a worldwide scale, and in 
particular for Europe that is the selected test area. In the future, the proposed merging procedure 
could be applied to all models available in the ISG archive. Currently this archive is composed 
as reported in Table 2 (last update of the statistics was on May 1, 2019). More than 80% of the 
models are classified as gravimetric, since the merging involved this kind of solution only. 
Collecting models included the activities of contacting authors, asking for model publication at 
ISG, converting the models into a unique ASCII format and publishing dedicated webpages in 
the ISG website (containing a short model description, a model figure, bibliographic references, 
the contact person, etc.). 

Table 2 Number of models per continent in the ISG 
archive

Europe 70
North America 36
Africa 20
Asia 19
Oceania 14
South America 13
Antarctica 4
Arctic 3

Total 179

Table 3 Number of models per policy-rule in the ISG 
archive

Public 123 
On-Demand 20 
Private 36 
Total 179 

Local geoid patching methodology 
The proposed unification strategy consists of first estimating biases and systematic effects by a 
least-squares adjustment of the local geoid residuals with respect to a satellite-only model, and 
then correcting the remaining geoid distortions along the national borders by a proper 
interpolation. The advantage of this approach is that the resulting unified geoid includes both 
the low frequencies of the satellite-only geoid model and the high frequencies of the local ones. 
These high frequencies are expected to be more accurate in the definition of the equipotential 
than those coming from a “terrestrial” global geopotential model combined with the residual 
terrain effect. Moreover, this procedure allows for a fast update of the unified model when a 
new geoid is available. 

The procedure, which should be as automatized as possible, is summarized in the following 
steps: 
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- Acquisition of the local geoid/quasigeoid model from the ISG archive (if more than one 
model is available for the same area, the most accurate or the most recent one is 
selected). 

- Detection of the national borders and extraction of a subset of uniformly distributed 
points. 

- Evaluation of the point elevations from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) 
at each selected knot of the geoid/quasigeoid model. 

- Synthesis of the geoid/quasigeoid from a satellite-only model from the International 
Center for Global Gravity Field Models (ICGEM) archive. 

- Synthesis of the geoid/quasigeoid from EGM2008 or EIGEN6C4 for degrees higher 
than the maximum degree of the used satellite-only model, with a smooth transition 
between the two models in the spherical harmonic domain (the use of this information 
is optional). 

- Computation of Residual Terrain Correction (RTC) on elevation residuals with respect 
to a properly averaged Digital Terrain Model (DTM). 

- Computation of geoid/quasigeoid residuals by subtracting the global model and the RTC 
contributions from the original ISG model. 

- Empirical modelling of the error covariance matrix of the geoid/quasigeoid residuals, 
also considering the available information on the satellite-only global model error 
covariances. 

- Estimation of a bias and other systematic effects ),( S  by least-squares adjustment, 
according to the general formula (Heiskanen and Moritz, 1967): 

 sinsincoscoscos),( 4321 aaaaS 

 or to an approximate one, such as: 

)(cos)(),(~
03021   bbbS

to be iteratively applied by revising the empirical error covariance modelling. 
- Application of the estimated biases and systematic effects to all the considered local 

models. 
- Refinement of the geoid/quasigeoid conjunction at national borders by a moving 

average or stochastic interpolation. 
- Production of a new file in ISG format containing the merged geoid/quasigeoid model. 

Note that a conversion from quasigeoid to geoid or vice versa has to be preliminarily 
implemented, at least in an approximate way, in order to merge the same type of models. 

Numerical tests of geoid patching 
First of all, some results regarding the Italian quasigeoid model ITALGEO05 (gravimetric 
solution) are reported to illustrate how the algorithm works; see Figure 9 to Figure 17 and 
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Table 4. Then, the procedure is applied to a subset of European models and the solution is 
compared with the existing continental model EGG2015, which is available at ISG too; see 
Figure 18 to Figure 24 and Table 5. The final target of this numerical test is to show that, if the 
used gravity data were not preliminary reduced for biases, the geoid patching is less affected 
by distortions due to the different national reference systems than continental geoid models. 

Figure 9 ITALGEO05 quasigeoid model (units in m); this 
model is in the ISG archive but is not publicly available from 
the ISG website.

Figure 10 The selected 835 points among the 
ITALGEO05 grid, inside the Italian borders; these 
points will be used for estimating a bias and other 
systematic effects.

Figure 11 Italian DTM as derived from SRTM (units in m). 
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Figure 12 Synthesis of the Italian quasigeoid from 
GOCO-05S satellite only model up to degree and 
order 280 (units in m). 

Figure 13 Residuals between ITALGEO05 and 
GOCO-05S up to degree and order 280 (units in m).

Figure 14 Synthesis of the Italian quasigeoid from 
GOCO-05S up to degree and order 280, and 
EGM2008 above degree 280, with a smooth transition 
down to degree 210 (units in m). This additional 
information should not degrade the bias estimate (see 
e.g. Gatti et al., 2013; Gerlach and Rummel, 2013), 
but could be useful to further reduce the residuals 
between global and local models. 

Figure 15 Residuals between ITALGEO05 and 
GOCO-05S up to degree 280 complemented with 
EGM2008 up to degree 2190 (units in m). In the 
presented examples, biases and systematic effects 
are estimated from residuals in Fig. 5, only using 
information from satellite-only global models. 
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Figure 16 Residual Terrain Correction (RTC) from residual elevations with respect to an averaged DTM (units in 
m). On the left, SRTM is averaged over windows of 30’ 30’, which is compatible with the subtraction of a 
satellite-only global model from the local quasigeoid. On the right, SRTM is averaged over windows of 5’ 5’, 
which is compatible with the subtraction of EGM2008 too. The use of RTC to further reduce quasigeoid residuals 
for the bias estimation is still under investigation and is not applied in the presented examples.

Figure 17 Error variance obtained by propagation from the block-diagonal error covariance matrix of the 
GOCO-05S coefficients, taking also into account the point elevations (units in cm). 
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Table 4 Estimated bias and systematic effects of ITALGEO05 (units in m) when using a stochastic model 
coming from the GOCO-05S error covariance matrix plus a global omission error covariance matrix from 
EGM2008 degree variances plus a diagonal covariance matrix for the local quasigeoid model error (standard 
deviation of 5 cm). 

265.01̂ b 041.0ˆ
1
b

731.82̂ b 787.0ˆ
2
b

632.13̂ b 332.0ˆ
3
b

As for the test on a subset of European models, it has been performed by considering the 
following countries (the name of the used model in brackets): 

- France (QGF98) 
- Corsica (QGC02) 
- Italy (ITALGEO05) 
- Iberian Peninsula (IBERGEO2006) 
- Belgium (BG03) 
- Switzerland (CHGEO2004Q) 
- Greece (GreekGeoid2010). 

For each model, a subset of about 1000 points on land and inside the national borders has been 
selected for the bias and trend estimation. The digital terrain model (DTM) for each country 
has been derived from SRTM. 

The reference geoid has been synthesized from a combination of the GOCO-05S satellite-only 
global model up to degree and order 280 and the EGM2008 model from degrees 200 to 2190, 
with a smooth transition from degrees 200 to 280, and then subtracted from the local solutions. 
No residual terrain correction (RTC) has been further removed from the resulting geoid 
residuals. The patching of these residuals, before applying any bias or trend estimation, is 
shown in Fig. 10. The overall standard deviation of these residuals is equal to 0.46 m and 
discontinuities between neighbor countries are well visible. 

The geoid error of the reference model has been computed by propagation from the block-
diagonal error covariance matrix of the GOCO-05S coefficients and from EGM2008 degree 
variances, also considering the smooth transition in the combination of the two models. A white 
noise with a standard deviation of 5 cm has been attributed to each local geoid model. The 
resulting error variances are shown in Fig. 11. If the EGM2008 contribution was not subtracted 
from the data, instead of modelling the omitted signal from the global EGM2008 degree 
variances and using an a-priori standard deviation for the local geoid model error, one could 
estimate a covariance function for each model by fitting the empirical covariance of the 
residuals with respect to GOCO-05S, see Fig. 12. This alternative has not been implemented in 
the presented test, since residual cross-covariances have to be adapted too, and this introduces 
complications in guaranteeing that the resulting error covariance matrix is positive definite. 

By using the computed geoid residuals and the discussed stochastic modelling, a bias and a 
trend for each local geoid have been estimated by least-squares adjustment, as reported in Table 
5. The estimated biases and trends are shown in Figure 21, while the residuals after the de-
trending procedure are displayed in Figure 22. The overall standard deviation of the residuals 
is now equal to 0.13 m and discontinuities between neighbor countries are not really visible by 
using this color scale. However, a refinement of the patching result to better join the geoid 
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models at national borders is required and has been implemented by a moving weighted 
average. Some example of this refinement are shown in Figure 23. A more refined interpolation 
with a varying window and based on some stochastic modelling will be investigated in the 
future. 

Figure 18 Model residuals with respect to a GOCO-05S/EGM2008 combination of GOCO-05S before applying 
the de-trending procedure, i.e. as they are stored in the ISG archive (units in m).

Figure 19 Standard deviations of the model residuals by propagating GOCO-05S block-diagonal error 
covariance matrix and EGM2008 error degree variances, and by adding 5 cm white noise (units in cm). Note that 
cross-covariances have been computed too. The resulting full covariance matrix of the model residuals has been 
used to jointly estimate all biases and trends by least-squares adjustment. 
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Figure 20 Examples of estimated covariance functions (red lines) by fitting the empirical covariance values 
(blue dots) of the residuals with respect to GOCO-05S, separately computed for each model. 

Table 5 Estimated biases and trends with the corresponding error estimates (units in m). Recall that b1 represents 
the bias, while b2 and b3 the trend in latitude and longitude, respectively. All the estimated parameters are 
statistically significant, apart from Corsica (there is no bias) and Belgium (there is no trend in longitude). 

France Corsica Italy Iberia Switzerland Belgium Greece

1̂b -1.065 0.015 0.203 -0.921 -0.613 -0.126 0.221 

2̂b 1.360 -8.735 -8.431 -1.797 3.569 2.899 0.610 

3̂b -4.399 -10.104 -1.703 -0.701 -1.209 1.133 6.228 

1
ˆb 0.002 0.015 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.003 

2
ˆ b 0.050 1.884 0.067 0.059 0.540 0.828 0.105 

3
ˆb 0.058 3.675 0.086 0.051 0.298 0.727 0.142 
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Figure 21 Estimated biases and trends (units in m).

Figure 22 Model residuals with respect to a GOCO-05S/EGM2008 combination of GOCO-05S after applying 
the de-trending procedure (units in m); compare with Figure 18.
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Figure 23 Examples of border refinement by moving average interpolation in order to better join the local 
models after the de-trending procedure (units in m).

Finally, a comparison with the EGG2015 European model has been performed. The differences 
are shown in Figure 24. They have a mean of 53.7 cm and a standard deviation of 11 cm. By 
comparing both the patched model and EGG2015 with the synthesis from GOCO-05S, the 
resulting statistics are the following: 

mean(patched_model - GOCO05S) = 0.2 cm (globally) 

mean(patched_model - GOCO05S)  (-1.6 cm, 0.6 cm) (for all countries) 

mean(EGG2015 - GOCO05S) = -53.6 cm (globally) 

-55.2 cm (France) 
       25.6 cm (Corsica) 

-46.4 cm (Italy) 
mean(EGG2015 - GOCO05S) = -51.5 cm (Iberia) 

-60.3 cm (Switzerland) 
-55.6 cm (Belgium) 
-44.0 cm (Greece) 

Other activities on height datum unification 
Although based on sparse GPS/levelling data, instead of gridded geoid/quasigeoid national 
models, similar activities have been performed for the height datum unification of continental 
Italy with Sicily and Sardinia (Barzaghi et al., 2015) and continental Spain with Balearic and 
Canary Islands (Reguzzoni et al., 2017). Other investigations concerning height datum 
unification have been performed over Greece and Turkey (Vergos et al. 2015; 2018). All these 
preliminary studies were useful to better tune the proposed procedure in the framework of the 
JWG 2.2.1. 
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Figure 24 Differences between the patched model and EGG2015 (units in m). In order to compute these 
differences, the EGG2015 model (full resolution) has been previously interpolated at points of the national 

models. 

Comparison of geoid estimation methods 
One topic of the JWG 2.2.1 is the analysis of different geoid estimation methods. This topic has 
been developed in the framework of the GEOMED2 project, which aims at estimating the geoid 
over the Mediterranean area. To this purpose, the collocation approach, the Stokes formula with 
Wong-Gore (WG) kernel modification, and the Least Squares Modification of Stokes formula 
with Additive corrections (LSMSA, also known as KTH method) have been applied to the 
available dataset and their results have been compared to each other. 

The research groups involved in these computations are: 
- International Gravimetric Bureau (BGI) for data reduction and gridding;  
- French Naval Hydrographic and Oceanographic Service (SHOM) for marine gravity 

data analysis;  
- Politecnico di Milano (POLIMI) for data reduction and geoid computation by 

collocation;  
- Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (AUTH) for data reduction and geoid computation 

by Stokes-WG;  
- Turkish General Command and Mapping (GCM) for geoid computation by KTH 

method;  
- University of Zagreb (UZG) for geoid computation by KTH method. 

Gravity data over the computation area have been reduced for the long wavelength components 
by means of the EIGEN6C4 global geopotential model up to degree and order 1000. High 
frequency features have been computed and removed from the gravity data using the 
methodology designed by Hirt and Khun (2014). All computations related to the terrain effect 
have been based on SRTM3. 
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Then, the residual gravity values have been gridded by kriging on a 2’2’ grid over the 
computation area (29° ≤ φ ≤ 48°, -10° ≤ λ ≤ 40°). Besides this grid, a free-air gravity grid has 
been computed by restoring the contributions of the global gravity model (GGM) and the 
residual terrain correction (RTC) at the Earth surface. The heights of points at the Earth surface 
have been evaluated by interpolating SRTM3 over the grid knots. 

The residual gravity grid has been used for computing the residual geoid grid by applying the 
Fast Collocation and Stokes-WG approaches. Then, the final geoid estimates have been 
obtained by restoring the EIGEN6C4 GGM and the RTC components. On the contrary, the 
LSMSA-KTH method has been applied on the second grid, namely the free-air gravity grid. 
The accuracy of these geoid estimates has been assessed on GPS/levelling points available in 
Italy and Greece. The results of this comparison are summarized in Table 6 and Table 7. 

Table 6 Statistics on the differences between geoid estimates and GPS/levelling over Italy (after bias and tilt 
removal). 

Collocation 
(POLIMI)

Stokes-WG 
(AUTH)

KTH 
(GCM) 

KTH 
(UZG) 

# 977 977 977 977 
Mean (m) 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

St. Dev. (m) 0.090 0.097 0.093 0.096 
Min (m) -0.229 -0.217 -0.462 -0.409 
Max (m) 0.382 0.463 0.282 0.325 

Table 7 Statistics on the differences between geoid estimates and GPS/levelling over Greece.

Collocation 
(POLIMI)

Stokes-WG 
(AUTH)

KTH 
(GCM) 

KTH 
(UZG) 

# 1542 1542 1542 1542 
Mean (m)  0.057  0.068 -0.838  0.166 

St. Dev. (m)  0.128  0.128  0.127  0.135 
Min (m) -0.497 -0.448 -1.286 -0.326 
Max (m)  0.574  0.507  -0.365  0.560 
RMS (m)  0.140  0.145  0.838  0.214 

Based on these outcomes, one can state that the different methods are substantially equivalent, 
but for the bias components that are quite different. This is a point to be investigated in more 
details, particularly in view of the application of geoid estimation methods to the definition of 
W(P) in the framework of the International Height Reference System. 

Moreover, the differences among the three solutions are displayed in Figure 25, Figure 26 and 
Figure 27, after subtracting a bias from the KTH solution by GCM. Even though the standard 
deviations of the differences with respect to the GPS/levelling data are basically equivalent, see 
Table 6 and Table 7, the three approaches show different behaviours over sea. This will be 
further investigated by comparing the results with models based on radar altimeter data. 
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Figure 25 Differences between Stokes-WG (AUTH) and Fast Collocation (POLIMI) solutions. Statistics on the 
differences are shown in the upper left corner (units in m).

Figure 26 Differences between Fast Collocation (POLIMI) and KTH (GCM) solutions. Statistics on the 
differences are shown in the upper left corner (units in m).
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Figure 27 Differences between Stokes-WG (AUTH) and KTH (GCM) solutions. Statistics on the differences are 
shown in the upper left corner (units in m).

Geoid estimation in areas with sparse gravity data 
Another topic of the JWG 2.2.1 is the definition of rules for geoid estimation in areas where 
data are sparse. This problem can be further extended to the topic of void areas that can cause 
edge effects on the geoid solutions. In this respect, a possible solution is to simulate data having 
a covariance signature equivalent to the one of the actual data. The simulated residual data can 
be derived as: 

 TPgs
r )(

where T is a triangular matrix,  is a zero mean white noise 

IC 2
    0E

and  

TTC gg


 

being  ggC   the covariance of the actual residual gravity data. It can be proved that the 

)(Pgs
r  values computed in this way have the covariance structure of the real data. These 

simulated values can be used to fill in data gaps, thus minimizing edge effects. Several tests of 
this procedure, performed in the context of the GEOMED2 project, proved that the procedure 
is effective and can be used when necessary. 
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In the following, one of these tests is presented. It has been performed over Sardinia, one of the 
main Italian islands. In this case, the residual gravity data over land have been substituted with 
simulated ones, and then the Fast Collocation is applied to obtain the geoid residuals. In Table 
8 and Figure 28, the statistics and the map of the differences between the geoid residuals (over 
sea) obtained starting from measured gravity residuals and from simulated data (over land) are 
shown.  

Table 8 Statistics of the differences over sea of the geoid residuals obtained by using measured or simulated 
gravity residuals over land (Sardinia). 

 Geoid residual differences 
# 2797 

Mean (m) 0.002 
St. Dev. (m) 0.015 

Min (m) -0.102 
Max (m) 0.072 
RMS (m) 0.016 

Figure 28 Map of the differences over sea of the geoid residuals obtained by using measured or simulated 
gravity residuals over land (Sardinia).
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The statistics, particularly the RMS, support the reliability of the procedure. Figure 28 shows 
that the effect over sea (far from the coasts) is not significant. On the contrary, the lack of data 
or the presence of not reliable data over land could more largely affect the solution over sea. 
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Activities and publications during the period 2015-2019 

Overview 
The 1 cm geoid experiment working group (WG) has been collaborating closely with the 
following groups and sub-commissions (SC): 

1. GGOS JWG: Strategy for the Realization of the IHRS (chair L. Sánchez)
2. IAG SC 2.2: Methodology for geoid and physical height systems (chair J. Ågren)
3. ICCT JSG 0.15: Regional geoid/quasi-geoid modelling - Theoretical framework for 
the sub-centimetre accuracy (chair J. L. Huang)

Currently, 14 groups are actively participating in the experiment. Since the maximum number 
of members is limited to 20 according to the IAG by-laws, the leading author of each group is 
listed as the WG member (15), and the co-authors are listed as corresponding members (24).  
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This WG coordinates international cooperation on determining the best ways to combine 
satellite gravity models and terrestrial/airborne gravity data in geoid modelling and work 
towards a 1 cm accuracy goal. The lessons learned from this study will be greatly important for 
future geoid modelling in the geodetic community. 

Within the geodetic community, there are various methods of geoid computation based on 
different philosophies and theories. While they all aim to achieve a cm-level accurate geoid 
model, numerical differences exist because each method has a different way of dealing with 
gravity data and topography, as well as handling the errors in the satellite models, terrestrial 
data and airborne data. It is of great scientific interest to know how well these methods agree 
numerically, and to know at the same time the accuracy that can be achieved in geoid modelling.  

In this experiment, the WG has been focused on the geoid/height anomaly and geopotential 
values computed at selected points in Colorado, U.S.A., where the elevation ranges from 940 
to 4400 meters. In the study area, the U. S. National Geodetic Survey has conducted airborne 
gravity surveys for geoid computation (https://www.ngs.noaa.gov/GRAV-D/) and the Geoid 
Slope Validation Survey of 2017 that provides GPS, levelling, gravity, and deflection of vertical 
data over a traverse about 320 km in length for geoid model validation 
(https://www.ngs.noaa.gov/GEOID/GSVS11/index.shtml). 

Comparison Results

The WG presented the first comparison results at the International Symposium on Gravity, 
Geoid and Heights Systems 2 (GGHS) on September 17-21, 2018 in Copenhagen, Denmark. 
At the time, there were 8 groups who contributed their models to the comparison.  

A splinter meeting was held jointly with JSG0.15, SC2.2 and ICCT JSG 0.15 at GGHS. It was 
agreed that multiple iterations of geoid computations are necessary, and that the results should 
be published in a special issue of Journal of Geodesy. The first iteration has models from 14 
groups, a more than 70% increase in the number of participating groups. The analysis of the 
model comparisons will be shown at the IUGG 2019 meeting in July in Montreal, Canada. The 
description of methods and results of each group will be peer reviewed and published in the JG 
special issue.  
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Sub-commission 2.3: Satellite Gravity Missions 

Chair:   Adrian Jäggi (Switzerland) 
Vice Chair:  Frank Flechtner (Germany) 

Overview

Sub-commission 2.3 promotes scientific investigations concerning the dedicated past CHAMP, 
GOCE, GRACE (e.g., Tapley et al., 2019), and the ongoing GRACE-FO (Follow-On) satellite 
gravity field missions, the development of alternative methods and new approaches for global 
gravity field processing also including complementary gravity field data types, as well as 
interfacing to user communities and relevant organizations. The sub-commission is 
accompanied by a steering committee consisting of the members Srinivas Bettadpur, Sean 
Bruinsma, Thomas Gruber, Roland Pail, Torsten Mayer-Gürr, Ulrich Meyer, Cheinway Hwan, 
Shuanggen Jin, Federica Migliaccio, and Gerhard Heinzel. At its splinter meeting at the 
International Symposium on Gravity, Geoid and Height Systems (GGHS) 2016 the steering 
committee was further enlarged by Annette Eicker and Carmen Böning. The members of the 
steering committee cover all relevant aspects from the generation, analysis and use of static and 
temporal global gravity field models based on data from dedicated gravity field missions, the 
combination of different satellite and terrestrial data types, and the study of future gravity 
mission concepts. Based on discussions at the GGHS 2016 splinter meeting and among the 
steering committee members, the focus of SC 2.3 during the reporting period was put on the 
following activities: 

COST-G: a new IAG component to provide time-variable gravity field solutions 
The chair and vice chair of SC 2.3 were leading the activities of the European Gravity Service 
for Improved Emergency Management (EGSIEM), a project of the Horizon 2020 Framework 
Program for Research and Innovation of the European Commission aiming to unify the 
knowledge of the GRACE/GRACE-FO community to pave the way for a long awaited 
standardisation of time-variable gravity-derived products and to explore new and innovative 
approaches for gravity-based flood and drought forecasting (Jäggi et al., 2019). To achieve 
these objectives, different prototype services were established in the frame of the EGSIEM 
project. Based on this, a proposal has been submitted by SC 2.3 to the IAG Executive Board to 
continue one of the EGSIEM prototype services, the so-called Scientific Combination Service, 
beyond the EGSIEM project under the umbrella of IAG’s International Gravity Field Service 
(IGFS). The new IAG component was proposed to be called International Combination Service 
for Time-variable Gravity Fields (COST-G) and shall deliver consolidated time-variable global 
gravity field models by combining solutions from several individual analysis centers (ACs, see 
Figure 29). The contributing ACs shall base their analyses on different methods but apply 
agreed-upon consistent processing standards to deliver consistent time-variable gravity field 
models. The combination of the individual solutions shall be performed both on the level of the 
individual gravity field solutions (Jean et al., 2018) and on the level of normal equations 
exchanged via SINEX files (Meyer et al., 2019). This concept shall mainly be adopted to data 
from the past GRACE and the current GRACE-FO missions, but combinations from non-
dedicated missions such as from ESA’s magnetic field mission Swarm or from spherical SLR 
satellites may also be performed. A first draft of the COST-G terms of references (ToR) has 
been submitted to IAG and subsequently been discussed at the IAG Executive Board meeting 
during the EGU General Assembly 2017 in Vienna, Austria. Based on this discussion further 
iterations about structural elements of COST-G and its role under the umbrella of IGFS were 
performed by involving the IGFS President, Riccardo Barzaghi, IAG’s Commission-2 
President, Roland Pail, and IAG’s Secretary General, Herman Drewes. Eventually COST-G 
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was formally approved at the IAG Executive Committee meeting during the EGU General 
Assembly 2018 in Vienna, Austria. The agreed-upon structure is currently already being 
reflected on the IGFS website (see Figure 30), where COST-G may be found as a new Product 
Center of the IGFS. 

Figure 29 Principle of the COST-G service to generate one consolidated time-variable gravity field product for 
the user community as a combination of several solutions produced at different analysis centers (ACs).

Figure 30 COST-G under the umbrella of IGFS as product center for time-variable gravity fields, see 
http://igfs.topo.auth.gr/igfs-presentation/.

In order to optimally coordinate the preparational phase of COST-G, Richard Biancale 
(unfortunately passed away on Feb 4, 2019) and the chair of SC 2.3 submitted a proposal to the 
International Space Science Institute (ISSI) to set-up an international team devoted to support 
the set-up of COST-G. The submitted proposal was favourably evaluated by the ISSI science 
committee and the first COST-G International Team Meeting took eventually place at the ISSI 
premises in Bern, Switzerland, during the week of 14-18 January 2019. Participants from the 
Astronomical Institute of the University of Bern (AIUB), Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales 
(CNES), German Research Center for Geosciences (GFZ), Graz University of Technology 
(TUG), University of Hanover (LUH), Stellar Space Studies (SSS), and DGFI-TUM discussed 
both technical and programmatic issues of COST-G. A major outcome of the ISSI team is the 
finalization of the COST-G ToR, which may be found in the appendix of the SC 2.3 report. It 
is worth mentioning that besides the original EGSIEM ACs also the Center for Space Research 
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(CSR) agreed to contribute to COST-G. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) is still considering 
to contribute, but did not yet give their formal consent at the time of writing this report. 

COST-G is currently planned to go officially online at the 2019 General Assembly of the 
International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics (IUGG) in Montréal, Canada. At this occasion 
a first release of a combined GRACE monthly gravity field series covering the entire GRACE 
period will be made available by COST-G. Already now COST-G provides an operational 
combination of monthly gravity field solutions from the non-dedicated Swarm mission in the 
frame of an ESA project led by the Technical University of Delft (Visser et al., 2019). At the 
EGU General Assembly 2019 in Vienna, Austria, COST-G also started a further initiative led 
by DGFI-TUM to study combinations of monthly gravity field solutions as derived from a 
multitude of spherical SLR satellites (Bloßfeld et al., 2019). 

By May 28, 2019 the COST-G ACs will eventually get access to the GRACE-FO Level-1B 
data, which so far were only available to the members of the GRACE-FO Science Data System 
(SDS) for verification and validation purposes. It is expected that at least half a year of time 
will be needed for the COST-G ACs to get acquainted with the GRACE-FO data. A second 
meeting of the ISSI COST-G International team is thus planned for January 2020 in Bern, 
Switzerland, where COST-G will eventually decide on the strategy for an operational provision 
of combined GRACE-FO monthly gravity fields. 

Recommendations of the Geodetic Missions Workshop 2017 in Banff, Canada 
Members of the of the steering committee of SC2.3 were actively involved in the formulation 
of recommendations from the Geodetic Missions Workshop 2017 in Banff, Canada, towards 
the ESA directorate of Earth observation. In view of the fact that presently no operational 
gravity mission is planned and recognizing the need for better water management, disaster 
preparedness as well as climatological time series and considering the increasing lack of 
ground-based and up-to-date observations, a sustained gravity observation space infrastructure 
with higher spatial and temporal resolutions and reduced latency in comparison to present 
demonstrator missions such as GRACE and GRACE-FO was recommended to be implemented 
as a future Sentinel mission of the European Copernicus Programme. 

Increase the visibility towards the European Copernicus Programme 
In order to promote the needs of the gravity field community towards the European Copernicus 
Programme, several lobby events have been organized in Brussels. A first so-called “Tea Time 
Event” was organized on March 2, 2017 at the Helmholtz Office in Brussels with the support 
of GFZ’s EU project office and the Swiss Contact Office for European Research, Innovation 
and Education (SwissCore) to inform representatives of the European Commission on 
achievements of satellite gravimetry and future perspectives. A second and larger event, entitled 
“Observing water transport from space – a vision for the evolution of Copernicus”, was 
organized by GFZ’s EU project office on May 31, 2017 at the Radisson Red Hotel in Brussels 
to inform representatives of ESA and the European Commission that gravity missions are now 
ready to be integrated in the European space infrastructure and that continuous gravity 
measurements are essential for numerous crucial questions regarding changes and dynamic 
processes in land, freshwater hydrology, cryosphere, ocean, atmosphere and solid Earth. 
Besides teaser talks given at both events by Annette Eicker and Carmen Böning, the distribution 
of flyers and position papers, the President of IAG’s Commission-2, Roland Pail, additionally 
informed at the second event on the science and user needs for a sustained observation of global 
mass transport from space as they were established by more than 80 international experts under 
the umbrella of the IUGG (Pail et al. 2015). 
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Due to the limited response of the European Commission on these events, the focus on increasing 
the visibility towards Copernicus was slightly adapted afterwards. As a member of the National 
Support Group on H2020-Space in Switzerland, the chair of SC 2.3 had since 2018 direct access 
to early versions of the H2020 Work Programmes of the Earth Observation Calls. Suggestions 
for input to the Work Programmes and changes of specific wording were therefore submitted 
via the national delegates of the members of SC 2.3, in particular for the DT-SPACE-24-EO-
2020 Call "Copernicus evolution - Mission exploitation concepts". In parallel the chair and vice 
chair of SC 2.3 were suggesting to set up a new H2020 proposal to promote and ingest satellite 
gravimetry data into the existing Copernicus services. Based on their initiative a proposal 
entitled “Global Gravity-based Groundwater product (G3P)” led by GFZ Potsdam has been 
submitted in response to the Earth Observation Call LC-SPACE-04-EO-2019-2020: Copernicus 
evolution – Research activities in support of cross-cutting applications between Copernicus 
services. The evaluation results of this effort are expected to be communicated in summer 2019. 

Support of current and fostering of new gravity field missions 
Members of the SC 2.3 initiated, managed and significantly contributed to the satellite gravity 
mission proposal “Mass variation observing system by high-low inter-satellite links 
(MOBILE)” in response to ESA’s call for ideas on Earth Explorer (EE) 10 missions. It was 
based on the innovative idea of high-precision inter-satellite distance measurements between 
Medium Earth Orbiters (MEOs) and at least one Low Earth Orbiter (LEO) with micrometer 
accuracy (Pail et al. 2019). A scheme of the constellation set-up is shown in Figure 31. The 
main advantage of this mission concept is the close to radial measurement geometry and the 
associated isotropic error structure, in contrast to the typical striping artefacts resulting from 
GRACE/GRACE-FO-type along-track inter-satellite ranging (Hauk et al. 2019). Additionally, 
the modularity of the concept as well as the option to integrate it in already existing space 
infrastructure makes this mission concept a valuable option for realizing a sustained long-term 
gravity monitoring system from space. Unfortunately, the mission proposal was not selected 
among the three EE10 candidate missions by ESA. 

Figure 31 MOBILE mission concept.
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Members of the SC 2.3 were also heavily involved in the development and implementation of 
the GRACE Follow-On mission (Flechtner et al. 2016), as well as the potential implementation 
of a mass transport mission in the frame of NASA’s Earth Science Decadal Survey 2018. 
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Sub-commission 2.4: Regional Geoid Determination 

Chair:   Maria Cristina Pacino (Argentina) 
Vice Chair:  Hussein Abd-Elmotaal (Egypt) 

Overview

The main purpose of Sub-Commission 2.4 is to initiate and coordinate the activities of the 
regional gravity and geoid sub-commissions.  

Currently there are 6 of them:   
 SC 2.4a: Gravity and Geoid in Europe (chair H. Denker, Germany)   
 SC 2.4b: Gravity and Geoid in South America (chair M.C. Pacino, Argentina)   
 SC 2.4c: Gravity and Geoid in North and Central America (chair Marc Véronneau, 

Canada)   
 SC 2.4d: Gravity and Geoid in Africa (chair H. Abd-Elmotaal, Egypt)   
 SC 2.4e: Gravity and Geoid in the Asia-Pacific (chair Jay Hyoun Kwon, Korea)   
 SC 2.4f: Gravity and Geoid in Antarctica (chair M. Scheinert, Germany)   

These regional SC nominally cover the whole world with the exception of a larger region in 
the Middle East. But it is clear that not all countries which are listed as a member of a 
regional SC, are actively participating in international projects or data exchange agreements. 
This is especially true for some countries in Central America, the Caribbean, Africa and Asia.  

Short summary of the activities of the regional SCs 

SC 2.4a: European Gravity and Geoid 
A complete re-computation of the European quasigeoid (EGG2015) based on a 5th generation 
GOCE geopotential model was presented at the 26th IUGG General Assembly in Prague, Czech 
Republic, 2015 (Denker 2015). A further complete update was done in 2016 (EGG2016) in 
preparation for a new national quasigeoid model for Germany. The EGG2015 model served for 
deriving gravity potential estimates and the associated relativistic redshift corrections for 
optical clock comparisons (Denker et al. 2018, Voigt et al. 2016). 

SC 2.4b: Gravity and Geoid in South America 
A big effort was carried out by many different organizations in the last few years to improve 
the gravity data coverage all over South America. As a result approximately 971.413 stations 
gravity data are available for geoid determination. A new South America geoid model has been 
computed on a 5' x 5' grid, by the remove-compute-restore technique using 971.413 point 
gravity data (free-air gravity anomalies), the SAM3s_v2 DTM for the computation of terrain 
correction and other topographic and atmospheric effects. An A-10 gravity meter, under the 
responsibility of the University of São Paulo, was involved in various activities in São Paulo 
and in Brazil, out of Argentina, Venezuela, Costa Rica and Ecuador. 

SC 2.4c: Gravity and Geoid in North and Central America 
The activities of the sub-commission 2.4c (Gravity and Geoid in North and Central America) 
is principally focus on the modernisation of the US National Spatial Reference System (NSRS) 
under the leadership of NOAA’s National Geodetic Survey (NGS).  This modernisation, to be 
released in 2022, includes not only the update of the NAVD 88 height reference system to a 
geoid-based height reference system (to be called NAPGD2022), but also the replacement of 
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the NAD 83 (NSRS) geometric reference frame by a North American plate-fixed geocentric 
frame aligned with an IGS solution (to be called NATRF2022).   

SC 2.4d: Gravity and Geoid in Africa 
Abd-Elmotaal et al. (2017a) have computed the most detailed 3" × 3" DTM for Africa to date 
using the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) 
Global Digital Elevation Model (GDEM). Abd-Elmotaal et al. (2018d and 2018c) have 
established two new gravity databases for Africa, AFRGDB_V2.0 and AFRGDB_V2.2 using 
the new sub-data set, available by BGI, together with the old data set after correcting the gravity 
values in many places, especially at Morocco. From this data, several local geoid models have 
been developed. 

SC 2.4e: Gravity and Geoid in the Asia-Pacific 
The activity of SC 2.4e was rather low in the reporting period 2015-2019. It focussed on 
activities in Korea and Taiwan, where additional gravity observations and improved geoid 
modelling were performed. In Taiwan, absolute gravity changes were interpreted by 
geodynamic processes, and in Korea a calibration site for relative gravimeters has been 
established. 

SC 2.4f: Gravity and Geoid in Antarctica (AntGG) 
Further progress has been made to include new data and to open access to already existing data. 
Here, especially the PolarGap campaign, an international effort of Denmark, the UK and 
Norway improved the data situation in the region very close to the South pole, which is not 
covered by GOCE measurements. As a highlight the publication of the first Antarctic-wide 
gravity anomaly dataset has to be mentioned (Scheinert et al., 2016). 
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Sub-commission 2.4a: Gravity and Geoid in Europe 

Chair:   Heiner Denker (Germany) 

Overview 

The primary objective of SC 2.4a is the development of improved regional gravity field models 
(especially geoid/quasigeoid) for Europe, which can be used for applications in geodesy, 
oceanography, physics, geophysics and engineering. SC 2.4a has cooperated with national 
delegates from nearly all European countries, whereby existing contacts have been continued 
and extended. 

European Quasigeoid 

A complete re-computation of the European quasigeoid (EGG2015) based on a 5th generation 
GOCE geopotential model was presented at the 26th IUGG General Assembly in Prague, Czech 
Republic, 2015 (Denker 2015). A further complete update was done in 2016 (EGG2016) in 
preparation for a new national quasigeoid model for Germany. Besides that, the terrestrial 
gravity and terrain data base was continuously improved, with significant updates performed, 
e.g., for Germany and Bulgaria. In addition, some new contacts to countries in Eastern Europe 
developed and possibly some further data updates may occur in this region. A major re-
computation of the European quasigeoid is foreseen for 2020. The developed quasigeoid 
models were evaluated by different national and European GPS and levelling data sets, where 
emphasis was put on the effect of the data updates and the modelling refinements. Furthermore, 
applications of the quasigeoid model, such as vertical datum connections and the delivery of 
ground truth data for high-precision optical clock comparisons, were investigated. In this 
context, the EGG2015 model served for deriving gravity potential estimates and the associated 
relativistic redshift corrections for optical clock comparisons (Denker et al. 2018, Voigt et al. 
2016). For instance, such a comparison of optical clocks was carried out between Physikalisch-
Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) in Braunschweig and Laboratoire national de métrologie et 
d'essais – Système de Références Temps-Espace (LNE-SYRTE) in Paris, representing the first 
optical frequency comparison across national borders; the fully independent clocks agreed with 
an unrivalled fractional uncertainty of 5 × 10-17, which corresponds to a height uncertainty of 
about 0.5 m (Lisdat et al. 2016). Further clock comparisons were supported in Italy (Grotti et 
al. 2018) and in Germany (between PTB and Max-Planck-Institut für Quantenoptik, MPQ, in 
Garching near Munich), approaching the 1 – 2 decimetre level. Further improvements of the 
transportable optical clocks are expected soon, aiming at a performance level of 10-18, which 
corresponds to a height uncertainty of about 1 cm. Hence, the optical clocks may offer in the 
near future completely new options to independently observe and verify geopotential 
differences over large distances, with the perspective to overcome some of the limitations 
inherent in the classical geodetic approaches (Mehlstäubler et al. 2018, Delva et al. 2019). For 
example, clocks could be used to interconnect tide gauges on different coasts without direct 
geodetic connection and help to unify various national height networks, even in remote areas. 

Besides the work related to the optical clocks, a new official German quasigeoid model 
GCG2016 (German Combined QuasiGeoid 2016) was developed on the basis of gravimetric 
(EGG2016) and GNSS/levelling data; this work was done in cooperation with Bundesamt für 
Kartographie und Geodäsie (BKG), Frankfurt am Main, Germany (for further details see BKG 
2016). Furthermore, regional gravity field modelling based on point masses (Lin et al. 2019) 
and the computation of topographic and atmospheric effects with tesseroids was investigated 
(Lin and Denker 2019). In addition to this, contributions were made to IAG Joint Working 
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Group (JWG) 0.1.2. “Strategy for the Realization of the International Height Reference System 
(IHRS)” and Sub-Commission SC 1.3a: Europe (EUREF – Regional reference frames). 
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Sub-commission 2.4b: Gravity and Geoid in South America 

Chair:   Maria Cristina Pacino (Argentina) 
Vice Chair:  Denizar Blitzkow (Brazil) 

Overview

This report intends to cover most of the activities in South America related to gravity field 
determination. It is certainly not complete due to the many activities going on by different 
organizations, universities and research institutes. 

Improvements of gravity data bases 

A big effort was carried out by many different organizations in the last few years to improve 
the gravity data coverage all over South America. As a result approximately 971.413 stations 
gravity data are available for geoid determination. Figure 32 shows the new and old gravity 
data. The new gravity observations have been carried out with LaCoste&Romberg and/or CG5 
gravity meters. GPS double frequency receivers have been used to derive the geodetic 
coordinates of the stations. The orthometric height for the recent surveys was derived from 
geodetic height using EGM2008 restricted to degree and order 150. 

Figure 32 South America gravity data
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Argentina 

The last four years, 1070 new gravity stations have been measured in Corrientes and Missiones 
provinces in Argentina (green and red points in Figure 33, respectively). 

Figure 33 Gravity data in Argentina

Brazil 

In the last five years, IBGE (CGED), Polytechnic School of the University of São Paulo, 
Laboratory of Surveying and Geodesy (EPUSP-LTG), SAGS project (GETECH/NGA) and the 
Thematic Project (FAPESP, Brazilian research foundation) a total of 18.186 new gravity 
stations have been measured (Figure 34 and Figure 35). 

Figure 34 Brazil new gravity data.
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Figure 35 Thematic Project and EPUSP-LTG survey.

Ecuador 

From 2013 up to 2016, gravimetric surveys in Ecuador obtained 1194 new points. SAGS gravity 
data were surveyed by IGM, IBGE and EPUSP. The gravity values of the densification surveys 
were connected to the existing FGN (Fundamental Gravity Network) in the country. Figure 36 
shows the surveys of the 2013, 2014, 2015, and 2016 with pink, green, yellow and red points, 
respectively. 

Figure 36 Ecuador surveys.
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Venezuela 

A total of 591 new gravity stations have been recently measured. They were observed by 
Instituto Geográfico Venezuelano Simon Bolivar (IGVSB), IBGE and EPUSP, densification 
network on roads (brown, pink and green points in Figure 37) and rivers in the South (orange 
and yellow points in Figure 37) in Venezuela.  

Figure 37 Gravity survey in Venezuela.

Earth tide model

University of São Paulo, supported by a few organizations, is involved in a project for Earth 
Tide model for Brazil. The idea is to occupy a sequence of 13 stations around the country for 
one year in each station. The cities planned for occupation are: Cananeia, Valinhos, São Paulo, 
Presidente Prudente, Porto Velho, already observed, Manaus and Brasilia, under observation at 
the moment; the cities in regions northeast (Fortaleza and Salvador), midwest (Cuiabá and 
Campo Grande) and south (Curitiba and Santa Maria)  to be observed in the future. For this 
purpose two gPhone gravity meters are available. Figure 38 shows the distribution of the 
stations.  
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Figure 38 Distribution of sites to be observed for Earth tides.

Absolute gravity measurements 

The Institute of Geography and Cartography of the State of São Paulo owns a gravity meter A-10 
under the responsibility of the University of São Paulo (Figure 39). The gravity meter is involved 
in various activities in São Paulo and in Brazil, out of Argentina, Venezuela and Ecuador. Figure 
40 shows the establishment of new (blue point) and reoccupied (red points) absolute stations in São 
Paulo State. From north to south of Brazil a set of absolute stations have also been established 
(Figure 41). The idea is to establish an absolute gravity network in Brazil and in South America. 

Figure 39 Absolute gravity meter A10-32.
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Figure 40 Absolute gravimetric stations in São Paulo State. 

Figure 41: Absolute gravity stations in Brazil. 
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Absolute Gravity Network - Argentina 

University of São Paulo, Polythecnic School, Department of Engineering Transportation 
(EPUSP-PTR) supported by Institute of Geography and Cartography (IGC) of São Paulo and 
Centro de Estudos de Geodesia (CENEGEO), National Geographic Institute of Argentina, 
National Universities of Rosario and San Juan and the Institute of Research for Development 
IRD (France), cooperated for the establishment of the Absolute Gravity Network in the country 
The network was developed in three stages of measurement: “North”, “South” and “Seismic 
zone”, taking out a total of 43 measurements of absolute gravity with 36 final points, 4 of them 
with double measurement, 2 with triple measurement, and one with 4 measurements (Figure 
42). The National Geographic Institute officially adopted RAGA as the National Zero Order 
Gravimetric Network for Argentina. 
In order to consolidate and improve the network, the measurements will continue in order to:  

 Initiate a systematic re-measurement of the points already measured to detect possible 
changes and analyzing their causes and effects.  

 Network densify to progressively improve the fit of existing points.  
 Measure at least one point of absolute gravity at the Isla Grande de Tierra del Fuego. 

Figure 42 Absolute Gravity Network in Argentina
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Absolute Gravity Network – Costa Rica 

University of São Paulo, Polythecnic School, Department of Engineering Transportation 
(EPUSP-PTR) supported by Institute of Geography and Cartography (IGC) of São Paulo and 
Centro de Estudos de Geodesia (CENEGEO) and the University of Costa Rica, Faculty of 
Surveying Engineering and Instituto Geográfico Nacional (IGN), Costa Rica, cooperated for 
the establishment of the Absolute Gravity Network in the country. A total of 18 stations have 
been observed (Figure 43). The measurements have been undertaken with A-10 Micro-g 
LaCoste absolute gravitymeter, number 032. The stations are identified by the name of the city 
as follow: San José (UCR), Pavas (TOBI), San José (EITL), Heredia (GTCG), Cerro Buenavista 
(CDMT), Buenos Aires (BURE), Golfito (UCRG), Quepos (QUEP), Esparza (ESPA), Nicoya 
(UNAN), Liberia (LIBE), Santa Rosa (PNSR), Tilarán (TILA), Los Chiles (CHIL), Turialba 
(UCRT), Limon (UCRL), Sarapiqui (SARA), Gandoca (RGMO). Figure 43 shows the 
distribution of the stations in the country. The final results are under analysis and they will be 
published very soon. But, it is already known that the Standard Deviation (S.D.) of the network, 
in most of the stations, are between 10 to 12 µGal. This network will be a contribution for the 
International Global Absolute Reference Frame (IAGRF). The following people participated to 
the efforts for the measurements: Denizar Blitzkow and Ana Cristina O. Cancoro de Matos 
from CENEGEO; Iuri Bjorkstrom and Valéria Cristina Silva, from University of São Paulo; 
Oscar H. Lucke, Juan Antonio Picado Salvatierra, Jaime Garbanzo Leon, Alonso Vega 
Fernandez from University of Costa Rica, Álvaro Álvarez Calderón from the National
Geographical Institute of Costa Rica.  

In the past two important efforts have been experienced in Costa Rica. In the first case, IGSN71 
efforts set up two gravity reference stations. One of the sites was located in the Central Park of 
the capital city of San José. The other site was placed in the coastal city of Puntarenas. This last 
one is important since it is near the site of the tide gauge used to establish the mean sea level, 
which was a height reference for the original geodetic network of Costa Rica. 

After IGSN71, the geophysics commission of the Pan-American Institute for Geography and 
History formed a group called the Latin-American Gravity Informative System (known as 
SILAG for its initials in Spanish) with support of the Inter-American Geodetic Survey (IAGS), 
at that time. This group, with support of the individual geographical institutes of the nations 
involved, implemented a project called Latin-American Network for the Normalization of 
Gravity 1977 (known as RELANG77 for its initials in Spanish). This project created a network 
of gravity reference stations through relative gravity observations based on the IGSN71 values. 
For Costa Rica, RELANG created eight gravity reference stations. 

Moreover, Costa Rica is located within a highly dynamic region regarding tectonics and 
volcanism. This means that the gravity value might change over time due to vertical 
deformation of the surface caused by crustal faults and subduction processes and due to changes 
in the internal mass distribution caused by magmatic processes. So, the present absolute 
network will be very important for gravity changes monitoring, between other applications. 
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Figure 43 Absolute Gravity Network in Costa Rica

Absolute Gravity Network – Venezuela 

USP (Universidade de São Paulo)  and IGC (Instituto Geográfico e Cartográfico de São Paulo) 
are cooperating in the establishment of Absolute Gravity Network in Venezuela. The 
observations had the collaboration of IBGE (Instituto Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatística), 
CENEGEO  (Centro de Estudos de Geodesia), IGVSB (Instituto Geográfico Venezolano Simón 
Bolívar) and PEDVESA (Petróleo Venezolano SA). In two campaigns a total of 13 stations 
have been established with three re-observations (R) (Figure 44). The measurements have been 
undertaken with A-10 Micro-g LaCoste gravimeter, number 032. The stations are identified by 
the name of the city as follow: CAGIGAL, MARACAIBO, SANTA INÉS, CARACAS, 
CIUDAD BOLIVAR, EL CALVARIO, ELORZA, JUNQUITO, LA GUAIRA, MATURIN, 
MERIDA, PUERTO AYACHUCO, SANTA ELENA DE UAIREN. The final results are 
available on request. 

Figure 44 Distribution of the Absolute Gravity Stations in the Venezuela
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South America geoid model (GEOID2015)  

The new South America geoid model has been computed on a 5' x 5' grid, by the remove-
compute-restore technique using 971.413 point gravity data (free-air gravity anomalies), the 
SAM3s_v2 DTM for the computation of terrain correction and other topographic and 
atmospheric effects. The mean free-air gravity anomaly (FA) in a 5' grid over continent was 
derived from the complete BA (FA over the ocean obtained from satellite altimetry model 
DTU10). The short wavelength component was estimated with FFT technique using the 
modified Stokes integral through spheroidal Molodenskii-Meissl kernel modification. The 
reference field used was EIGEN-6C4 up to degree and order 200. The computed points are in 
a grid of 5' x 5' covering the area from 56.9583333° S to 14.9583333° N in latitude, and from 
94.9583333° W to 30.0416667° W in longitude. The geoidal heights are referred to WGS84 
(Figure 45). The model is available in ISG site (http://www.isgeoid.polimi.it/). 

Figure 45 The new South American geoid model GEOID2015
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IHRF Brazil and Sao Paulo state 

In order to implement the International Height Reference Frame (IHRF) in Brazil, the Instituto 
Brasileiro de Geografia e Estatística (IBGE) selected 6 stations from Rede Brasileira de 
Monitoramento Contínuo do Sistema GNSS (RBMC), distributed in the national territory, in 
the cities of Brasilia (BRAZ); Fortaleza (CEFT); Cuiabá (CUIB); Imbituba (IMBT); Marabá 
(MABA) and Presidente Prudente (PPTE). Recently in CUIB, BRAZ and PPTE absolute 
gravity observations have been undertaken with A-10/032 gravitymeter; similar measurements 
should be obtained in the near future in the remaining stations. The actual gravity data 
distribution around a 210 km (~2°) radius is shown. In order to reach IHRF requirements, a 
terrestrial gravity densification around IHRF stations has been carried out since 2017 by IBGE. 
Another future issue is to connect IHRF stations to the levelling network. The disturbing 
potential was computed by Hotine method using the numerical integration procedure. The 
geopotential model GOCO05s (n=m=200 and 100) was adopted as a reference gravitational 
field. 

In the state of São Paulo, besides the station in Presidente Prudente (PPTE), three other IHRF 
stations are being established by EPUSP and CENEGEO: São José do Rio Preto (SJRP), São 
Carlos (EESC) and Botucatu (SPBO). Absolute gravimetric measurements and relative 
gravimetric densification were finalized. 
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Sub-commission 2.4c: Gravity and Geoid in North and Central America 

Chair:   Marc Véronneau (Canada) 
Vice Chair:  David Avalos (Mexico) 

Overview 

The activities of the sub-commission 2.4c (Gravity and Geoid in North and Central America) 
is principally focus on the modernisation of the US National Spatial Reference System (NSRS) 
under the leadership of NOAA’s National Geodetic Survey (NGS).  This modernisation, to be 
released in 2022, includes not only the update of the NAVD 88 height reference system to a 
geoid-based height reference system (to be called NAPGD2022), but also the replacement of 
the NAD 83 (NSRS) geometric reference frame by a North American plate-fixed geocentric 
frame aligned with an IGS solution (to be called NATRF2022).  Naturally, the sub-commission 
2.4c contributes to the vertical component of the modernisation. 
(https://www.ngs.noaa.gov/datums/newdatums/) 

As Canada already adopted a geoid-realised height reference system back in 2013 (Véronneau 
and Huang, 2016), one of the activities of the sub-commission 2.4c is to assure the alignment 
of the North American-Pacific Geopotential Datum of 2022 (NAPGD2022) with the Canadian 
Geodetic Vertical Datum of 2013 (CGVD2013).  Already, US NGS and the Canadian Geodetic 
Survey (CGS) agreed on a common equipotential surface (W0 = 62,6366,856.0 m2s-2); however, 
other parameters and concepts remain to be discussed in order to maintain a common height 
reference frame over the years.  Current standards are described in a NOAA technical report 
(https://geodesy.noaa.gov/PUBS_LIB/NOAA_TR_NOS_NGS_0064.pdf).   

Even though Mexico’s INEGI and geodetic agencies for the Caribbean and Central America 
are not ready in adopting a geoid-based datum for their respective countries, they agreed 
informally in 2014 in using the same definition adopted at NGS and CGS.  It is currently the 
same value as adopted in the IERS convention. 

Under INEGI’s leadership, a new regional gravimetric geoid model (Avalos et al., 2016) was 
determined for Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean (GGM-CA-2015; W0 = 62,636,856 
m2s-2).  The realization of this model represents enhanced technical geodetic capabilities for 
eight national geographic institutions in the region: Panama, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Honduras, 
El Salvador, Guatemala, Mexico and the Dominican Republic.  This activity was supported 
primarily by the Pan-American Institute of Geography and History (PAIGH), but as well by 
NGS, University of New Brunswick and the Mexican Agency for International Development 
and Cooperation (AMEXCID).  Representatives from CGS and NGS travelled for geoid 
workshops at INEGI in Aguascalientes, Mexico at different occasions. 

In order to assure good communication within the sub-commission 2.4c in the development of 
a geoid model for North America, Central America and the Caribbean, INEGI, NGS and CGS 
are holding monthly teleconferences since late 2015. NGS is hosting the teleconferences. At 
the same time, INEGI is taking a leadership role for communication with Central America and 
several Caribbean countries. 

The sections below show some of the activities that the sub-commission is working on.  The 
list is not necessarily exhaustive. 
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International Height Reference System 

In 2015, the IAG introduced a resolution for the International Height Reference System (IHRS) 
and selected W0 = 62,636,853.4 m2s-2 (mean tide), which differs by 2.6 m2s-2 with the valued 
agreed (tide free) between NGS and CGS in 2012.  The IHRS datum is higher than the North 
American datum by about 26 cm.  At mid-continent, the North American definition of the 
vertical datum has the  mean sea level of the Atlantic Ocean near Halifax about 38 cm below 
the datum while the mean sea level of the Pacific Ocean near Vancouver about 17 cm above 
the datum. 

INEGI, NGS and CGS contributed sites and terrestrial gravity data at these sites (50-km radius) 
for the IHRF reference stations. 

In addition, NGS is coordinating geoid work with SIRGAS (sub-commission for South 
America). 

Geospatial Summit 

US NGS organized successful Geospatial Summits in 2015, 2017 and 2019 to provide 
information to their clients about the planned modernisation of National Spatial Reference 
System.  These summits provide an opportunity to NGS to share updates and discuss the 
progress in their activities.  In addition, they allow NGS to receive feedback and collect 
requirements from their stakeholder across the federal, public and privates sectors. CGS 
attended the first two summits in person, but remotely for the third summit. 
(https://www.ngs.noaa.gov/geospatial-summit/index.shtml) 

IGLD (2020) 

With the modernisation of the height reference systems in the USA and Canada, it also 
implicates impact to the International Great Lakes Datum of 1985 (IGLD (1985)). This vertical 
datum used for the management of the Great Lakes and the St-Lawrence Seaway was 
determined from the national adjustment of the North American levelling network (NAVD 88).  
However, the height are dynamic (Hd) and include hydraulic correctors to assure each lake is 
level.  Members of the sub-communication 2.4c participate to the twice-yearly meetings of the 
Coordinating Committee to provide expertise in developing the new IGLD (2020), which will 
be based on NAPGD2022. Heights for the new IGLD (2020) will remain dynamic with 
hydraulic correctors. Though, the hydraulic correctors will be smaller in magnitude than for the 
current IGLD (1985).   

CGS and NGS studied together quality of the geoid models over the Great Lakes using altimetry 
data and GNSS measurements at water gauges. Furthermore, the analysis demonstrated the 
usefulness of the airborne gravity data from the GRAV-D project in improving the geoid model, 
in particular over Lake Michigan where the shipboard gravity data are problematic.  Results 
demonstrate that a 1.5 cm precision is achievable (Li et al., 2016).   

In addition, CGS and NGS studied precision of the geoid models using water gauges data on 
the Great Lakes.  Each agency made use of the gauges in their respective country. Preliminary 
results indicate that the geoid models can reduce the magnitude of the hydraulic correctors by 
a factor of two with respect to IGLD(1985). CGS and NGS presented their finding of the 
improvement to the IGLD at the AGU 2018 and EGU 2019, respectively. 
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Gravity

The GRAV-D project is progressing on schedule. As of April 2019, the project was 75.8% 
completed.  Current progress of the GRAV-D project can be viewed on the NGS web site 
(https://www.ngs.noaa.gov/GRAV-D/).   

As a highlight, GRAV-D successfully completed the first full airborne gravity survey on an 
optionally piloted aircraft, the Centaur operated by Aurora Flight Sciences. The survey was 
conducted out of North Carolina from mid-March to mid-April 2017 and collected high quality 
gravity data over the Appalachian Mountains. 

Since 2014, NGS is releasing annually new experimental gravimetric geoid models 
(xGEOIDYY) that incorporate new satellite gravity models (GRACE/GOCE), airborne gravity 
data under the GRAV-D project and all available terrestrial gravity data 
(https://beta.ngs.noaa.gov/GEOID/xGEOID/). For each new model, a similar model is 
calculated without using the GRAV-D data to study the contribution coming from the GRAV-
D project.   GRAV-D data are integrated to the geoid model by spherical harmonic expansion. 
The xGEOID19 geoid model, which is presently under construction, is a collaborative effort 
between CGS and NGS in anticipation of NAPGD2022. The model is developed using a 
common dataset (gravity and DEM). 

These models are validated against the Geoid Slope Validation Surveys (GSVS) of 2011 and 
2014 in Texas and Iowa, respectively. These surveys incorporate multi-techniques on a 325-km 
baseline: absolute gravity, relative gravity, GNSS, levelling and digital-camera deflections of 
the vertical.  Wang et al. (2016, 2017) includes analysis of the Iowa line (high plateau going 
through the mid-continent gravity high). A third GSVS survey was completed in 2017 in the 
rough topography of the State of Colorado.   

In 2016, CGS started experimenting with GRAV-D following a different approach, which 
consists in embedding them, with the proper frequency, to the terrestrial gravity data. Thus, it 
incorporates the GRAV-D data to the geoid model by the Stokes integration with a modified 
kernel.  This work is still under development. 

NGS hosted a successful five-day airborne gravimetry workshop for Geodesy Summer School 
in May 2016 in Silver Spring, MD.  The session touches many topics: theory, collection, 
processing, instrumentation, etc. Renowned experts gave the lectures. The school was well 
attended with participants from USA, Canada and Europe. 

NGS hosted the North American Comparison of Absolute Gravimeters in 2016 (NACAG16) at 
TMGO, near Boulder CO. NACAG16 included the participation of 14 institutions from nine 
countries across North America (Canada, Mexico, USA), Europe (Germany, Italy, 
Luxembourg, Russia) and South America (Brazil). The USA had four FG5 (NIST, NGS, Micro-
g, NGA), Canada had two FG5 (NRC, CGS) and Mexico had one FG5 (CENAM).  Results 
from NACAG16 are presented in a report available from NGS (van Westrum et al., 2016). 

CGS finalized the realization of its Canadian Absolute Gravity Network. The 64 gravity sites 
are collocated with continuously-tracking GNSS stations or GNSS stations forming the 
Canadian Base network (force-centering concrete pillars anchored to the bedrock observed 
every ~five years).  In addition, CGS maintains additional absolute sites for Geosciences (e.g., 
groundwater, GIA, seismic study). These sites are not only used for gravity standard in Canada, 
but also as a ground-infrastructure for the determination of g-dot and the relation between g-
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dot and h-dot for geoid monitoring as a validation approach for GRACE. 
(http://webapp.geod.nrcan.gc.ca/geod/data-donnees/cgsn-rncg.php?locale=en) 

In 2018, INEGI established 19 new absolute gravity sites in support to the national reference 
frame, which is linked to the standards of the International Absolute Gravity Base Network 
(IAGBN). The project was conducted in collaboration with NOAA. Additionally, the 
University of Hannover, in collaboration with CENAM (Mexico), established one new gravity 
site and re-observed 8 existing sites (originally observed in 2016) in southern Mexico for the 
purpose of monitoring temporal gravity variation. Mexico has now 28 absolute gravity sites 
allowing calibration of relative gravimeters and support to the establishment of IHRS stations.  

Since 2019, Costa Rica has now 17 new absolute gravity sites to support the improvement of 
the national gravity network and the future establishment of one IHRS station.  

INEGI is resuming the fieldwork of relative gravity data collection across Mexico. This activity 
falls under the project called National Gravity Densification, intended to produce a gravity 
dataset with a coverage as continuous and homogeneous as possible. The main goal is to achieve 
a minimum of five observations per cell of 5’x5’ across Mexico. INEGI is observing about 
5000 new stations (approximately 81,000 km2) per year. 

In El Salvador, the National Records Center of the National Institute of Geography (IGN/CNR) 
has measured gravity at 1,119 benchmarks, which represents 90% of the national levelling 
network. In addition, there is progress in the planning a project to conduct a national airborne 
gravity survey, which is expected to take place in 2020 or 2021.  

As part of the realization of a unique geoid model for North America, NGS and CGS received 
a set of 9 million gravity points across North America from the US National Geospatial-
Intelligence Agency (NGA). In addition, INEGI provided a gravity dataset of some 91,000 
points across Mexico to NGS and CGS. The next activity is to clean these new datasets with 
respect to data already existing in the databases at CGS, NGS and INEGI and to build a unique 
dataset that the three agencies can used to develop geoid models. This would eliminate the 
discrepancies observed between the different geoid models due to inconsistent datasets.  The 
same process will be done for the Digital Elevation models.  

As of early 2019, a first version of a common dataset is now available between IBEGI, NGS 
and CGS, but more work is required to improve the dataset further. 

Geoid Monitoring    

NGS put in place a team to focus on geoid monitoring allowing study variability of the geoid 
in time using space technique (GRACE/GRACE-FO) and ground technique in support to the 
modernisation of the NSRS. The name of the team is Geoid Monitoring Service (GeMS). 

CGS is processing the monthly GRACE solutions available from different agencies (GFZ, CRS, 
and JPL) to calculate the linear trend from the effect of Glacial Isostatic Adjustment and melting 
of glaciers. In addition, CGS is investigating monthly variation of the geoid due to hydrological 
cycle.  Some effort is also done in using the time series at the absolute gravity stations. 
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Miscellaneous 

 CGS assessed GRACE and GOCE Release 5 Global Geopotential Models over 
Canada (Huang and Véronneau, 2015).  

 NGS and CGS, with contribution from UofC and China’s mapping office, wrote the 
Section of Local Geoid Determination in the Encyclopedia of geodesy (Wang et al., 
2016). 

 CGS is investigating glaciers effect on the geoid (Huang et al., in preparation).  
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Sub-commission 2.4d: Gravity and Geoid in Africa 

Chair:   Hussein Abd-Elmotaal (Egypt) 

Overview 

The African Gravity and Geoid sub-commission (AGG) belongs to the Commission 2 of the 
International Association of Geodesy (IAG). The main goal of the African Gravity and Geoid 
sub-commission is to determine the most complete and precise geoid model for Africa that can 
be obtained from the available data sets. Secondary goals are to foster cooperation between 
African geodesists and to provide high-level training in geoid computation to African 
geodesists. Details on the African geoid initiative can be found at the webpage 
http://www.minia.edu.eg/Geodesy/AFRgeo/. 

Creation of Detailed DTM’s 

Abdalla and Elmahal (2016) employed local levelling data to assess the global digital elevation 
model from Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM3) over Khartoum State area in Sudan. 
A linear convolution low-pass Gaussian filter has been employed to reduce noise inherited in 
the DEMs. The systematic errors in the differences between the DEM-based and levelling 
heights are removed by using third order polynomial model. 

Abd-Elmotaal et al. (2017a) have computed the most detailed 3" × 3" DTM for Africa to date 
using the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) 
Global Digital Elevation Model (GDEM). The ASTER-GDEM model, which is available only 
on land, has been smoothed from its original 1'' × 1'' resolution to the used 3" × 3"  resolution 
using the block average operator technique employing special characteristics at coastal 
boarders. The 30" × 30" SRTM30+ has been used, after being interpolated to 3" × 3” grid size, 
to fill-in the missing sea regions of the ASTER-GDEM model. The created 3" × 3" DTM (see 
Figure 46) has an accuracy of 25 m and 4 m on land and sea, respectively. 
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Local Geoid Determination in Africa 

Abdalla and Green (2016) have utilized the Fast Fourier Transform and the Least-squares 
modification of Stokes formula to determine a gravimetric geoid model over Khartoum state in 
Sudan. The FFT and LSM solutions were evaluated against EGM08 and the local GPS- 
levelling data. Both comparisons reveal that the LSM solution is more consistent in terms of 
systematic errors and it is highly correlated with EGM08, the mean values of the geoid 
differences with respect to EGM08 and GPS-levelling data is found to be 0.14 m and 0.11 m, 
respectively. 

Godah and Krynski (2015a) have computed a new gravimetric geoid model for Sudan using the 
least-squares collocation and a GOCE-based GGM. The computed geoid for Sudan has a 
precision of about 30 cm. 

Sjöberg et al. (2015) have computed gravimetric geoid for Uganda using the least- squares 
modification of Stokes formula with additive corrections and the GOCE model TIM_R5 filled 
with surface gravity anomalies extracted from the World Gravity Map 2012. Using 10 
GNSS/levelling data points distributed over Uganda, the RMS fit of the gravimetric geoid 
model before and after a 4-parameter fit is 11 cm and 7 cm, respectively.  

Abdalla et al. (2018a) have computed a new geoid model for Sudan by optimizing the local and 
global gravimetric data to improve geoid modeling, due to the lack of the gravity data in Sudan. 
The accuracy of the new geoid model of Sudan is 18 cm after using a 7-parameters fitting 
model. An improvement of 4 cm is achieved compared to the geoid model of Sudan computed 
in 2014.  

Godah et al. (2019) have extended the determination of the geoid model to the region of East 
Africa. In this study, the contribution of dedicated gravity satellite missions to the modelling of 
the earth’s gravity field for East Africa has been studied. 

Kühtreiber and Abd-Elmotaal (2015) have proposed an alternative geoid fitting technique that 
employs the least-squares collocation technique aiming to use the minimum number of 
GNSS/levelling stations in the geoid fitting process based on minimum range and standard 
deviation criteria, leaving the rest of the GNSS/levelling stations for the use of the external 
check of the geoid quality. Abd-Elmotaal et al. (2015a) studied the comparison among three 
methods on the best combination of the gravity field wavelengths in the geoid determination in 
Egypt. Abd-Elmotaal (2015a) has computed a geoid model for Egypt using the best estimated 
response of the earth's crust due to the topographic loads. In 2017, the most precise geoid for 
Egypt to date has been computed by Abd-Elmotaal implementing Moho depths and optimal 
geoid fitting approach. The external accuracy of that geoid attains 16 cm. 

Establishing Gravity Databases 

Abd-Elmotaal et al. (2015b) have established the first gravity database for Africa 
(AFRGDB_V1.0). The AFRGDB_V1.0 has been established employing a weighted least-
squares prediction technique. As the used data set suffers from very large gaps, especially on 
land, and in order not to let the solution be free on those gaps, an underlying grid has been used 
to fill in these gaps with a resolution of 30' × 30'. This underlying grid has been created using a 
high-degree tailored geopotential model for Africa employing similar technique as that 
developed in (Abd-Elmotaal et al, 2015c).  
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Abd-Elmotaal et al. (2017b) have evaluated the AFRGDB_V1.0 gravity database for Africa 
using a new gravity data set, consisting of around 34,000 stations, that has been made available 
by the Bureau Gravimétrique International (BGI). Most of the points of the new data set are 
located on the large gaps of the data set used to establish the AFRGDB_V1.0 gravity database. 
This enables an external check of the AFRGDB_V1.0 gravity database at those new data points. 
The results show that the AFRGDB_V1.0 has an internal precision of about 9 mgal and external 
accuracy of about 16 mgal. 

Abd-Elmotaal and Kühtreiber (2016) have studied the effect of the curvature parameter on the 
least-squares prediction within poor data coverage and developed a powerful technique to 
optimally fit the empirical covariance function. Abd-Elmotaal and Kühtreiber (2017) have 
proposed an optimum gravity interpolation technique for large data gaps to be used for creating 
the next version of the gravity database for Africa. 

Abd-Elmotaal et al. (2018d and 2018c) have established the two new gravity databases for Africa, 
AFRGDB_V2.0 and AFRGDB_V2.2 using the new sub-data set which has been made available 
by BGI (thanks Sylvain Bonvalot) with the old data set after correcting the gravity values in many 
places, especially at Morocco. A grid filtering of the gravity data on sea took place to decrease 
the dominant effect of the ocean data. The two gravity databases have been established using the 
same source data with different stratigies varing from using ultra high-degree reference models 
to satellite only low-degree reference model. The two gravity databases agree to a greate extent, 
especially in the areas where gravity data were available. Both gravity databases have 
approximately 5.5 mgal as an internal precision and 7 mgal as an external accuracy. 

Regional Geoid Determination for Africa 

In 2015, Abd-Elmotaal et al. have computed the first model for the regional geoid for the whole 
continent of Africa (cf. Figure 47). This geoid model has utilized the AFRGDB_V1.0 gravity 
database of Africa (Abd-Elmotaal et al., 2015b). The first geoid model of Africa faces two main 
problems: the wrong gravity data at Morocco and the complete lack of data in a very large gap in 
the middle region of the African continent. Accordingly, the geoid at these two places is doubtful.  

Figure 47 The African geoid model AFRgeo2015 (after Abd-Elmotaal et al., 2015d) 
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Important Complementary Studies in Africa 

Godah and Krynski (2015b) carried out a comparative study of GGMs based on one year GOCE 
observations with the EGM08 and terrestrial data over the area of Sudan. The results reveal that 
geoid heights and free-air gravity anomalies obtained from the GOCE-based GGMs agree with 
the corresponding ones from the EGM08 truncated to d/o 200 with standard deviation of 18–
20 cm, and 3.4–4.2 mgal, respectively. Their agreement with the terrestrial free-air gravity 
anomalies and the GNSS/levelling geoid heights, in terms of standard deviation is about 5.5 
mgal, and about 50 cm, respectively. Abd-Elmotaal (2015b) performed an assessment study of 
the GOCE models over Africa. This study showed that the DIR-R5 solution of GOCE gives the 
best results for Africa. 

Benahmed Daho and Meslem (2018) have studied the external assessment of GRACE/GOCE 
based geopotential models over Algeria by using collocated GPS/Levelling observations and 
new gravity anomalies data. Mammar et al. (2019) have prepared a study towards the validation 
of the new data to determine a geoid model in Algeria. This study proved that the acquired 
gravity data by BGI for Algeria are precise enough for a geoid determination in Algeria, 
However, due to the large gaps there, an airborne gravity compaign is highly recommended for 
precise geoid determination in Algeria. 

Abdalla and Ali (2018) have carried out a study of a combined refinement for DEM using low-
pass filters and a fitting model in Sudan. This study revealed that this combination and fitting 
have improved the quality of the produced DEM signifinactly. 

Abd-Elmotaal et al. (2016, 2018a) have studied the effect of Victoria and Nasser Lakes on the 
gravity reduction and on the geoid determination. These studies reveal that these lakes 
(especially Victoria Lake) have significant effect on both the gravity reduction and the geoid 
determination. Consequently their effect should be taken into account in precise geoid 
determination. 

Abd-Elmotaal and Ashry (2016) studied the effect of the digital height model resolution on the 
gravity reduction and geoid determination for Egypt. The results showed that using very fine 
DHM with a very coarse DHM will take long CPU time and give worst results. This study 
reveals that the best combination with minimum required CPU time is 3" × 3" with 30" × 30". 
Accordingly, there is no need for going to 1" × 1" DHM for Africa as 3" × 3" can save CPU 
time and efforts and gives good results. 

Abd-Elmotaal and Hassan (2016, 2017) and Abd-Elmotaal (2018) have proposed a GRACE-
like model that can be efficiently used to estimate the total water storage. These studies showed 
that the proposed algorithm gives comparable results to those of GRACE without stripes. Agutu 
et al. (2019) have performed groundwater estimation from GRACE over Ghana. Abdalla et al. 
(2018b) have carried out similar study in Sudan. Abd-Elmotaal et al. (2018b) have estimated 
the underground water in Africa using GRACE and hydrological models. This study gives 
reasonably acceptable results for the underground water in Africa. Anyah et al. (2018) carried 
out a study aiming to understand the linkages between global climate indices and terrestrial 
water storage changes over Africa using GRACE products.  

Abd-Elmotaal and Kühtreiber (2018) have studied the effect of land depressions on the gravity 
and geoid using unclassified DTMs. The study proved that the effect is local for the gravity and 
regional for the geoid, and consequently have to be taken into account for precise geoid 
determination. 
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Future Activities 

A new geoid model for Africa is going to be presented during the forthcoming IUGG2019, 
Montreal, Canada, July 8–18, 2019 by Abd-Elmotaal et al. The new geoid model utilizes the 
new adopted gravity data set for Africa. A significant improving of the geoid model at Morocco 
as well as at the middle region of the African continent is quite remarkable. The new geoid 
model for Africa is shown in Figure 48. 

Figure 48 The new African geoid model AFRgeo2019 (after Abd-Elmotaal et al., 2019). 

Ulotu is going to use the CRUST 1.0 and LITHO 1.0 models to compute better reduced gravity 
anomalies and geoid for Tanzania. 

Problems and Request 

The IAG sub-commission on the gravity and geoid in Africa suffers from the lack of data 
(gravity, GNSS/levelling …). The great support of IAG is needed in collecting the required data 
sets. It can hardly be all done on a private basis. Physical meetings of the members of the sub-
commission would help in solving the problems and would definitely contribute to the quality 
of its outputs. IAG is thus kindly invited to support that action.  
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Sub-commission 2.4e: Gravity and Geoid in Asia-Pacific 

Chair:   Jay Hyoun Kwon (Korea) 
Vice Chair:  Cheinway Hwang (Taiwan) 

Overview

In the period of 2015-2019, not many activities related to the gravity and geoid are reported in 
the Asia-Pacific area. Korea continuously measures the gravity on top of mountains to upgrade 
the geoids, and Taiwan also renews the geoid. In terms of research, the geodynamic processes 
are related to the changes in absolute gravity in Taiwan, while Korea established a calibration 
site for the relative gravimeter to find out the characteristics of the relative gravimeter with 
respect to the height and distance differences between the sites. Taiwan agrees to share absolute 
gravity data as well as the new grid of geoid. Korea is establishing the criteria for the gravity 
data sharing mainly in terms of resolution and precision. 

Gravity and Related Data 

The National Geographic Information Institute (NGII) of Korea has been obtained the new land 
gravity data from 2008. Recently, NGII measured the gravity at triangulation points, which are 
mostly located at the top of the mountains, to upgrade the local geoid model. Gravity data at a 
total of 964 triangulation points were measured from 2015-2016. Furthermore, the gravity at 
2,620 2nd order unified control points were measured from 2017-2018. The sum of the new land 
gravity data obtained from 2008 to 2018 is about 13,500 points and their resolution is about 
3~5km. This dataset includes the gravity data measured at 48 sites of continuously operating 
reference station (CORS). Also, the absolute gravity data at 23 sites have been measured 
periodically and the one located in the NGII is being continuously measured. A total of 27,343 
points of airborne gravity data were obtained from the end of 2009 to early 2010 in cooperation 
with the DTU, and about 1,950,000 points of shipborne gravity data were measured by the 
Korea Hydrographic and Oceanographic Agency (KHOA) from 1996-2010.  

NGII is also considering the gravity data sharing via IGB and the level of the precision and resolution 
for data sharing will be determined soon. Figure 49 shows the distribution of gravity data in Korea. 

Figure 49 Distributions of gravity data, 23 absolute gravity (red circle), land gravity (gray circle), airborne 
gravity (green circle), shipborne gravity (navy circle) 
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In Taiwan, the absolute gravity values at 24 sites have been continuously measured to study the 
geodynamic processes (Figure 50). Around Taiwan, gravity data from land, airborne and 
shipborne gravity measurements have been compiled, augmented with altimeter gravity at sea. 
The study on the new geoid grid and the geodynamic processes are described in the sections 
below. 

Figure 50 Distributions of 24 absolute gravity (AG) sites (circles), along with their nearest GPS sites (squares), 
over six geological settings of Taiwan. Also shown are the GPS-derived horizontal rates (arrows, with error 
ellipses) at 317 sites. The vertical displacement rates from GPS are interpolated into an areal rate (color-shaded) 
to show the pattern of uplift (positive rate) and subsidence (negative rate) across Taiwan. The mean horizontal 
displacement rate of the Philippine Sea Plate relative to the Eurasian Plate is 8.2 cm/yr (Ching et al., 2011).
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Quasi/Geoid Control 

The Korean NGII re-processed land gravity data obtained from 2008-2017 to upgrade the local 
geoid model. After network adjustment and removing outliers, the precision of land gravity data 
is about 0.015 mGal. The precision of airborne and shipborne gravity data are 1.5 mGal and 
2~3 mGal, respectively. Despite quite large amounts of gravity data, there are spatial gaps at 
offshore area as well as the border with North Korea. Thus, the gravity data has been filled 
using EGM08 at the border, and the ocean gravity data have been re-generated by combining 
shipborne gravity data with DTU10. The spatial resolution of the new dataset is 1’1’. 

The gravimetric geoid and new hybrid geoid model called KNGeoid18 were developed on a 
1’1’ grid. In the remove-compute (Stokes’ integral)-restore computation, the newly developed 
geopotential model XGM2016 was applied as a reference field. For the high-frequency signal, 
the terrain model generated by combining Korean DEM with SRTM was used. The NGII is 
also obtaining GNSS/Leveling data on unified control points to over whole Korean peninsula 
from 2008. Until the end of 2017, more than 4,500 points of new GNSS/Leveling data were 
obtained (Figure 52). When evaluating the gravimetric geoid based on a total of 4,492 points 
of GNSS/Leveling data (outlier removed), the precision was found to be about 4.4 cm. To make 
regular distribution and guarantee the independence of the dataset, GNSS/Leveling data were 
divided into 2 groups; 2,791 points for determining the hybrid geoid and the other 1,701 points 
for the precision evaluation of hybrid geoid. In comparison the new hybrid geoid model, 
KNGeoid18, with the fitting points, the precision was evaluated to be 2.33 cm. Although the 
precision which was evaluated using 1,701 points, quite a similar level of precision, 2.46 cm 
was obtained. Figure 51 shows the new hybrid geoid model, KNGeoid18. 

The newly developed geoid model shows high precision but some points located on the 
mountain have more than 7cm in terms of absolute accuracy. It is because the previous heights 
of the triangulation points were not accurate enough for the geoid construction. Thus, NGII has 
a plan to measure the height of the triangulation point using VRS. Then, the accuracy and 
reliability of the gravimetric geoid will be intensively tested to adopt the gravimetric geoid as 
the vertical reference surface instead of the hybrid geoid. The mid- and long-term plan for the 
height system for Korea is underway in which the strategy for the unification of the height 
system with the neighboring country is designed.   

Figure 51 New hybrid geoid (KNGeoid18)Figure 52 Distribution of GNSS/Leveling data
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Recently Taiwan constructed new 1’1’ grids of free-air and Bouguer gravity anomalies around 
Taiwan with well-defined error estimates (Hwang et al., 2014). Three sets of relative land gravity 
measurements are network-adjusted and outlier-edited, yielding accuracies of 0.03-0.09 mGal. 
Three airborne gravity sets are collected at altitudes 5156 and 1620 m with accuracies of 2.57-
2.79 mGal. Seven offshore shipborne gravity campaigns around Taiwan and its offshore islands 
yield shallow-water gravity values with 0.88-2.35 mGal accuracies. All data points are with 
GPS-derived geodetic coordinates at cm-dm accuracies, which can be used for precise gravity 
reductions and computing gravity disturbances. The various datasets are combined by the band-
limited least-squares collocation in a one-step procedure. In the eastern mountainous (or offshore) 
region, Bouguer anomalies and density contrasts without considering the oceanic (or land) 
topographic contribution are underestimated. The new grids (Figure 53) show unprecedented 
tectonic features that can revise earlier results, and can be used in a broad range of applications. 

The grid free-air gravity anomalies (Figure 53) are used to determine a gravimetric and hybrid 
geoid model over Taiwan on a 30"× 30" grid. An EGM08-based reference field, Stokes integral, 
and the residual terrain model are used in the remove-compute-restore computations of the 
geoid models. Using GPS-measured ellipsoidal heights at >2000 first-order benchmarks with 
existing orthometric heights, we obtained “measured” geoidal heights to assess the gravimetric 
geoid and to produce a hybrid geoid. The accuracy assessments result in few cm of standard 
deviations for both geoid models, but the gravimetric geoid has mean differences of up to 20 
cm with the measured geoidal undulations. We demonstrate an operational use of the hybrid 
geoid for height modernization in Taiwan. In a geodetic method based on the hybrid geoid, we 
determine the relative differences in sea surface topography (SST) between Taiwan and its four 
offshore islands, which are compared with the SST values from the oceanic (Figure 54) and 
altimetric methods examine the mechanisms causing the differences. The complicated ocean 
circulation system around Taiwan has created large differences in SST values across the main 
island of Taiwan and its offshore islands.  A new DEM for the most part of Taiwan, referring 
to the vertical datum of Taiwan through a hybrid geoid model, is constructed from Lidar-
derived ellipsoid heights. Lidar-based orthometric heights in a low-lying area in southern 
Taiwan are obtained to show the contribution and uncertainty of the geoid models in mapping 
floods and estimating the risk factors of relative sea level rise.  

Figure 53 (left) new Bouguer gravity anomalies in Taiwan, (right) free-air gravity anomalies 
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Figure 54 The sea surface topography (SST) around Taiwan from the model output of the Princeton Ocean 
Model (POM), with the locations of the five tide gauge stations defining the vertical datums of the islands.

Education & Research 

The Korean NGII planned to collect new land gravity data and GNSS/Leveling data on 2nd order 
unified control points until the end of 2020. After completion of the NGII project, the height 
system of Korea will be changed to the Helmert orthometric height from normal-orthometric 
height based on the gravity measurements. Also, the local geopotential number, W0, will be 
determined. In 2019, the study on an examination of resolution and precision of fundamental 
data (gravity, GNSS, Leveling, etc.), setting up the strategy and detailed plan for height 
conversion and W0 determination is undergoing. In addition, absolute gravity surveying is 
being conducted repeatedly and the slope of gravity on each site will be determined.  

In the study of the geodynamic processes in Taiwan, gravity changes of non-geodynamic 
origins are modeled to obtain residual gravity values of geodynamic origins, which cannot be 
fully explained by GPS-derived vertical displacements. In a preliminary study (Kao et al., 
2017), such gravity changes were associated with deposited debris, earthquake, volcanism and 
Moho deepening using absolute gravity changes over 2004-2016. Gravity changes of up to 
53.37 and 23.38 μGal near two Rivers in Taiwan are caused by typhoon Morakot, leading to 
estimated volumes of 6.0×105 m3 and 3.6×105 m3 in deposited debris. This shows gravimetry 
can be used in erosion study. 

The observed co-seismic gravity change near the epicenter of the M6.9 Pingtung earthquake 
(December 26, 2006) is 3.12 ± 0.99 μGal, consistent with a dislocation-based gravity change at 
the μGal level, thereby supplying a gravity constraint on the modeled fault parameters. The AG 
record at the Tatun Volcano Group is the longest, but large temporal gravity effects here have 
led to a current gravity signal-to-noise ratio of less than one, which cannot convince a sinking 
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magma chamber, but supply an error bound for gravity detections of long-term or transient 
magma movements. The gravity values at Ludao and Lanyu decline steadily at the rates of -
2.20 μGal/yr and -0.50 μGal/yr, typical magma states over extinct volcanoes. The gravity 
change rate at an uplifting site in central Taiwan and three subsiding sites in eastern Taiwan are 
negative, and are potentially caused by Moho deepening at a rate of -3.34 cm/yr.  

Taiwan will continue to collect absolute gravity data to investigate these phenomena and will 
share such data with geodesists interested in this study. 
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Sub-Commission 2.4f: Gravity and Geoid in Antarctica (AntGG)  

Chair: Mirko Scheinert (Germany) 

Overview 

The Sub-Commission is dedicated to the determination of the gravity field in Antarctica. In 
terms of observations, mainly airborne but also terrestrial campaigns have been and are being 
carried out to complement and to densify satellite data. Because of the region and its special 
conditions the collaboration extends beyond the field of geodesy – the cooperation is truly 
interdisciplinarily, especially incorporating experts from the fields of geophysics and 
glaciology. This is also reflected in the group membership (cf. below). 

Antarctic gravity anomaly collection 

During the last period of 2015–2019 further progress has been made to include new data and to 
open access to already existing data. Here, especially the PolarGap campaign, an international 
effort of Denmark, the UK and Norway, led by R. Forsberg (DTU Space) has to be mentioned 
(Forsberg et al., 2017a).  

As a highlight the publication of the first Antarctic-wide gravity anomaly dataset has to be 
mentioned (Scheinert et al., 2016). It was given general attention as can be seen by an EOS 
article (Stanley, 2016). The dataset is publically available via the PANGAEA database. 
However, this first gravity dataset release is far from comprising a complete coverage over 
Antarctica. Therefore, further updates are planned when new data will have been acquired (cf. 
Figure 55). First steps towards an updated Antarctic gravity dataset in consistence with a global 
gravity field solution have been made (cf. Zingerle et al. 2019). 

Figure 55 Terrestrial (ground-based, airborne and shipborne) gravity data hold in AntGG data base at TU Dresden. 
Grey and cyan color: Data already included in the compilation and published by Scheinert et al. (2016). Other 
colors: New data acquired / to be acquired / compiled. 
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A close linkage is maintained to the Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR), 
where the geodesy group (SCAR Standing Scientific Group on Geosciences (SSG-GS), Expert 
Group on Geospatial Information and Geodesy (GIANT Geodetic Infrastructure in Antarctica)). 
Its program was renewed at the biannual SCAR meetings in Kuala Lumpur, 2016, and Davos, 
2018.  M. Scheinert co-chairs GIANT as well as chairs the GIANT project “Gravity Field”. 

International Workshop 

Dedicated to the goals of AntGG an International Workshop “Airborne Geodesy and 
Geophysics with Focus on Polar Applications” was held in Dresden, Germany, 19–21 April 
2017. Besides by the IAG it was supported by the German Research Foundation (DFG), the 
Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR) and the German Society for Polar 
Research (DGP). The workshop was the third in a series of thematic workshops on airborne 
techniques in polar geosciences. Following respective workshops in Dresden (Germany) in 
2009 and in Potsdam (Germany) in 2012, this time we welcomed about 40 participants from 
six countries (Germany, United Kingdom, USA, China, Norway, Denmark). During six oral 
sessions, one poster session – accompanied by a small technology display – and a concluding 
panel discussion, the participants discussed the present status and future prospects of 
geoscientific airborne surveying in the polar regions. A workshop summary was published in 
EOS (Scheinert et al. 2017). 

2nd SCAR Summer School on Polar Geodesy 

Mirko Scheinert together with Martin Horwath (chair of IAG SC 1.3f) organized a 2nd SCAR 
Summer School on Polar Geodesy that was held at AARI Ladoga Base, Ladozhskoe Ozero, 
Russia, 10–19 May 2018. This summer school was locally organized by colleagues from the 
Arctic-Antarctic Research Institute (AARI), St. Petersburg (especially A. Klepikov, Head of 
the Russian Antarctic Expedition, and A. Ekaykin, AARI Glaciology). It was supported by 
IAG, SCAR, German Society of Polar Research (DGP), AARI, Aerogeodesya (St. Petersburg) 
and TU Dresden. 12 young scientists (Master and PhD students) from 7 different countries took 
part in this summer school. A focus was given to the application of geodetic GNSS 
measurements as well as of terrestrial and airborne gravimetry to geoscientific research in 
Antarctica. 

Future plans and activities 

Future activities are well defined following the “Terms of Reference”. Since any Antarctic 
activity call for a long-term preparation the main points to be focused on do not change. New 
surveys will be promoted, nevertheless, due to the huge logistic efforts of Antarctic surveys, 
coordination is organized well in advance and on a broad international basis. Within AntGG, 
the discussion on methods and rules of data exchange is in progress and has to be followed on. 
Compilations of metadata and databases have to cover certain aspects of gravity surveys in 
Antarctica (large-scale airborne surveys, ground-based relative gravimetry, absolute gravimetry 
at coastal stations). The main goal to deliver a grid of terrestrial gravity data is being fulfilled 
(see above). Updates of this dataset are anticipated, once considerable new data is available,  

With regard to new gravity surveys in Antarctica, aerogravimetry provides the most powerful 
tool to survey larger areas. In this context, airborne gravimetry forms a core observation 
technique within an ensemble of aerogeophysical instrumentation. Further airborne missions 
may help not only to fill in the polar data gap in its proper sense, but also all remaining gaps 
over Antarctica.  
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Sub-commission 2.5: Satellite Altimetry 

Chair:   Xiaoli Deng (Australia) 
Vice Chair:  C.K. Shum (USA) 

Overview

Research activities of IAG sub-commission 2.5 over the period 2015-2019 are described in this 
report. These include the algorithm development and various applications of both conventional 
(e.g. TOPEX/Poseidon, Jason-1, Jason-2 etc.) and new (e.g., CryoSat-2, SARAL Altika, HY-
2A and Sentinel-3A) satellite altimetry missions. The sub-commission also contributed to the 
promotion of the Jason-2 geodetic mission (GM), international altimetry service (IAS) and 
altimetry training workshops.  

Promoting international altimetry services 

We submitted a recommendation on starting the Jason-2 geodetic mission (GM) to the 
committee of the Jason-2 joint steering group in May 2017. The recommendation was accepted 
and Jason-2 moved from an exact repeat orbit to the GM in 2015. It is believed that the dense 
Jason-2 GM ground tracks in the Jason-2 inclination will give better resolution of gravity 
anomalies with narrow east-west extent, and fill holes in coverage left by the other altimetry 
missions.  

We have proposed to establish an International Altimetry Service (IAS). The idea was 
circulated and informally discussed in the “25 Years of Progress in Radar Altimetry 
Symposium” in September 2018. The proposal by Prof CK Shum on behalf the sub-commission 
was submitted to IAG in December 2018, and will be further discussed in the IUGG in July 
2019. Satellite altimetry is deemed to be operational and its applications so far include flood, 
wind/wave monitoring, coastal circulations, water resources management, coast watch, and 
potential monitoring tools of vertical datum control, lake seiche or meteotsunamis, storm surge, 
and seismic-induced tsunamis. An envisaged IAS is to identify and pool together international 
resources in satellite altimetry, to provide a forum for broad scientific consensus on intricate 
altimetry low to high level data processing algorithms, to complement existing altimetry data 
processing entities, to provide a mission- and agency-independent forum for potentially 
improved altimetry data processing and data product access, to encourage innovative, new and 
interdisciplinary scientific research and applications of satellite altimetry. 

The sub-commission also held the training workshops on using altimetry tools for developing 
countries. A/Prof Hyongki Lee carried out training at Asia Disaster Preparedness Center 
(ADPC), Bangkok, Thailand, Ministry of Water Resources and Meteorology (MOWRAM), 
Cambodia during 3 – 4 Aug 2017 (Figure 56). 

Figure 56 Pictures from Altimetry Toolkit Training. 
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Improving of marine gravity field and bathymetry from altimetry  

We continued improving the accuracy of the global marine gravity field using new radar 
altimeter data from CryoSat-2 and now SARAL AltiKa (Figure 1). One of the main benefits of 
an improved gravity field is the ability to resolve new structures on the ocean floor (Matthews 
et al., 2016). The investigation had three main components: (1) develop waveform retracking 
algorithms and computer codes for these new satellite altimeter data sets that are optimal for 
gravity field recovery (Zhang and Sandwell, 2016), (2) develop global gravity grids at 1 minute 
resolution using the new altimeter data, and (3) continue to develop global bathymetry grids at 
1 minute, 30 arc second and 15 arc second resolutions.  

The contribution of each altimetry GM data to the recovery of the marine gravity field was 
assessed. Sandwell et al. (2019) investigated the contribution of six altimeter missions that have 
been placed into geodetic mapping phases for more than one year. Originally, Geosat and ERS-
1 were the most important altimeters for recovery of the marine gravity field. The launch of 
CryoSat-2 in 2010 provides a non-exact-repeat orbit and much lower noise data source that 
extends to high latitudes of 88°. Both Jason-1 and Jason-2 GMs have provided major increases 
in the gravity recovery especially the east-west component at low latitudes. Finally, AltiKa with 
its high range precision (Zhang et al., 2017) is rapidly becoming the most important altimeter 
data source for gravity field recovery (Figure 57). If this mission continues for another few 
years, the accuracy of the gravity field will become much closer to the 1 mGal objective. 
Moreover, The major limitation for recovering small scale gravity features is the sea surface 
roughness from ocean waves. Many repeat measurements are needed to reduce the 
oceanographic signals that contaminate the mean sea surface. The combination of repeated 
measurements from Envisat, Jason-1/2, CryoSat-2, and now AltiKa will provide a baseline 
mean sea surface that is needed for the upcoming SWOT experiment in order to isolate the 
oceanographic signals early in the mission. There have been steady improvements in 
instrumentation and processing methods that will continue into the future with higher frequency 
radars and interferometric swath altimeters planned for future missions. 

Figure 57. Median absolute deviation of along-track slope of Altika altimeter with respect to the V28 model. 
The differences are filtered with a 0.5 gain at 18 km wavelength. The largest difference occurs in the high 
latitude regions where sea ice is prevalent as well as areas of high mesoscale variability. The background noise 
level reflect altimeter noise mainly due to ocean waves. AltiKa has, by far, the lowest noise level when 
compared with other seven altimeter GM data.
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Much of the gravity field improvement was due to new satellite altimeter data collected by 
CryoSat-2 and Jason-1. In addition, we have refined the existing tide models resulting in 
improved performance in coastal areas. Currently 7 years (84 months) of data are available from 
CryoSat-2 and the satellite has enough consumables to operate beyond 2020. More important, 
another radar altimeter called SARAL AltiKa altimeter has begun a non-repeat orbit phase 
starting in July 2016 (Figure 58). AltiKa has a new Ka-band instrument with a factor of 2 better 
range precision than all previous altimeters (Table 1 from Zhang and Sandwell, 2016). If it 
continues in this non-repeat orbit for another 6 months, this will result in an additional accuracy 
improvement of perhaps 1.5 times and three years of operation will result in another factor of 
2 improvement in the marine gravity field. 

Table 9. Altimeter noise at 20 Hz 
altimeter Noise* (mm) 
Geosat 57.0 
ERS-1 61.8 
Envisat 51.8 
Jason-1 46.4 
CryoSat-LRM 42.7 
CryoSat-SAR 49.7 
AltiKa 20.5 

*Standard deviation of altimeter waveforms with respect to the 1 Hz average (Zhang and Sandwell, 2016).  

Regionally, Hsiao et al. (2016) determined the gravity field of the South China Sea (SCS) using 
sea surface heights from satellite altimeters Geosat/GM, ERS-1/GM, Jason-1/GM and Cryosat-
2. The modelled gravity anomalies show a 6 mGal RMS discrepancy with shipborne 
measurements in shallow waters. An altimeter-only bathymetric model is then derived from 
this new gravity grid by the gravity-geological method that uses the latest global and regional 
models of the ocean depth and marine gravity as a priori knowledge. The new bathymetry model 
has an accuracy up to 100 m based on validation against multi-beam depth measurements, 
outperforming current SCS bathymetric models. Optical images from IKONOS-2, QuickBird-
2, GeoEye-1, WorldView-1-2 and -3, are rectified and digitized to derive the zero (coastline) 
and 20-m depth contours (reef lines) around 44 atolls, which are integrated with the altimeter-
only depths, giving significantly improved accuracies and spatial resolutions in modelled 
depths. The improvement percentages of coastlines by the satellite imagery range from 50% to 
97% at 41 of the 44 atolls. The web site is available for free access to the optical and depth 
images, and the depth and gravity grids.  

Figure 58. Along track sea surface slope profiles from CryoSat-2 (66 of the of 84 mo. available today) and 
AltiKa (7 of the 10 mo. available today) around Hawaii.  Both satellites are healthy and still continue collecting 
data. AltiKa profiles are two times more precise than all previous altimeters (Table 9). 
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Tozer et al. (2019) present an updated global bathymetry and topography model SRTM15+ 
V2.0 using a spatial sampling interval of 15 arc seconds (Figure 59). The bathymetry is 
produced using a combination of ship- board soundings and depths predicted using satellite 
altimetry. New data consists of >33.6 million multi and single beam measurements collated by 
several institutions, namely, NGA, JAMSTEC, GA, CCOM and SIO. New altimetry data 
consists of 48, 14 and 12 months of retracked range measurements from Cryosat-2, 
SARAL/AltiKa and Jason-2 respectively. With respect to SRTM15 PLUS by Olson et al. 
(2016), the inclusion of these new data result in a ~1.4 km improvement in the minimum 
wavelength recovered for sea surface free-air gravity anomalies, a small increase in the 
accuracy of altimeter-derived predicted depths (10-20 m) and a 1.2% increase, from 9.60 to 
10.84%, in the total area of ocean floor that is constrained by shipboard soundings at 15 arc 
second resolution. Bathymetric grid cells constrained by satellite altimetry have estimated 
uncertainties of ±150 m in the deep oceans and ±180 m landward of abyssal plains. Onshore, 
topography data are sourced from previously published digital elevation models, predominately 
SRTM-CGIAR V4.1 between 60N-60S. ArcticDEM is used above 60N, while REMA is 
used below 60S. Auxiliary grids illustrating shipboard data coverage, marine free-air gravity 
anomalies and vertical gradient gradients are also provided in common data formats. 

Figure 59. SRTM15+V2.0 at 15 arc second resolution plotted to latitudes ±80 using a Mercator projection. 

Sea Levels, sea level extremes and ocean dynamics 

Sea level changes have been investigate using radar altimeter data from the conventional low 
resolution mode (LRM), Delay Doppler Altimetry (DDA), and Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) 
mode. One of major benefits of DDA is the higher resolution, which opens new possibilities in 
the coastal zone at a few km from coast (Fenoglio-Marc et al., 2015). Our investigation had 
four main components: (1) assess improvement gained by using DDA altimetry methodology 
with respect to best in-house reprocessed conventional altimetry (CA), (2) investigate sea level 
change and understand each component, (3) investigate mean dynamic topography at the coast 
from satellite and in-situ data, and (4) investigate sea level extremes. 

Assessing advantages and limitation of DDA with respect to CA. For this scope, improved re-
tracking methods dedicated to the coastal zone have been used, which includes the parametric 
sub-waveform re-tracker TALES, similar to the ALES retracker (Passaro et al., 2015) and the 
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Spatio Temporal Altimetry Retracker (STAR) in Roscher et al. (2015). In this way a comparison 
between the two modes near coast is possible. The results have shown that the superiority of 
the DDA mode, as its finer resolution and higher Signal to Noise Ratio (S/N) of the CryoSat-2 
data, allows the radar altimeter getting closer to shore. Several studies have shown the 
improvements in precision and accuracy (Fenoglio-Marc et al., 2015, Passaro et al., 2016, 
Dinardo et al., submitted). Land contamination starts at 2 km from coast in DDA mode and at 
4 km in pseudo-CA. In the critical band 0-2 km from the coast, the impact of land contamination 
is lower in DDA than that in pseudo-CA/PLRM, as the median curve in SAR is closer to zero 
than in PLRM median curve (Figure 60). Further study, in the ESA project SCOOP, will 
characterise the performance of the Sentinel-3 DDA product generated by the currently 
specified processing baseline and then to test, implement and evaluate improved retrieval 
methods.  

Figure 60. The GEC Region along the German coast (left). Standard variation of sea level anomalies in 200 bins 
of distance to coast for ocean model (green), SAR (red) and PLRM/TALES (blue) (right) in region GEC. 

Addressing the sea level change and the understanding its causes. Today, the period 2002-2017 
is the longest time span where space-based measurements from altimetry, GRACE and ARGO 
are simultaneously available for sea level, mass and steric observations. 
Figure 61 shows basin averages for sea level and its components derived combining geodetic 
and model data. Although the combination of the first attempt provides valuable constraints on 
volumetric versus mass driven sea surface height changes, these data are rarely assimilated into 
ocean simulations and reanalysis runs. We have contributed to the regional assessment of the 
quality of sea level products, verifying their mission-long regional sea level trends and 
characterizing their error (Ablain et al., 2017). GRACE data have been used to assess mass 
changes. Regional ocean simulations and re-analysis have been considered. The evaluation of 
ocean model simulations and reanalysis using geodetic data is challenging, particularly in semi-
closed ocean basins, due to the assumptions made in the ocean models and to the limitation of 
satellite-based data in coastal zone. Our analysis in the Mediterranean Sea Basin averages show 
that the sea level of both simulations and re-analysis fails to reproduce the observed long-term 
variability of sea level. The halosteric component is far to be correctly computed by the model 
runs. The thermo-steric component is finally the more accurate proxy for the long-term sea 
level changes, at least in basins where the steric-component is a large part of sea level change. 
Finally we show that the sum of model sea level and thermo-steric sea level has the highest 
correlation with the total sea level measured by satellite altimetry (Figure 62). Moreover, the 
synergy between altimeter data and model simulations is promising to overcome the errors of 
mass balances. 
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In the frame of the regional assessment of a new Altimeter Sea Level Record (Reprocessed 
ESA Essential Climate Variable SLCCI), we have investigated the agreement between vertical 
land motion (VLM) and the difference in trends between altimetry and selected tide gauges 
along the German coasts (Figure 63). We found that GPS-derived VLM and the trend of the 
altimeter and tide gauge differences depart by about 1 mm/yr, which is within the uncertainty 
of the trends, and which is large compared to the GPS rates. We also noticed that the agreement 
improves (correlation, standard deviation and difference of trends) when SLCCI data instead of 
the AVISO data are used. This indicates a higher quality of the SLCCI data compared to other 
altimeter products (Figure 3). The work is supported by the Climate Change Initiative Project 
(SLCCI/ESA). 

Figure 61. Mediterranean Sea: Smoothed time-series of observed and computed sea level, as well as its steric 
and mass components. Components are from GRACE RL05a corrected for land hydrology (dark green), JPL 
mascon solution (light green), temperature and salinity profiles (red) and from the inversion method (green). All 
monthly time-series have been de-seasonalized and smoothed by a running average with lag of 12 months. 

Figure 62. CNRM model for the Mediterranean Sea: Sea surface height (green) from elevation plus thermos-steric 
(left) and plus steric (right). Is compared to sea level from CCI grids (violet), thermo-steric (red) and elevation 
(blue) 
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Figure 63. Left: Vertical Land Motion from altimetry minus tide gauge stations with location of both tide gauge 
(triangle) and altimeter point selected (circle). Centre: absolute value of the difference of VLM from the two 
methods. Right: Scatterplot of VLM with stations with differences smaller than 1 mm/yr in red. 

Similarly to the Mediterranean Sea study, we have analyzed basin average sea level change and 
its components in the Bay of Bengal (Kusche et al., 2016). SAR and PLRM SAR and TALES 
provide improved coastal sea surface heights. This leads to both improved coastal sea surface 
heights and inversion results, especially at regional scales (Figure 64).  

.

Figure 64. Bay of Bengal: Smoothed time-series of observed and computed sea level, as well as its steric and mass 
components. Mass components are from GRACE RL05a corrected for land hydrology (black), JPL mascon 
solution(green), temperature and salinity profiles and from the inversion method. All monthy time-series have 
been de-seasonalized and the smoothed by a running average with lag of 12 months. 

Further work is planed: (1) investigate the residual signals and corresponding physical 
processes, (2) extend and improve the IGG Jason/GRACE joint inversion method (Rietbroek et 
al., 2016), (3) incorporate Cryosat-2 data in DDA and pseudo-DDA mode in the coastal zone 
database.   

Imani et al. (2017) forecasted sea level anomalies (SLAs) derived from satellite altimetry in the 
tropical Pacific Ocean by using a machine learning approach. The empirical orthogonal 
function (EOF) is used to extract dominant signals and reduce the dimensionality of the SLAs 
in order to avoid data noisy. The prediction result by the machine learning approach is excellent 
compared with that of the conventional autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) 
model. 
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Mean dynamic topography from altimetry. This study combines several elements: (1) propose 
and develop an approach to estimate a consistent DT at tide gauges, coastal areas, and open 
ocean, (2) validate the approach in well-surveyed areas where DT can be determined at tide 
gauges, (3) connect measurements of a global set of tide gauges and investigate trends, and (4) 
evaluate the improvement in mean dynamic topography and difference in trends by using the 
Delay Doppler altimeter data near coast (Figure 65). The work is still ongoing (ESA Project 
GOCE++Dycot).  

Figure 65. North-Eastern Atlantic. Mean Dynamic Topography from geodetic method in ocean and at the tide 
gauge (left), differences (middle) and histogram of differences (right). 

In addition, Chang et al. (2016) combined multiple mission satellite altimetry along-track sea 
surface heights (SSHs), the Gravity field and steady-state Ocean Circulation Explorer (GOCE) 
time-wise solution generated geoid model, and in situ hydrographic data, to estimate global 
surface and subsurface absolute geostrophic currents over the period 1996-2011. They used the 
profile approach to process satellite altimetry data, mitigating the negative impact of omission 
errors resulting from the spatial resolution discrepancies between the truncated GOCE geoid 
model and SSHs, on the estimation of the absolute dynamic topography (ADT), which was then 
combined with the relative dynamic topography derived from in situ hydrographic profiles to 
estimate near global mesoscale geostrophic current velocities at different depth layers. The 
results were validated by in situ moored current meter observations from the Tropical 
Atmosphere Ocean/TRIangle Trans-Ocean buoy Network (TAO/TRITON) and the Prediction 
and Research Moored Array in the Atlantic (PIRATA), showing the outperformance of profile 
approach over the conventional pointwise approach in determination of geostrophic currents. 
The results show the statistically significant correlation between the multi-layer geostrophic 
current changes for Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) branches and the 
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) index.  

Sea level extrmes from altimetry. A major climate hazard is coastal flooding induced by extreme 
water level events along low-lying, highly populated coastlines due to presently and 
continuously rising sea levels (Stewart and Deng, 2015). Staneva et al. (2016) addressed the 
impact of wind, waves, tidal forcing and baroclinicity on the sea level of the German Bight 
during extreme storm events. The improved skill resulting from the new developments justifies 
further use of the coupled-wave and three-dimensional circulation models in coastal flooding 
predictions.  
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At the Australia coast, 20 years of data from multi-missions of satellite altimetry (e.g., Topex, 
Jason-1, Jason-2) were integrated with 14 tide-gauge data to provide consistent sea levels (Deng 
et al., 2016; and Gharineiat and Deng, 2016). Moreover, Gharineiat and Deng (2016) used a 
state-of-the-art approach of the Multi-Adaptive Regression Splines (MARS) to consider 
nonlinear sea-level components along the northern coast of Australia. The result comparison of 
the MARS with the multiple-regression shows an improved sea level prediction, as MARS can 
explain 62% of sea level variance while multiple-regression only accounts for 44% of variance. 
The predicted sea levels during six tropical cyclones are validated against sea level observations 
at three independent tide-gauge sites. The comparison results show a strong correlation (~99%) 
between modelled and observed sea levels, suggesting that the MARS can be used for 
efficiently monitoring sea level extremes. 

Assessing of ocean tidal models. Seifi et al. (2019) investigate the performance of recent 
regional and global tidal models over the Great Barrier Reef, Australia using altimetry data 
from TOPEX/Poseidon, Jason-1, Jason-2 and Sentinel-3A missions, as well as tide gauge data. 
Ten models, namely, TPXO8, TPXO9, EOT11a, HAMTIDE, FES2012, FES2014, OSUNA, 
OSU12, GOT 4.10 and DTU10, were considered. The accuracy of eight major tidal constituents 
(i.e., K1, O1, P1, Q1, M2, S2, N2 and K2) and one shallow water constituent (M4) were 
assessed based on the analysis of sea-level observations from coastal tide gauges and altimetry 
TOPEX series. The outcome was compared for four different subregions, namely, the coastline, 
coastal, shelf and deep ocean zones. Sea-level anomaly (SLA) data from the Sentinel-3A 
mission were corrected using the tidal heights predicted by each model. The root mean square 
(RMS) values of SLAs were then compared. According to the results, FES2012 outperforms 
other models with RMS values of 10.9 cm and 7.7 cm over the coastal and shelf zones, 
respectively. In the deeper ocean, FES2014 model performs the best with the minimum RMS 
7.5 cm. In addition, the impact of sudden fluctuations in bottom topography on model 
performances suggest that a combination of bathymetric variations and proximity to the coast 
or islands contributes to tidal height prediction accuracies of the models. 

Retracking, calibrating and validating of altimetry data 

We continued research into optimize the satellite altimetric sea levels from multiple retracking 
solutions near the coast. Kuo et al. (2016) improved Envisat altimetric measurements in Taiwan 
coastal oceans by developing a waveform retracking system. Research by Idris et al. (2017) 
investigated the validation strategy for the retracked altimetry data. They compared Jason-1 
altimetry retracked sea levels with the high frequency (HF) radar velocity in the Great Barrier 
Reef, Australia. The comparison between both datasets is not direct because the altimetry 
derives only the geostrophic component, while the HF radar velocity includes information on 
both geostrophic and ageostrophic components, such as tides and winds. The comparison of 
altimetry and HF radar data is performed based on the parameter of surface velocity inferred 
from both datasets. The results show that 48% (10 out of 21 cases) of data have high (≥0.5) 
spatial correlation, while the mean spatial correlation for all 21 cases is 0.43 (Figure 66). This 
value is within the range (0.42 to 0.5) observed by other studies.  
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Figure 66. The monthly HF and altimeter geostrophic velocity normal to the satellite track from 2009 to 2011. 
The altimeter geostrophic velocities are filtered with a cut-off wavelength of 56 km. The latitude between −24 and 
−23 deg is situated on the continental shelf with the latitude −24 deg being the closest point to the coastline, while 
the latitude greater than −23 deg is situated on the continental shelf break (Idris et al. 2017). 

Peng and Deng (2017) developed a new Brown-Peaky (BP) retracker (Figure 67) for altimeter 
peaky waveforms that usually appear within ~10 km to the coastline. The main feature of the 
BP is to fit peaky waveforms using the Brown model without introducing a peak function. The 
retracking strategy first detects the peak location and width of a waveform using an adaptive 
peak detection method, and then estimates retracking parameters using a weighted least squares 
(WLS) estimator. The WLS assigns a downsized weight to corrupted waveform gates, but an 
equal weight to other normal waveform gates. The BP retracker has been applied to 4-year 
Jason-1 waveform (2002–2006) in two Australian coastal zones. The results retracked by BP, 
MLE4 and ALES retrackers have been validated against tide-gauge observations located at 
Burnie, Lorne and Broome. The comparison results show that three retrackers have similar 
performance over open oceans with the correlation coefficient (~0.7) and RMSE (~13 cm) 
between altimetric and tide-gauge sea levels for distance >7 km offshore. The main 
improvement of BP retracker occurs for distance ~7 km to the coastline, where validation results 
indicate that data retracked by BP are more accurate (15–21 cm) than those by ALES (16–24 
cm) and MLE4 (19–37 cm). 
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Figure 67. Examples of fitted waveforms by different retrackers. The raw waveforms are simulated with SWH=6 
m. The BP solutions are derived by the WLS estimator with minimum contributions from peaky waveform 
samples, thus avoiding the effect of peaks. ALES sub-waveforms contain the proportion of peaks, because they 
are truncated around gate 58 based on the function related to the value of SWH. Therefore, both MLE4 and ALES 
solutions are obviously affected by peaks. 

Using the new BP retracker, Peng and Deng (2018) computed improved significant wave 
heights (SWHs) along the east coast of Australia from 3-year Jason-1 altimetric waveforms. 
The BP-estimated SWHs were validated against eight waverider buoys along the coast, and 
compared with the SWHs estimated by the standard four-parameter maximum likelihood 
estimator (MLE4). When assessing 1 Hz coastal SWHs for distances from 12 km to the coast, 
mean standard deviations (STDs) of BP SWHs vary from ~0.5 m to 0.9 m, while those of MLE4 
SWHs increase from ~0.6 m to ca. 2.3 m, indicating a dramatically drop in the quality of MLE4-
derived SWHs at the coast. The validation of 1-Hz SWHs was performed by calculating the 
along-altimeter-track pointwise bias, STD and correlation coefficient between altimetry and 
buoys. The results show that within 30 km off the coast the BP dataset has better agreement 
with buoy’s wave heights than the SGDR MLE4 dataset in terms of the BP’s small absolute 
biases and STDs, as well as high correlation coefficients. 

Since the launch of China’s first altimetry and scatterometry satellite, Haiyang-2A (HY-2A), 
various validation studies of HY-2A radar altimetry using preliminary data products have been 
conducted. The HY-2A Geophysical Data Record (GDR) IGGA product has so far been 
generated. Bao et al. (2015) presented the first comprehensive assessment of HY-2A’s altimeter 
data quality and the altimetry system performance through calibrating and cross-calibrating the 
HY-2A GDR_IGGA product. Jason-2 altimeter observations were used for the cross calibration 
of the HY-2A altimeter over the oceans between ±60º latitude bounds. The statistical results 
from single- and dual-satellite altimeter crossover analysis demonstrated that HY-2A fulfils its 
mission requirements. An averaged bias of -0.21 cm with respect to Jason-2 and a standard 
deviation of 6.98 cm from dual-satellite crossover analysis were found. It was concluded that 
the performance of HY-2A altimetry is similar to Jason-2 based on a detailed analysis of the 
paper.  

Monitoring vertical land motion and glacier dynamics from altimetry 

Members in Taiwan have used altimetry to monitor the land motion. Hwang et al. (2016) used 
multi-mission radar altimetry with an approximately 23-year data-span to quantify land 
subsidence in cropland areas. Subsidence rates from TOPEX/Poseidon, JASON-1, ENVISAT, 
and JASON-2 during 1992-2015 show time-varying trends with respect to displacement over 
time in California's San Joaquin Valley and central Taiwan, possibly related to changes in land 
use, climatic conditions (drought) and regulatory measures affecting groundwater use. Near 
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Hanford, California, subsidence rates reach 18 cm/yr with a cumulative subsidence of 206 cm, 
which potentially could adversely affect operations of the planned California High-Speed Rail. 
The maximum subsidence rate in central Taiwan is 8 cm/yr. Radar altimetry also reveals time-
varying subsidence in the North China Plain consistent with the declines of groundwater storage 
and existing water infrastructure detected by the Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment 
(GRACE) satellites, with rates reaching 20 cm/yr and cumulative subsidence as much as 
155 cm. 

Sun et al. (2017) investigated glacier dynamics in the northern Novaya Zemlya using multiple 
geodetic techniques (Figure 68). In order to determine the influence of glacier outflow on net 
mass change, they used Envisat-derived elevation changes over the glaciers in Novaya Zemlya 
in Russian Arctic along with other geodetic observations of glacier velocity changes from 
speckle matching technique and ice mass changes from GRACE. The surface gradient 
correction was estimated using the average of all of the available altimeter elevations as the 
reference digital elevation model (DEM) in order to eliminate the error due to the difference 
between DEM spatial resolution and altimetry footprint size. 

Figure 68. Time series of elevation changes over the four glaciers in northern Novaya Zemlya using retracked 
Envisat RA-2 data. 

Kuo et al. (2015) successfully used satellite altimetry, including Topex/Poseidon and Jason-2, 
retrieved by novel retrackers to monitor vertical land motions in Southwestern Taiwan. 
Modified threshold and improved subwaveform threshold retrackers were used in the study to 
improve the accuracy of altimetric land surface heights (LSHs). The results indicate that the 
vertical motion rates derived from both retrackers coincide with those calculated by 1843 
precise levelling points, with a correlation coefficient of 0.96 and mean differences of 0.43 and 
0.52 cm/yr (standard deviations: 0.61 and 0.69 cm/yr). 

Members in OUS (Su et al., 2015-2018) attempted to investigate the inter-annual variations of 
snow/firn density over the Antarctic ice sheet by combining GRACE gravimetry and Envisat 
altimetry. They refined their data post-processing algorithm for analyzing altimetry data over 
ice sheets. They conducted the joint analysis of the inter-annual anomalies of mass change from 
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GRACE gravimetry and elevation changes from Envisat and SARAL altimetry over the 
Greenland ice sheet, with the objective of obtaining high-resolution inter-annual mass 
variations based on altimetry data. Over the Amundsen Sea sector, they have detected the 
snow/firn density change during 2003-2009. The results agree with the events of excess snow 
accumulation and the accelerated ice discharge occurring there. 

Improved inland water levels from SAR and conventional altimetry  

Marshall and Deng (2016) developed a robust and automated method based on image analysis 
of multispectral and Advanced Synthetic Aperture Radar (ASAR) imagery for the selection of 
altimetry waveforms over inundated zones is presented.  The advantage of the method is that 
the waveform footprint can be automatically assessed for inundation extent as well as level of 
vegetation cover, with waveforms that meet threshold levels being flagged for further retracking 
and water surface elevation determination (Figure 69). 

Figure 69. Landsat ETM7 (bands 5, 4, 3) on 28th October 2002, waveforms located over inundated zones 
overlapping Envisat RA-2 18Hz waveforms pass 0677, cycle 10. White dots over water body are automatically 
selected (Marshall and Deng, 2016).  

Villadsen et al. (2016) developed several new methods for obtaining stable inland water levels 
from CryoSat-2 SAR altimetry, including the Multiple Waveform Persistent Peak (MWaPP) 
retracker and a method combining the physical and empirical retrackers. Using a physical SAR 
waveform retracker over inland water has not been attempted before but shows great promise 
in this study. It has found that the new empirical MWaPP retracker is easy to implement, 
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computationally efficient, and gives a height estimate for even the most contaminated 
waveforms over inland waters. 

In order to investigate the climate inplication, Hwang et al. (2016) investigated the multi-
decadal monitoring of lake level changes in the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, China, by using 
TOPEX/Poseidon-family altimeters. Su et al. (2016) improved processing algorithms for 
Envisat altimetry ice sheet elevation change data using the repeat-track analysis. Rateb et al. 
(2017) estimated spherical harmonics (SH) errors and scale factors for African hydrological 
regimes. Then, terrestrial water storage (TWS) in Africa was determined based on Slepian 
localization and compared with JPL-mascon and SH solutions. The TWS trends in the lower 
Nile and Sahara at −1.08 and −6.92 Gt/year, respectively, are higher than those previously 
reported. 

Monitoring natural disasters from altimetry  

Flood forecasting using Jason-2/3 altimetry and VIC model. Chang et al. (2019) developed a
freely accessible model-aided satellite altimeter-based daily water level forecasting system 
using simple regression analysis for the Mekong River (Figure 70). The system circumvents 
the need of frequent altimeter samplings in the upstream by using the Variable Infiltration 
Capacity (VIC) macroscale hydrologic model.  

Figure 70. Examples of time series of 5-day forecasted and in situ water levels in the middle reach of the 
Mekong River and the Cambodian floodplain. 

Estimation of river discharges with Ensemble Learning Regression using altimetry data. Kim
et al. (2019) developed a new approach to estimating river discharges (Q) by applying the 
ensemble learning regression method (ELQ), which is one of the machine learning techniques 
that linearly combine several functions to reduce errors, to the altimetry-derived water levels 
over the Congo mainstem. Using the water level changes obtained at different Envisat virtual 
stations, the ELQ-estimated Q at the Brazzaville in-situ station showed reduced root-mean-
square error (RMSE) of 823 m3s-1 compared to the Q obtained using a single rating curve. Since 
ELQ can combine several variables obtained over different locations, it would be advantageous, 
particularly if there exist few virtual stations along a river reach. 

Automated generation of water level changes from satellite altimetry data. Okeowo et al. (2017) 
proposed a new algorithm to automatically generate time series from satellite radar altimetry 
data only without user intervention. With this method, users with little knowledge on the field 
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can independently process altimetry data for diverse applications. The method is based on K-
means clustering, interquartile range, and statistical analysis of the dataset for outlier detection. 
Jason-2 and Envisat data were used to demonstrate the capability of this algorithm. A total of 
37 satellite crossing over 30 lakes and reservoirs located in US, Brazil, and Nigeria were used 
based on the availability of in-situ data (Figure 71). The RMSE values ranged from 0.09 to 1.20 
m. The potential of this algorithm has been also confirmed over wetlands as well.  

Figure 71. Examples of comparison of in-situ gauge observation (red) and altimetry-derived (Envisat: blue, 
Jason-2: green) water level of lakes in US. 

Based on the automation algorithm, user-friendly GUI toolkits for Jason-2/3 altimetry data 
processing have been developed (Figure 72). 

Figure 72. Interface of Jason-2/3 altimetry toolkit. 
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Markert et al. (2019) introduced an open-source web application to access and explore Jason-
2/3 altimetry datasets for use in water level monitoring, named the Altimetry Explorer (AltEx, 
https://tethys.servirglobal.net/apps/altex/, c.f. Figure 73). The back-end of this web application 
is based on the automation method of Okeowo et al. (2017). This web application, along with 
its relevant REST API, facilitates access to altimetry data for analysis, visualization, and 
impact. The data provided through AltEx is validated using thirteen gauges in the Amazon 
Basin from 2008 to 2018 with an average Nash-Sutcliffe Coefficient and RMSE of 0.78 and 
1.2 m, respectively.  

Figure 73. Interface of AltEx web application (https://tethys.servirglobal.net/apps/altex/) for Jason-2/3 altimetry 
data over inland water bodies. 

Integration of satellite altimetry and SAR/InSAR for wetland hydraulics/hydrology  

Two-dimensional water level changes over wetlands from altimetry data and SAR 
backscattering coefficients. Yuan et al. (2015) described the relation between L-band APLSAR 
backscattering coefficients and water level changes obtained from Envisat altimetry over the 
island of Île Mbamou in the Congo Basin where two distinctly different vegetation types are 
found. The study attempted to estimate water level changes based on the relation which were 
then compared with the Envisat altimetry and InSAR results. The study demonstrated the 
potential of generating two- dimensional maps of water level changes over the wetlands. Kim 
et al. (2017) attempted to estimate spatial-temporal water level variations over the central 
Congo River covered with aquatic plants using the backscattering coefficients from PALSAR 
ScanSAR images and water levels from Envist altimetry data (Figure 74). The water level maps 
were validated with ICESat altimetry-derived water levels. The RMSD of 67 cm at 100-m scale 
resolution of PALSAR ScanSAR image has been obtained. 
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Figure 74. Multi-temporal Congo River level maps from 5 Dec 2006 to 15 June 2010 (Kim et al., 2017). The 
bottom left region is enlarged for visual clarity. The scale bar is used for the enlarged images. 

Two-dimensional water depths over wetlands using altimetry, SAR backscattering coefficients 
and vegetation density. Lee et al. (2015) developed a simple linear regression model based on 
PALSAR ScanSAR backscattering coefficients, water levels from Envisat altimetry, and 
MODIS Vegetation Continuous Field (VCF) product to generate water depth maps over flooded 
forecast in the central Congo Basin. The water depth maps were generated relative to the lowest 
water level from Envisat altimetry, which is assumed a base level with essentially zero depth 
(Figure 75). The predicted and observed water depths along the Envisat pass showed excellent 
agreements with RMSD of 13 to 18 cm. The water depth maps were also independently 
validated with h/t obtained from PALSAR interferometry. 

Figure 75. Maps of water depth beneath flooded forests inside the ScanSAR coverage. The black line (left) 
shows the track of Envisat Pass 930. 
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Time series of absolute water volumes over wetlands from altimetry and InSAR. Yuan et al. 
(2017) proposed a new method to estimate absolute water storages over the floodplains by 
establishing relations between water depths (d) and water volumes (V) using 2-D water depth 
maps from the integration of InSAR and altimetry measurements. The method was applied to 
the Congo River floodplains and the d–V relations were modelled using a power function 
(Figure 76). These d–V relations were combined with Envisat altimetry measurements to 
construct time series of floodplain’s absolute water storages from 2002 to 2011.  

Figure 76. Time series of absolute water volumes over eight floodplains in the Congo Basin. 
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Sub-commission 2.6: Gravity and Mass Transport in the Earth System 

Chair:   Jürgen Kusche (Germany) 
Vice Chair:  Isabelle Panet (France) 

Overview

The Sub-commission’s activities during the period 2015-2019 were mainly via its (joint) 
working groups. 

Joint Working Groups of Sub-commission 2.6: 

JWG 2.6.1: Geodetic observations for climate model evaluation 

Chair:  Annette Eicker (Germany)   

Members  
• Carmen Böning (USA)  
• Marie-Estelle Demory (UK)   
• Albert van Dijk (Australia) 
• Henryk Dobslaw (Germany)   
• Wei Feng (China)   
• Vincent Humphrey (Switzerland/USA)   
• Harald Kunstmann (Germany) 
• J.T. Reager (USA) 
• Rosa Pacione (Italy)   
• Anne Springer (Germany) 
• Paul Tregoning (Australia)

Activities and publications during the period 2015-2019: 

Main activities of JWG 2.6.1 covered the organization of meetings (especially the dedicated 
workshop held in 2017 in Bonn) and conference sessions and were supported by various 
individual discussions and smaller splinter meetings. The activities resulted in the proposal of 
an IAG Inter-Commission Committee on “Geodesy for Climate Research” (ICCC) to enable a 
long-term focus on the topic of the working group. 

Organization of the workshop “Satellite Geodesy for Climate Studies” 
One of the main events during the four year working group period was the workshop on 
“Satellite Geodesy for Climate Studies” that was held September 19-21, 2017, in Bonn, 
Germany (https://www.apmg.uni-bonn.de/aktuelles/veranstaltungen/IAG_SGCS) as a joint 
initiative of SC 2.6 (Gravity and Mass Transport in the Earth System) and the working groups 
JWG 2.6.1 and JWG 4.3.8 (GNSS Tropospheric Products for Climate). With ~70 participants 
giving 45 oral and 18 poster presentations the workshop brought together geodetic data 
specialists and climate scientists with the goal of strengthening the use of geodetic data in the 
climate community (Figure 77). 

The rationale of the workshop was as follows: The growing record of space-gravimetric and -
geodetic data (GRACE, GNSS, radar altimetry, InSAR, VLBI, …) provides a new view on 
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Essential Climate Variables such as terrestrial water storage and continental ice-mass changes, 
steric and barystatic sea level variability, sea ice coverage, tropospheric water vapor variations, 
and others. These observational data sets have the strong advantage to be homogeneous around 
the globe, and independent from any other data commonly used to validate climate models. 
Geodetic time series start to reveal a complex picture of low-frequency natural climate 
variability, long-term climate change and other anthropogenic modifications in geodetic data. 
It is still difficult to evaluate decadal variability from geodetic data alone, but in combination 
with other observations or reanalyses they provide excellent tools for climate model 
evaluations. The workshop was organized in four sessions, with working group members 
serving as convenors and keynote speakers: A) What is required for validating climate models 
using geodetic data, B) Long and consistent geodetic time series, C) Climate modelling and 
observable variables, D) Prospects of future missions and constellations. 

Figure 77 Workshop ”Satellite Geodesy for Climate Studies”, September 19-21, 2017, at the University of Bonn

As part of the workshop, geodesists and climate scientists met in breakout sessions to draft a 
roadmap for closer collaboration between these communities. While it is generally recognized 
that geodetic data like GNSS troposphere and radio-occultation observables, satellite-
gravimetric surface mass change, and altimetric sea level provide invaluable information for 
studying the planet’s changing climate, programmatic obstacles and scientifically open 
questions have been identified that hamper a wider acceptance of geodesy as a tool for climate 
research. In particular, the participants suggest that 

 communication between communities be improved through networking activities and 
through, e.g., improving data product and modeling transparency and access, 

 visibility of geodetic climate research be improved, e.g. through publishing key review 
papers authored by geodesy scientists in climate journals and vice versa, through 
involvement of associations IAG, IAMAS and IAPSO, programs such as WCRP and 
GCOS, the space agencies, and finally through pushing for the acknowledgement of 
geodesy products used in climate science as a more visible contribution of geodesy 

 a new branch of early career scientists at the interface of geodesy and climate 
scientists should be established and supported through summer schools and joint PhD 
programs 

 the science groundwork be improved through building, in collaboration, more 
showcases and publishing more joint, high-impact science papers 
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The main points of this roadmap have recently been included in the “Terms of Reference” 
document for the new proposal of the Inter-Commission Committee on “Geodesy for Climate 
Research” (ICCC). 

Splinter meetings, sessions and further workshops 
Another important part of the working group’s activities was dedicated to organizing sessions 
at international conferences. The following sessions were initiated by the working group:  

 “Geodesy for atmospheric and hydrospheric climate research”, IUGG General 
Assembly 2019, Montreal (2019) 

 Observing and Separation of geophysical signals in the Climate and Earth System 
through Geodesy”, EGU General Assembly, Vienna (2019) 

 “Hydrological Signals in Geodetic Observations: from Space to Ground”, AOGS 
Annual Meeting, Singapore (2019) 

 “Satellite Geodesy for Climate and Atmospheric Research”, AGU Washington (2018) 
 “Mass transport and climate-relevant processes”, IAG GGHS, Copenhagen (2018) 
 “Altimetry, Mass Transport and Climate Applications”, IAG GGHS, Thessaloniki 

(2016) 
 “Mass Transport and Mass Distribution in the Earth System”, AGU Fall Meeting San 

Francisco (2016) and New Orleans (2017) 
Splinter meetings of the working group members took place at the IAG GGHS meeting in 
Thessaloniki (September 2016) and at the EGU General Assembly (April 2017). The topic of 
the splinter in September was a discussion about efforts to promote satellite gravity related 
topics towards the European Union with the future goal of establishing satellite gravimetry 
within the Copernicus program. Following this discussion  in Thessaloniki, two representatives 
of the working group (C. Böning and A. Eicker) joined the organization team for two lobby 
events that took place in Brussels with members of the European Commission (March 2017 and 
May 2017) and acted as speakers at both of these events. The second splinter meeting in Vienna 
in April was dedicated to the planning of the workshop “Satellite Geodesy for Climate Studies”. 
Over the course of the last 1.5 years (2018/19) various planning meetings and discussions 
among different working group members were dedicated to developing the proposal for the new 
IAG ICCC (see below). 

Additionally, an IAG workshop on HydroGeodesy, which partly also covered topics of JWG 
2.6.1 was organized by working group member W. Feng in June 2018 in Wuhan, China. 
Additional information is provided in the corresponding report published in the IAG Newsletter 
http://www.iag-aig.org/index.php?tpl=text&id_c=44&id_t=744 

Link to JWG 4.38 ‘GNSS tropospheric products for Climate’ 
A strong link has been established between JWG 2.6.1 and JWG 4.3.8 ‘GNSS tropospheric 
products for Climate’, which is part of IAG Sub-Commission 4.3 ‘Atmosphere Remote 
Sensing’, embedded in the IAG Commission 4 ‘Positioning and Applications’. Its main objectives 
are to assess existing reprocessed GNSS tropospheric products, foster the development of 
forthcoming reprocessing activities, review and update GNSS-based product requirements and 
exchange format for climate and promote their use for climate research, including a possible 
data assimilation of GNSS troposphere products in climate models. Refer to its Final Report 
(this publication) for further details. To explore the synergy effects between the different 
geodetic observation techniques, the two working groups jointly organized the Bonn workshop 
in 2017 and subsequently two sessions at international conferences (AGU 2018 and IUGG 
2019). The two working groups together also form the basis for the new ICCC (see below). 
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Proposal of an IAG Inter-Commission Committee on “Geodesy for Climate Research” 
Based on the work of JWG 2.6.1 (and other ongoing IAG activities) the use of geodetic 
observables for climate research has been identified as an important research area for the 
upcoming years. Therefore, IAG is currently planning the implementation of an Inter-
Commission Committee on "Geodesy for Climate Research" (ICCC) with the goal to facilitate 
a systematic and comprehensive approach among the various geodetic communities, but also 
to establish and foster links to climate science. The goal is to establish this ICCC as new long-
term element of the IAG structure at the IUGG meeting in Montreal (July 2019). Quite similarly 
to the already existing Inter-Commission Committee on Theory (ICCT), the ICCC itself shall 
build the overarching framework, with the main purpose to trigger and coordinate initiatives. 
The actual working elements will be related Joint Study/Working Groups, which are also 
affiliated to one or more of the IAG Commissions and/or to GGOS. A respective Terms of 
Reference document has been formulated with the help of various members of JWG 2.6.1 and 
SC 2.6 and has been submitted to IAG.  

Scientific work 
Scientific studies of the working group members focused around the use of various geodetic 
data sets (e.g. GRACE, GNSS, radio occultation) for improving our understanding of climate 
change related processes and for evaluating respective (climate) models.  
Even though the 15-year mass change data record provided by the GRACE mission is still 
relatively short for the investigation of climate signals, it does start to reveal long-term changes 
in global water storage distribution. However, an extension of the mass change record back in 
time would be helpful for many climate applications. In this context, Humphrey et al. (2017) 
used GRACE observations to train a statistical model and reconstruct pre-2002 water storage 
changes from historical observations of precipitation and temperature at the global scale, 
providing a benchmark to evaluate hydrological models over a long time span. 
A review paper by Feng et al (2018) discusses groundwater storage trends over main aquifers 
in China using GRACE, in-situ well observations and hydrological models. Significant 
groundwater depletion in the North China Plain and Song-Liao Basin was highlighted in this 
work. The influence of long-term changes in continental water storage on sea level was 
investigated by Reager et al. (2016), revealing climate-change induced hydrological changes 
over continents to slow down sea level rise and counteract rising sea levels caused by direct 
human water cycle interaction like groundwater pumping.  
GRACE provides an important source of information for the evaluation of climate and Earth 
system models. Zhang et al. (2017) validated a set of model experiments with different global 
land surface and hydrological models under identical atmospheric forcing with month-to-month 
variations of GRACE-based terrestrial water storage in order to identify strengths and 
weaknesses of different modelling approaches in representing the global terrestrial water cycle.  
Via the terrestrial water balance equation water storage change as determined by GRACE can 
be linked to the net flux deficit in hydro-meteorological fluxes (precipitation minus 
evapotranspiration minus runoff). In Eicker et al, (2016) this relation was exploited to evaluate 
long-term and inter-annual changes in global atmospheric reanalyses, while Springer et al. 
(2017) used GRACE water storage changes in combination with discharge data for assessing 
the closure of the water budget in the recent high-resolution European COSMO-REA6 
Reanalysis and found the regional model to be superior to global reanalyses.  
Böning & Demory (2018) used GRACE time series to validate the global hydrological cycle as 
simulated by an atmospheric General Circulation Model (GCM) using present-day forcing. 
They were able to show the ability of the climate model to simulate the inter-annual variability 
of terrestrial water storage, finding in particular the model being able to capture the regional 
distribution of changes in terrestrial water transport ENSO events. First attempts have been 
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made to use GRACE data for evaluating (coupled) climate models. Month-to-month variations 
in global distributions of terrestrial water storage as derived from GRACE satellite data were 
used to validate the terrestrial water cycle in decadal climate hindcast experiments with the 
global numerical climate model MPI-ESM (Zhang et al. 2016). Jensen et al. (2019, under revision) 
investigated the potential of GRACE data for evaluating water storage trends in the suite of 
climate models participating in the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5).  
A novel aspect of the use of geodetic data for climate science was introduced in a recent study 
by Humphrey et al. (2018), who found the inter-annual variability of global land water storage 
measured by the GRACE satellites was to be negatively correlated with land carbon uptake by 
terrestrial ecosystems (drier years leading to less carbon sequestration), a response that seems 
underestimated by current global climate models. 
Data assimilation techniques are an important tool for the downscaling of the GRACE data in 
terms of spatio-temporal resolution and for enabling the vertical decomposition of the integrated 
mass change signal into individual storage compartments. Synergy effects can be exploited if 
different types of observation data are assimilated simultaneously, as Tian et al. (2019) showed 
in a global joint assimilation of GRACE and SMOS satellite soil moisture data into a 
hydrological model.  
In order to enable an easier use of GRACE data for the Earth science and climate communities, 
Feng (2019) developed an open-source Matlab toolbox for estimating global mass variations 
from GRACE data including necessary post-processing steps. 
Besides the observation and understanding of global mass variations as observed by GRACE, 
climate-related changes in atmospheric conditions have been the focus the working group 
activities over the last four years. Atmospheric water vapour is highly variable, both in space 
and in time, and can be sensed by Ground-Based GNSS stations. The Zenith Total Delay 
estimates of GNSS, provided at high temporal resolution and under all weather conditions, can 
be converted to Integrated Water Vapour (IWV) if additional meteorological variables are 
available. In the past years, several long-term (20+ years) reprocessed GNSS tropospheric delay 
and water vapor time series datasets have been produced, on a global, regional and national 
scale, and have become available for climate studies. 
Focusing on the European scale, in 2016 the reprocessing of the EUREF Permanent Network 
(EPN), established and maintained under the umbrella of the IAG Regional Reference Frame 
sub-commission 1.3a for Europe, was finalized. In cooperation with the WG3 of the COST 
Action ES1206 ‘GNSS4SWEC’ (Bock and Pacione, 2019) five EPN ACs homogenously 
reprocessed the EPN for the period 1996-2014. This pan-European dataset ‘EPN-Repro2’ 
(Pacione et al. 2017) is open to the user community and it has been established as a reference 
data set for monitoring trend and variability in atmospheric water vapor on a European scale. 
In Berckmans et al. (2018) the EPN Repro2 IWV dataset is used to evaluate the regional climate 
model ALARO. In addition, SMHI (Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute) started 
using EPN-Repro2 data for European Reanalysis in the framework of the Copernicus Climate 
Change Service.  
Schmidt, T. et al. (2016) processed radio occultation data from various LEO satellites to obtain 
zonally averaged temperature distributions in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere 
(UTLS) to validate the representation of the UTLS temperature transition zone in decadal 
climate hindcast experiments. 
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Working Groups of Sub-commission 2.6: 

WG 2.6.1: Potential field modelling with petrophysical support 
Chair: Carla Braitenberg (Italy) 

Members 
 Jon Kirby (Australia) 
 Shuanggen Jin (China) 
 Erik Ivins (USA) 
 Xiapoping Wu (USA) 
 Valeria Barbosa, (Brazil) 
 Leonardo Uieda (Brazil) 
 Orlando Alvarez (Argentina) 
 Jörg Ebbing, (Germany) 
 Holger Steffen (Sweden) 
 Sabine Schmidt (Germany) 
 Rezene Mahatsente (USA) 
 Daniele Sampietro, (Italy) 
 Christian Hirt (Germany) 

Activities and publications during the period 2015-2019 

The activity of the working group was manifested in discussions at meetings (e.g. EGU Vienna, 
Austria in years 2015-2019; International Symposium on Geodesy and Geodynamics 
(ISGG2018)- Tectonics, earthquake and Geohazards, Kunming, China (Figure 78), 2018; 
Gravity, Geoid and Height Systems, (GGHS) Copenhagen, 2018, Geodynamics and Earth Tide 
Symposium, Triest, Italy 2016) and individual exchange of information, methodologies, 
software and data among the members of the group, students and other interested colleagues.  

Figure 78 Group photo at International Symposium on Geodesy and Geodynamics (ISGG2018)- Tectonics, 
earthquake and Geohazards, 30 July-2 August 2018,  Kunming, China. 
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The aims of the group are to develop and promote methods and software that are needed for a 
full understanding of the Earth’s static and variable gravity and gradient field, integrating 
potential field modelling with the physical properties of the rocks at the in- situ conditions and 
using the constraining data on rock composition that are available from petrologic 
investigations. Another physical constraint comes from the isostatic equilibrium and the 
dynamic mass changes that are necessary to reach equilibrium calculable from observed GNSS 
movements. The petrophysical modelling must include assumptions or models of depth 
variation of temperature and pressure and the crust and mantle composition.  

Seismic data, supported by mineralogical constraints, are coupled to the external gravity field 
measured by satellites and to changes in the moments of inertia of the earth and the geodetically 
observed pole position.  Such data supported models are key to interdisciplinary study of the 
time-varying gravity fields measured by GRACE and the interpretation of ongoing climate-
related continental and ocean basin scale changes (Adhikari et al., 2018; Caron et al., 2018; 
Tapley et al., 2019). Such integrative models that explicitly employ seismic, gravity and 
petrological constraints are important in developing models of heat flux beneath the ice sheets 
(e.g., (Martos et al., 2017; Seroussi et al., 2017). 

Efforts were made on how to use the recent global topography reduction models which are 
available in spherical harmonics from the ICGEM calculation service. The use of the most 
recent terrestrial-satellite derived gravity models, and application of the global correction for 
terrain, leads to very different Bouguer gravity values compared to the classic local correction 
up to the 167 km Hayford radius. The global fields require special attention and dedicated study 
in order to be used in the regional density modeling. It is customary to reduce the gravity field 
for the effect of the topography, for which models in spherical harmonic expansion are 
available, as the model of (Hirt and Rexer, 2015), with details explained in (Rexer et al., 2016). 
Which functional to use when calculating the Bouguer gravity disturbance or anomaly, using 
the spherical harmonic expansions of the Earth’s gravity field (as EIGEN6C4)  and of the 
gravity effect of topography (as the model RET2014) is explained in (Tenzer et al., 2019). The 
result is a Bouguer map which is quite different from the one obtained from a local correction 
of the topography up to the Hayford radius of 167 km. For instance in the Alps, the Bouguer 
values are -60 mGal over the Alpine arc, whereas the regional Bouguer values are classically 
below -180 mGal.  

The markedly different values obtained with the global reduction are inherent to the distant 
masses that are neglected in the regional reduction, but which are largely compensated by the 
isostatic crustal thickness variations (Szwillus et al., 2016). When fulfilling regional 3D density 
modeling, lateral dimensions and maximum depth of the model is limited. The limit in lateral 
and depth extension of the model produces a limit in the spectral content of the modelled. It is 
therefore necessary to reduce the lowest degrees of the gravity field of topography, since they 
introduce a field which is due to distant masses and are uncorrelated to the regional properties 
of the gravity field which is going to be modelled in the present study. It was found that starting 
with degree and order N>10 the field of topography starts resembling the regional topography, 
a value which can be used as lower limit for the spherical harmonic expansion of the fields. 
This value agrees with the findings of mantle convection flows, who define degree 10 the limit 
of lithospheric contributions, lower having their origin in the deep mantle or lower. The band-
limited Bouguer map obtained for degrees 10 < N < 2190 (e.g. EIGEN 6C4 and RET2014) has 
the same features as the non-band-limited map, with the difference that the Bouguer anomalies 
are more like those of the regional topographic reduction. Further discussion on spectral content 
of density-modelled fields are found in (Sebera et al., 2018).   
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Several strategies have been developed to include the temperature, pressure and compositional 
aspects in the density modeling. Compositional and temperature effects in petrophysical 
modeling were addressed and the software updates have included the following: 

One useful software for compositional modeling is the “MATLAB toolbox and Excel workbook 
for calculating the densities, seismic wave speeds, and major element composition of minerals 
and rocks at pressure and temperature” by (Abers and Hacker, 2016). The software allows to 
calculate rock seismic velocities at elevated pressure and temperature for arbitrary 
compositions. The software includes a reference database to make such calculations from the 
physical properties of minerals. The database of 60 mineral endmembers includes the 
parameters needed to estimate density and elastic moduli for many crustal and mantle rocks at 
conditions relevant to the upper few hundreds of kilometers of Earth. The software being 
available in MATLAB, it can be integrated into density forward and inverse modeling 
enterprises. 

An alternative approach for modeling density and seismic velocity is the PERPLEX software 
tool (Connolly, 2005), a collection of Fortran routines (http://www.perplex.ethz.ch/). Perplex 
is a thermodynamic calculation package suitable for creating phase diagrams of the compound. 
It allows estimation of rock and mineral properties for a given composition as a function of 
pressure and temperature conditions, from which density and seismic velocity can be obtained.  

The isostatic principle is used in the lithosphere modeling process either as a constraining 
factor, requiring that equilibrium is reached after visco-elastic relaxation, or as a method to 
discriminate different lithospheric terrains. Either Bouguer or free air gravity is used in a joint 
analysis with topography, with the Bouguer field showing some numerical advantages (Kirby, 
2014, 2019). The isostatic principle was used to estimate possible gravity change rates 
observable from GRACE in response to mountain building and topographic uplift successfully 
in Tibet and Alps (Braitenberg and Shum, 2017; Chen et al., 2018) and for applications 
concerned with the estimate of hydrologic masses (Li et al., 2018). 

A 3D reference model for density modeling was developed by Haas and Ebbing, with the aim 
of having a benchmark for inversion studies and published electronically. The group showed 
that global qualitative analysis of satellite derived gradients correlate to tectonic large scale 
lithospheric properties (Ebbing et al., 2018).  

At local and regional scales, new algorithms for an accurate modelling of airborne gravity data 
have been studied. In details, a software to compute the terrain effect (Sampietro et al., 2016) 
with accuracy smaller than 0.1 mGal exploiting FFT properties has been developed. Moreover, 
a tool to filter and grid airborne gravity observations (Sampietro et al., 2017) also considering 
the low frequencies coming from Global Satellite Models, has been developed and tested. The 
obtained grids of gravity anomalies can be inverted by means of a new Bayesian inversion 
algorithm able to estimate at the same time the geometry of the main discontinuities between 
different layers or bodies in the sub-surface and the 3D density distribution within each 
layer/body.  The algorithm has been used to estimate the density distribution in relevant test 
cases in the field of hydrocarbon exploration and geoneutrino modelling (Reguzzoni et al., 
2019). 

The spectrum of investigations on which the above methodologies are applied is very broad, 
and includes, next to the aim of modeling the Earth in 3D, also topics as gravity changes 
associated to earthquakes (Spagnotto et al., 2018), or the search for mineral deposits (Motta et 
al., 2019). 
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Software updates: GrafLab/isGrafLab : 

Gravity functionals from spherical harmonic expansion.  This MATLAB tool  allows to 
calculate gravity functionals necessary to compute for instance gravity anomaly and Bouguer 
gravity disturbance with the above mentioned global fields (Bucha and Janák, 2014). New 
releases from 2018 of GrafLab and isGrafLab focus mostly on improving large-scale 
computations up to ultra-high harmonic degrees. In some applications, spherical harmonic 
synthesis up to degrees as high as, say, 21600 has become a necessary task of a routine 
character. The new versions allow more efficient computation. The software is available at: 
https://www.svf.stuba.sk/en/departments/department-of-theoretical-geodesy/science-and-
research/downloads.html?page_id=4996 
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Activities during the period 2015-2019 

Remark: JWG 2.1 has been established in December 2016, i.e. in the course of this IAG 
reporting period, based on suggestions and exchange with IAG officers. The group activities 
started with the first JWG 2.1 workshop in May 2017. 

In recent years, major technology breakthroughs on the fields of optical frequency standards 
and optical frequency transfer have been achieved, which provide a new basis for relativistic 
geodesy. The aim of JWG 2.1 is to investigate how measurements and modeling of relativistic 
effects can be included into geodesy and geophysical applications. The strongest focus of the 
group is currently on emerging methods to observe the gravity frequency redshift and gravity 
potential differences on continental scales by optical frequency transfer and remote optical 
frequency comparison, a field where we witness very dynamic activities.  

Comparisons of optical atomic clocks in laboratories, in particular in National Metrology 
Institutes (NMI), have achieved relative frequency accuracies in the 10-18 range for the best 
clocks. Such comparisons are included into the ongoing activities of the roadmap towards re-
definition of SI second established by the Consultative Committee on Time and Frequency 
(CCTF) of BIPM. For chronometric leveling and for the use in geodetic networks, the 
development of transportable optical clocks is a key element. They are needed for the 
calibration of stationary clocks and for the separation of clock inaccuracies and height 
inaccuracies. In first measurement campaigns with the transportable Sr lattice clock of 
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB), Germany, relative frequency accuracies in the 
10-17 range have been achieved (C. Lisdat, pers. comm.). The best experiments on remote 
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frequency transfer over continental distances using phase-stabilized optical fiber links have 
even achieved relative frequency accuracies in the 10-20 range, which leaves ample room for 
the future comparison of more accurate optical atomic clocks. In Europe, the network of optical 
fiber links for remote optical frequency transfer in accuracies relevant for relativistic geodesy 
is currently expanding due to ongoing research and infrastructure development projects. 
Frequency transfer experiments have already linked Braunschweig (Germany), Munich, Paris, 
and London, and the network is expected to include long distance links in Italy soon.  

Overall, increasingly, the elements needed for continental-scale observation of gravity 
frequency redshift and gravity potential differences with relativistic techniques in a relevant 
accuracy (10-18 relative frequency accuracy, corresponding to 0.1 m2/s2 accuracy in gravity 
potential difference, or 1 cm accuracy in height difference) are becoming available. There is 
increasing demand for concepts on the use of relativistic observations for geodetic and 
geophysical applications. Using networks of optical atomic clocks, it will be possible to observe 
both the static and time-variable gravity field, including tidal and non-tidal temporal variations 
of the gravity potential. Investigations should address in which locations relativistic frequency 
observations would be desirable and how observations in these sites can be linked to or 
integrated into existing and evolving geodetic networks and reference frames such as the IERS 
network and the International Height Reference System (IHRS). It should be studied how 
gravity potential differences obtained from relativistic techniques, e.g., in optical clock 
networks should be combined with available classical geopotential data and models. Results 
from chronometric leveling are expected to strengthen height information from the GNSS/geoid 
approach, as well as from leveling networks. The support from geospatial and mapping agencies 
will be important in this field. Studies should consider how potential difference observations 
referring to atomic standards can be used for the observation of geophysical processes, and how 
they can serve as height reference for a wide variety of applications in oceanography. 

JWG 2.1 intends to draft a Position Paper addressing geodetic entities (such as EUREF for 
Europe), outlining the concepts and current status for using frequency transfer networks for 
chronometric leveling and geodetic reference frames. In addition, the group considers research 
on free-space optical links for frequency transfer as very important and promising. 

The goal of the group is to bring together experts on time and frequency metrology with experts on 
geodetic applications and geodetic reference frames. The group has done so in two dedicated JWG 
2.1 workshops. The first workshop was held on May 15-16, 2019, at Leibniz Universität Hannover, 
Germany. The second workshop was held on October 10-11, 2018, at BIPM in Sèvres, France.  

In the following, the contributions and discussions of JWG 2.1 on the most important topics are 
summarized. For more details, the presentations, materials, and minutes of the workshops are 
available at the JWG 2.1 website https://www.ife.uni-hannover.de/de/forschung/professur-
fuer-geodaetische-weltraumsensorik-und-schwerefeld/jwg-21-relativistic-geodesy/ 

Progress in optical clock development and campaigns of optical clock comparisons 

For stationary optical clocks in NMIs, the number of optical transitions studied, compared and 
reported has strongly increased, with several measurements of optical frequency ratios having 
uncertainties much smaller than the current realization of the second. This work is monitored 
by a Working Group of the CCTF (Figure 79) and should lead to a future redefinition of the 
second. The activities of the corresponding roadmap of CCTF have been reported to the group, 
with important milestones being achieved, e.g., with two optical clocks contributing as 
secondary standards to TAI. Recent comparison campaigns linking Braunschweig (PTB), Paris 
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(Observatoire de Paris / SYRTE) and London (NPL) involved a total of 9 optical clocks in June 
2017, and 6 optical clocks in April/May 2018. Perspectives include the development of non-
destructive atomic detection in clocks to avoid dead time as a factor limiting optical clock 
stability. Campaigns for remote optical clock comparisons with PTB’s transportable Sr lattice 
clock have started in 2016 (Grotti et al 2018). To date, campaigns have included measurements 
in PTB, Observatoire de Paris (Figure 80), Modane (LSM), Torino (INRIM), and Munich 
(MPQ). According to preliminary analysis, for the best sub-sets of remote clock comparison 
observations, a combined relative frequency uncertainty in the low 10-17 range (corresponding 
to few decimeters in height uncertainty) has been achieved. Within the ITOC campaign, gravity 
potential differences between Paris and several sites in Germany have been determined using 
classical methods with an uncertainty of the order of 3 cm equivalent height (Denker et al 2018).  

Figure 79 : Frequency ratio measurements considered by the Frequency Standards Working Group (WGFS) of 
the CCTF. Most were absolute frequency measurements, i.e. frequency ratios involving the caesium primary 

standard, but several optical frequency ratios have been determined. Source: H. Margolis / G. Petit 

Figure 80 The transportable Sr lattice clock of PTB during measurements at Observatoire de Paris in 2017. 
Source: C. Lisdat, PTB
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Progress in time and frequency transfer techniques 

Remote frequency comparisons with interferometric optical fiber links have achieved effective 
attenuation counteraction and 10-20 relative frequency accuracy. They have been very 
successfully used for the clock comparison campaigns reported above. Currently, the 
infrastructure for experiments in Europe is extended by several links in France using industrial 
grade links with uptimes of 90% and higher, as well as by the implementation of the Italian 
Quantum Backbone optical fiber link with a length of 1800 km connecting Modane (LSM), 
Torino (INRIM), and the 3 VLBI stations in Medicina, Fucino and Matera. This opens the 
perspective to deliver a common clock to the radiotelescopes for applications in radioastronomy 
and geodesy (Figure 81). Concepts towards a sustainable, layered fiber access infrastructure in 
Europe are currently being developed in the Clonets project. As an alternative to optical fiber 
links, GPS-Integer Ambiguity Precise Point Positioning (IPPP) is being studied, achieving 
frequency deviations in the low 10-17 accuracy regime when averaged over several weeks of 
measurements (Leute et al 2018; Figure 82). Although this is far from sufficient to compare the 
best optical clocks, it is the only technique readily available capable of frequency transfer in 
the 10-17 domain between any two clocks worldwide. It allows for intercontinental frequency 
comparisons, which will also be provided by the upcoming ACES mission to the International 
Space Station (ISS). 

Figure 81 Italian Quantum Backbone optical fiber network. 
Source: D. Calonico (INRIM)
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Figure 82 Modified Allan deviation of frequency deviations of GPS PPP/IPPP link for a baseline between PTB 
and DTAG Bremen (150 km). The GPS receivers operated in a common-clock setup linked by Optical Time 

Transfer. Source: J. Leute (BIPM) 

Theory of relativistic geodesy 

The fully relativistic description of signal propagation in optical fibers has been discussed, 
including frequency transfer, time transfer, tidal effects, and the Sagnac effect. It was derived 
that in a relativistic framework, the potential describing frequency redshift is consistent with 
the potential describing accelerations. It was discussed that first-order Post-Newtonian effects 
in the definition of the geoid would imply changes at the level of 2 mm (or 210-19). It should 
be ensured that this and other uncertainties from the theory remain below that of the applications 
by a significant factor.  

Reference frames, height networks, and time 

The need for a new definition of International Atomic Time and the need of guidelines for 
operators of frequency standards to compute the relativistic shift with the best possible accuracy 
were discussed. The new definition of TAI was adopted by the CCTF in 2017 and endorsed by 
the General Conference of Weights and Measures in 2018. There was a consensus among the 
JWG 2.1 that the value of the constant LG defining Terrestrial Time (TT) is conventional and 
so provides a conventional value of the gravity potential defining a “chronometric geoid”, and 
that it should not be changed to track the progresses in determining a “classical geoid” whose 
surface corresponds to mean sea level. 

Determination of the gravity potential with clocks 

The observation of the relativistic frequency redshift in optical clock networks provides the 
opportunity to link gravity potential differences and height differences to atomic standards. The 
complementarity of chronometric observables to classical gravity observables concerning 
spatial resolution and sensitivity was discussed. A synthetic gravity model and synthetic 
measurements were used for a test case in France to test the quality of simulated geopotential 
determination (Lion et al 2017). A European-scale simulation addressed the elimination of 
offsets and tilts in regional height systems at the decimeter-scale using several clock 
observations in each region (Wu et al 2019). A concept of combining pointwise geopotential 
data from classical geopotential determination using satellite-based gravity models and high-
resolution terrestrial gravity data on one hand with relativistic potential differences between 
clock sites on the other was proposed, motivated by the combination of best available 
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techniques in existing reference frames such as the ITRF. A concept for a hierarchical clock 
network for an IHRS was proposed, including transportable clocks for densification. The 
potential of using accurate space-based optical clocks for direct determination of the gravity 
potential seems limited at this time, however, space-based optical clocks could provide the 
reference for Earth-based clocks to measure the gravity potential on Earth. 

Applications in oceanography 

Accurate height reference is needed for a wide range of applications in oceanography, from 
mapping and navigation in shallow areas to deep sea exploration. Applications include the 
planning and construction of energy generation in oceans, and hydrodynamic models for coastal 
safety. References for mapping often contain artefacts due to differences in chart datums (e.g., 
differences between local and global references). Merging and homogenization is critical, e.g., 
for the combination of airborne and terrestrial recovery of topography and bathymetry, and 
needs high-resolution geoid information. An important task is to relate the mean dynamic 
topography (MDT) of the oceans to the sea levels locally measured at tide gauges. This can be 
performed to within about 5 cm RMS for the best cases today, but with several locations where 
decimetric discrepancies subsist (Figure 83). Centimeter accuracy point geopotential values 
from optical clocks would help greatly with looking at coastal MDT at tide gauges. 

Figure 83 Contour plot: Aviso mean dynamic topography (MDT), extended with Ecco2 ocean model; circles: 
coastal MDT in tide gauges equipped with GPS, referred to Eigen-6c4 geoid. Source: Andersen et al (2018) 

Other related activities 

During the reporting period, the International Space Science Institute (ISSI), Bern, hosted a 
scientific team on “Spacetime Metrology, Clocks and Relativistic Geodesy”. The team was led 
by Sergei Kopeikin and Jürgen Müller. The team members had a significant overlap with the 
JWG 2.1 group members, leading to a very fruitful exchange and complementarity of 
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investigations. The ISSI team held scientific meetings in March 2018 and March 2019. 
Presentations and results, including an extensive list of references, are available at 
http://www.issibern.ch/teams/spacetimemetrology/. The ISSI team activities are ending in 2019.  

The proceedings of the 2016 WE Heraeus Seminar “Relativistic Geodesy: Foundations and 
Applications” were published in 2019, edited by Dirk Pützfeld and Claus Lämmerzahl. 

In September 2018, the workshop “1st International Symposium on Time and Frequency 
Applications (TAFA)” was held at Wuhan University, China, promoting the international 
exchange on the topics of IAG JWG 2.1. 

In the reporting period, members of JWG 2.1 organized and (co-)convened several topical 
sessions at international conferences on the research field of JWG 2.1. 
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Activities during the period 2015-2019 

Remark: JWG 2.2 has been established in spring 2017, i.e. in the course of this IAG reporting 
period. The terms of reference, objectives and program of activities has been adopted during 
the IAG EC meeting on 28 April 2017.  

The National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA), in conjunction with its U.S. and 
international partners, is currently working on the next Earth Gravitational Model. The final 
version of the new 'Earth Gravitational Model 2020' (EGM2020) has an expected public release 
date of 2020. EGM2020 will be essentially an ellipsoidal harmonic model up to degree (n) and 
order (m) 2159, but will be released as a spherical harmonic model to degree 2190 and order 
2159. EGM2020 will benefit from new data sources and procedures. Updated satellite gravity 
information from the GOCE and GRACE mission, will better support the lower harmonics, 
globally. Multiple new acquisitions (terrestrial, airborne and ship borne) of gravimetric data 
over specific geographical areas, will provide improved global coverage and resolution over 
the land, as well as for coastal and some ocean areas. NGA and partners are evaluating different 
approaches for optimally combining the new GOCE/GRACE satellite gravity models with the 
terrestrial data. These include the latest methods employing a full covariance adjustment.  
A first preliminary version PGM2017 was distributed among the members of JWG 2.2. This 
model was validated by applying various methods. For this independent external validation, a 
full arsenal of validation methods and external independent data sources was applied. This 
includes validation against GPS/levelling observations, regional data bases of gravity field 
functionals, other global and regional gravity field models, orbit tests to assess mainly the long 
wavelengths of the field as well as the spectral transition from satellite to terrestrial data, 
assessment in the frame of mean dynamic ocean topography computations, correlation analysis 
with topographic potential and isostatic potential models. 
Good progress has been made during this period in the PGM2017 model validation. Several 
issues have been identified, and model improvements have been suggested to the model 
producers. 
The next model release is expected by end of 2019 or beginning of 2020, i.e. after the end of 
the current IAG period. Therefore, it is recommended to set up a similar validation group under 
the umbrella of IAG in the next IAG period. This would be important, because EGM2020 is a 
candidate model to serve as global reference for the International Height Reference System 
(IHRS) as part of an integrated Global Geodetic Reference Frame (GGRF). 


